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ABSTRACT

With the central compositional role it places on timbre, electroacoustic music

poses new questions and problems in existing definitions of musical dissonance.

However, no comprehensive musical theory of dissonance as it relates to sound

objects themselves or their syntactical constructs has yet been proposed. While

the theory described in this dissertation is not comprehensive by any means, it

attempts to paint a skeletal model of one through both musical and technical

approaches.

This dissertation first proposes the concept that individual sound objects can

be considered relatively consonant or dissonant, just as theorists have historically

described dyads (and only more recently, chords) comprised of distinct pitches,

by examining historical writings on dissonance and projecting linkages to the

electroacoustic medium. Furthermore, it proposes a rudimentary musical

model—not a mathematical or cognitivist one, of which several already do

exist—of “timbral consonance” defined in terms of compositional aspects of

electro-acoustic music.  In a manner similar to how purely pitch-based notions of

dissonance has informed the syntax of tension and release in tonal music, so has

the timbral counterpoint of “consonant” and “dissonant” sound objects, if at

only an intuitive level.

Next, the concept of quantifying dissonance—both in historical context and

current theoretical practice—is addressed, along with the extent to which

objectification of dissonance is musically informative for analysis of particularly
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non-notated music. Subsequently, the dissertation formally defines the term

“sound object,” motivating the necessity of viewing musical dissonance as an

inherent property of a sound object, and it argues that sound objects themselves

naturally fall onto multidimensional axes of consonance and dissonance with

respect to particular physical and perceptual properties. A battery of listening

tests that were conducted to test the proposed theory are then described and

analyzed to attempt to find physical properties of sound and psychoacoustic

factors that may influence the perception of sound-object dissonance.

As a supplement to this dissertation, my composition Tilt for 7.1-channel

computer playback with optional live electronics is included on an enclosed DVD.

The work was commissioned in 2002 by the International Computer Music

Association, and, while a separate project from this essay, is included here as a

supplement. The DVD contains program notes and data files containing audio

tracks, along with a two-channel mixdown.
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19=:3.6B

%9/ ,11@/ ,1 8.1= >@:39/: ?=EA=@4-/- 76 39/ E@.3,3@-/ => ./5/.1 =>

/x8E,483,=4 A=11,7./ D9/4 848.6F,40 8 E@1,?8. D=:KB L=: /x8EA./C =4/ E,093

/x8E,4/ 39/ -,11=484?/ 13:@?3@:/ A=1/- 76 8 A8:3,?@.8: ?=E7,483,=4 => ?9=:-1 ,4

39/ 13:,40 1/?3,=4 => 84 =:?9/13:8. A,/?/B #.3/:483,5/.6C =4/ E86 D,19 3= /x8E,4/

8 -,11=484?/ 13:@?3@:/ 3983 ,1 A=1/- 76 =4/ ,43/:58. ,4 A8:3,?@.8: D9/4 A.86/- 76

8 "@3/ 84- 84 =7=/ 76 @1,40 39/ E846 3==.1 =>>/:/- 76 -,0,38. 1,048. A:=?/11,40B

M4 39/ >=:E/: /x8EA./C D/ 8:/ .==K,40 83 4=3/1 =4.6C 84- 39,1 ,1 39/ A:,E8:6 D86

3983 E@1,?8. -,11=484?/ 981 7//4 /xA.=:/- ,4 39/ A813B ;# E8N=: 3:,8- ,1

?=41=4843C< D/ E,093 186B M4 39/ .833/: /x8EA./C D/ 8:/ ;F==E,40 ,4< D,39 39/

E,?:=1?=A/ 8>>=:-/- 76 848.61,1 => -,0,38. 8@-,= 1,048.1 3= /x8E,4/ 39/ 3,E/H 84-

>:/I@/4?6H-=E8,4 A:=A/:3,/1 => 1=@4- 18EA./1B "/:/C D/ E,093 ,413/8- 186C
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“The resulting interval is consonant owing to the relative harmonicity of the

overtone structures of its constituent timbres and the mutual congruence of the

feature vectors of the individual tones.” Equipped with algorithmic transcription

capabilities (for example, the ability to detect pitches and rhythms), the latter

approach forms a more robustHand until recently relatively

unexploredHmanner in which to examine musical dissonance. The latter

approach is the subject of this essay.

!

This discussion is based on the central premise that music, as with any time-

based medium, can only do one of three things to a listener’sLviewer’s attentive

state at any given momentM (1) focus it, or increase attention; (2) leave it

unchanged; or (3) blur it, or decrease attention. The same could be said for other

aspects of the receiver’s mental state, for example, perception of tension and

release, stability and instability, familiarity and unfamiliarity, causality and non-

causality, suspense and resolution.  Paid another way, time-based art can do one

of three things at any point in timeM

And because a work can do any of these things at any point in time, it can

also do the same at any scale in timeHon a local level as well as a global level.
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Theories of dissonance ha6e historically formed a signi!cant compositional tool

in the creation and ordering of such tra>ectories.

!

The electro-acoustic medium, with the central musical role it places on timbre,

poses new Duestions and problems when discussing the concept of dissonance. Is

a particular !"#$%&inherently more musically dissonant than another soundF  Can

sound itself be characterized as dissonant, rather than >ust combinations of

representational ob>ects (e.g., notes on a staff)F How do certain sound ob>ects

interact in electro-acoustic music to create a percei6able, syntactical gestaltF In

this thesis, I offer a partial answer these Duestions through examinations of

literature from se6eral disciplines and analysis of selected musical compositions.

I will !rst discuss the ideas of musical consonance and dissonance in their

6arious historical incarnations and subseDuently apply their rele6ant details

within the context of electro-acoustic music. I propose the notion that indi6idual

sound ob>ects, or relati6ely brief sonic gestalts, can be considered relati6ely

consonant or dissonant, >ust as theorists ha6e historically described dyads (and

only more recently, chords) comprised of distinct pitches. Kurthermore, I

propose a rudimentary musical modelLnot a mathematical or cogniti6ist one, of

which se6eral existLof Mtimbral consonanceN de!ned in terms of compositional

aspects of electro-acoustic music.  In a manner similar to how purely pitch-based

notions of dissonance has informed the syntax of tension and release in tonal

music, so has the timbral counterpoint of MconsonantN and MdissonantN sound

ob>ects. Speci!c examples of such music are discussed.
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.n attempting to answer these kinds of >uestions from a music-compositional

perspective, . offer implicit and perceptual properties of sound oEFects that Foin

to create dissonance continuaG Hor example, factors that most certainly affect our

compositional assessment of a sound oEFectJs relative dissonance include the

soundJs inherent Kharmonicity,L transient nature, reverEeration,

KrecogniMaEility,L causality, volume, context, spatial location, spatial velocity;

signal >uality, and any visual cues that may accompany the soundJs production,

along with our perception of whether the sound poses a Eiological threat that

should elicit a necessary physical responseG . discuss each of these factors and

present sound examples to illustrate each of themG

!

.n contrast to other existing ideas, . am primarily concerned with a

compositional and aesthetic, rather than a mathematical or scienti!c, description

of musical dissonanceG Ny discussion is related to the practice of composing

electro-acoustic music and anecdotally includes how composers of such music

might intuitively approach the Fuxtaposition and intersection of KconsonantL and

KdissonantL sounds in their compositionsG #s such, my discussion is descriptive,

rather than cognitivist, empirical, or mathematicalG

.n a larger context, . am attempting to understand ways dissonance of sound

oEFects may inform compositional choices in electro-acoustic musicG #rguaEly, so

much traditional acoustic music has Eeen effective largely Eecause composers
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have discovered or even perfected various means for creating feelings of relative

“tension” and “release.” The same thing happens in successful electro@acoustic

music, though the “tension” and “release” are created through alternating

timbres and textures, for example, rather than notationally representible pitch

classes, which suggests the categorical importance of a dissonance theory of

sound objects.

The nonlinear relationship among physical phenomena of sound production,

psychoacoustics, and our perception of musical dissonance underscores the

hysteretic nature of dissonance. It is because of this very hysteresis that

quantitative and qualitative conceptions of dissonance by necessity lag each

other in perpetuity. Iltimately, I am ultimately asking many more questions

than I can answer, but the cathartic exercise of pondering certainly sounds good,

and if it sounds good, it is good, I hope.
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2 PRELUDE: A SURVEY OF MUSICAL CONSONANCE

It is clear…that the fundamental reason for the great divergence in

the ranking by experts and the consequent disparagement of the

ranking of consonance and dissonance has been due to the failure to

take common ground in the denition of these terms. (Malmberg

1918, p. 108)

Attempts to quantify aspects of musical experience date as far back as the

Pythagoreans, who computed and tabulated ratios that represented the

correspondence between vibrating lengths of a monochord and the perceived

pitches and intervals. Since then, the terms consonance and dissonance have been

ascribed—often quite casually and inconsistently—to various features of both

linear and vertical harmony throughout the history of music. Consonance, like

timbre, is not easily dened, nor is it necessarily simple (or even meaningful, as

we will see) to parameterize dissonance as a perceptual construct.

Like timbre, only specic elements of consonance exhibit any meaningful

ordinality at all: one can only say that one interval is more consonant than
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another within a single given parameter, just like one can only quantitatively

compare two sounds in terms of one particular timbral feature at a time. To say

one interval is inherently more consonant than another may be true in one sense

and not in another. The interval of a perfect fth, for example, may not always be

perceptually consonant contrary to popular opinion (and music theory

textbooks). The dissonance of intervals is greatly dependent on the timbres that

play each pitch.

Consider, for example, the following thought experiment: two tuning forks

are pitched a perfect fth apart and struck simultaneously. Compare the

dissonance (in the casual sense of the term) of the resulting sound with that of

two large cymbals whose fundamentals are tuned precisely a 3:2 perfect fth

apart but whose spectra are entirely inharmonic. Most people would say the

perfect fth resulting from the tuning forms is much more “consonant” than that

exhibited by the cymbals.

Many other anomalies in this world of consonance and dissonance exist.

Perhaps one of the most interesting is their non-complementarity: the degree to

which an interval is classied as “dissonant” by a listener is not necessarily the

inverse of the degree to which the same listener classies the same interval as

“consonant.”

In this chapter, I will outline a few different ways the terms “consonance”

and “dissonance” have been dened and used. I will then turn our discussion to

realms outside of pitch (and music, for that matter), where we will briey

address rhythmic dissonance and cognitive dissonance. I will then present a brief
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history of attempts to quantify dissonance levels: the empiricism of dissonance,

as it were. Next, from James Tenney’s writings on musical structure and form,

the idea of using consonance and dissonance as organizing principles in a

musical work is motivated, supplemented by a brief discussion of several works

organized in such a way. The chapter concludes with my observations on the

idea and process of quantifying dissonance, specically, what “works” and what

does not.

2.1 The Legacy of “Consonance” and “Dissonance”

Eight softening bars tell us unambiguously that we approach a

love scene. But this motive built on the alternation of two dissonant

chords sounds rather like scratching a glass plate with a sharp knife.

Like a cold snake-skin runs this love bliss down the spine.

—Eduard Hanslick, Neue Freie Presse, Vienna,

November 30, 1876, speaking of Tchaikovsky’s Romeo and Juliet

Suite (quoted in Slonimsky 1953, p. 206)

That Western philosophy tends toward descriptive categorization is an

understatement. Consider Aristotle’s writings on the origins and kinds of humor

in the Poetics, Augustine’s categorization of sins in the Confessions, Aquinas’

encyclopedic Summa Theologica, and Wittengenstein’s outline-exposition of
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symbolism and language in Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, to name but a few

famous examples. Most Western writings about music are no different; they

generally attempt to dissect and categorize, and writings and theories about

music that lie outside of this expository tradition are often dismissed.

To the extent that music before the invention of electronics was written,

described, and analyzed in terms of pitch, the perceptual correlate of frequency,

it was only natural to begin dissecting the implications—be they mathematical,

musical, affective, or spiritual—of all possible (or “allowable”) combinations of

pitches. And this is exactly what happened. Most early writings on music

discussed intervals and their resulting dissonance. Quite simply, the more

perfect the “consonance,” the more “beautiful” the interval, and therefore the

more perfect expression it is of divine truth. Clearly suggestive of a relative scale

of consonance, it was not long until people began actually assigning numerical

values to intervals as a supposed indication of their relative dissonance levels.

(We will return to this later.)

It is often taken for granted that practice precedes theory in the classical

Western tradition: composers write; theorists categorize. Consider the number of

music theory textbooks and theoretical studies that are written each decade on

tonal music, well after the so-called compositional demise of the tonal system.

But, as Jeppesen (1939) notes, theory has occasionally preceded practice, and

when this happened, it was generally in the context of theoretical treatments of

consonance and dissonance. As an example, he notes the Ars Antiqua as an

example:
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…[T]he “Franconian” law, setting forth a prohibition against

dissonances upon accented portions of the measure, was formulated by

the theorists some time before it was carried out in actual practice.

Likewise, although the prohibition against parallel fths was

proclaimed in the thirteenth century and was made more stringent by

the theorists of the fourteenth, one cannot regard it as having been

fully observed until the appearance of the a capella composers of the

Palestrina period.

And so the concepts of consonance and dissonance occupy a central historical

role in the theory-practice dialectic. Even still, it seems no music theory textbook

is complete without ample, albeit grossly simplied, denitions and

categorizations of various “consonance” and “dissonances.”

!

One of the major impediments to a unied theory of musical consonance is

simply the lack of consensus in terminology. And virtually no twentieth-century

examination of the concept of musical dissonance is complete without a

statement similar to the preceding sentence. Yet, millennia after the concepts of

consonance and dissonance were manifest in dialogue about music, we still do

not rmly embrace the true multidimensionality of the concept.
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Epistemologically speaking, terminology itself can play a major role in

understanding of any entity, as discussed in the writings of Bertrand Russell and

Ludwig Wittgenstein. But the denition of the purely ineffable is no mean feat.

However, contrary to Wittgenstein’s idea on the issue—“Whereof one cannot

speak, thereof one must be silent” (Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus7)—an attempt to

discuss that which one cannot fully describe or observe (musical dissonance, in

this case) can yield new ideas and creative insights.

Many composers and theorists are justiably concerned over the lack of

coherent thinking about the constitution of dissonance. As Partch (1974), p. 154

wrote of modern composers:

But whether they are consophiles or consophobes, they are justied

in objecting to the common terms “pleasant” for consonance and

“unpleasant” for dissonance, terms which are indenite if not actually

misleading.

He quickly adds the following in a footnote, alluding to the ineffability of

consonance:

Nor are the terms of the psychologists very clarifying. The criteria,

and associated terms, for consonance encountered in their writings

include: mechanism of synergy, conscious fusion, fusion, smoothness,

purity, blending, fractionation. So many terms confuse the issue. The
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word consonance evolved as it did to express the idea that it does

express, and—even thought it is one of a homonym—spelled in this

way it expresses nothing else.

Thankfully, we more or less all recognize dissonance when we hear it. And

history is rife with fanciful descriptions: as early as 1573, Gabriel Harvey wrote

of “Dissonant and iarring dittyes” (Letter-Book 1573–80, p. 117), and

As Hutchinson and Knopoff (1979) relate, Mersenne wrote of the “trembling”

of mistuned organ pipes as early as 1636, and William Holder noted the “Battel

in the Ayr” that results from adjacent low-frequency organ pipes (Wever 1929).

John Milton’s 1634 Comus notes “The…roar…lled the air with barbarous

dissonance,” while Joseph Addison’s The Spectator (1711–1714) astutely observes

the subjective nature of dissonance and musical preference, writing “What is

Harmony to one Ear, may be Dissonance to another.”

And thus, consonance is what it is. Dissonance is what it is. Perhaps that is

the best we can say about it, analogously to James Tenney’s circular denition of

timbre as that which pitch and rhythm are not—as well as some of what they are

as well. As a testament to the generality that the notion of dissonance can

encompass both in and outside of music, consider the writings from a broad

array of disciplines— from computational musicology to anthropology and

psychology—that address the issue both colloquially and theoretically.

Considering the amassed eld of knowledge from each of these disciplines, it is

interesting to search for areas of overlap among the conceptions proffered by
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each eld. For example, to what extent can gestalt psychology and Festinger’s

psychological theory of cognitive dissonance inform a musical denition of

dissonance?

In such an endeavor, common terminology is essential, as previously noted.

To address (and admittedly potentially confuse) this issue, let us begin by briey

dissecting ten different ways the term “dissonance” has been used. We will

consider the notion of “Music of the Spheres” with a brief foray into the strange

world of comma phenomena. Next, we examine the concepts of consonance as

“pleasantness” and musical stability. We then address Helmholtz’s idea of

consonance and beat frequencies, followed by early-twentieth-century

explorations of the relationship between consonance and tonal fusion of partials.

Next, we will touch on William Sethares’ conjecture of “tonal consonance,”

perhaps the rst comprehensive dissonance theory that fully takes timbre into

account, followed by a brief discussion of recent neurological experiments in the

medical research community on dissonance perception. Moving beyond the

realm of pitch and timbre, we conclude the tour by presenting the notions of

metrical dissonance, rhythmic dissonance, and contextual and cognitive

dissonance.

Discussions of dissonance in the context of music have almost exclusively

occurred—until surprisingly recently—within the context of the interval, and

hence, tuning theory has played an important role in formulating many theories

of dissonance. The notion of relative dissonance of intervals has generally

assumed of the preexistence of scale (a safe bet for Western music!), and so
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theoretical dissections of scale have almost always been predicated on a search

for maximal consonance of chords within the scale. Numerological quests for

simplicity and order in scale to achieve maximal consonance undoubtedly

yielded beautiful chords, like 4:5:6 major triads, but not without undesirable side

effects, viz. “wolf fths,” comma phenomena, etc. It was as if a giant

optimization problem were controlling everything: the more beautiful one thing,

the more ugly the other. Clearly, early writers postulated, a cosmic force must be

in control.

2.2 The Music of the Spheres

At least seven different meanings and connotations of the term “consonance”

may be traced, beginning with the mystical—and later overtly theological—idea

that perfect consonances of simple numeric ratios best express the divine

proportions of the universe (the musica mundi, reected downward into the

musica humana and the audible musica instrumentalis). Dissonance, on the other

hand, was associated with evil, epitomized in the tritone’s reputation as diabolus

in musica.

The vast majority of Western writings on and about music until the late

Renaissance occupied a peculiarly speculative space embedded simultaneously

in theology, philosophy, cosmology, and mathematics. The prevailing tone was

one of order, “perfectness,” and beauty of the cosmos, reected most visibly in

the motions of vibrating strings here on earth. Long before we derived the wave
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equation, a partial differential equation that clearly explains how wave

phenomena in ideal vibrating strings lead to simple harmonic motion and

perfectly in-tune harmonic modes of vibration, Pythagoras, Boethius, Augustine,

and others recognized the theosophical beauty in simplicity, the reections of the

divine cosmos, in sound.

The esoteric concept of “music of the spheres” is well-documented elsewhere

(e.g., Haar 1998; James 1993; Voss 1998; 2000), and a wonderfully concise and

elegant history is presented by Haar in Wiener’s Dictioinary of the History of Ideas:

Studies of Selected Pivotal Ideas (1973). The central theme is that music and the

cosmos are inextricably intertwined: that the divine manifests itself not in the

physical nature of sound, but in the harmonious relationship of all elements in

the universe. This idea found its basis in the cult of the Pythagoreans, which

ourished around 500 BC, who among other ideologies held that humankind’s

spiritual communion with the divine was possible through expressions of the

mathematical realities of the universe. (See Iamblichus’ Life of Pythagoras.)

Aristotle even wrote of this cult in his Metaphysica: “They supposed the elements

of numbers to be the elements of all things, and the whole heaven to be a scale

and a number ” (Metaphysica A 5 986a, trans. W. D. Ross). The Pythagoreans

believed that certain numbers themselves were beautiful, but apparently not all

of them: it is said that Pythagoras ordered the beheading of one of his followers

who showed that 2  was an irrational number.

The theoretical study of music offered a natural framework within which

Pythagoreans could assert and test the correspondences among numbers, scales,
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and sound. The Greek biographer Diogenes Laërtius (. early third century), for

example, credited Pythagoras of Samos with dening the four principal

consonances that can be formed within the sacred tetraktys (the numbers 1–4),

namely the unision (a 1:1 of string lengths on two monochords), octave (2:1),

perfect fth (3:2), and perfect fourth (4:3). Thus we still denote musical scales

tuned according to the highest prime number in the tetraktys (3) as Pythagorean

scales, to which we will return later.

Pythagoreanism itself laid at the historical nexus of East and West—clearly a

conuence of Jewish Kabbalistic and Chaldean (Babylonean) numerological

traditions that largely commingled stories of numerical harmony with

creationism, of mathematical beauty and cosmological exegesis. Consider, for

example, Plato’s play Timaeus, written circa 360 B.C., in which the protagonist

proclaims:

Moreover, so much of music as is adapted to the sound of the voice

and to the sense of hearing is granted to us for the sake of harmony;

and harmony, which has motions akin to the revolutions of our souls,

is not regarded by the intelligent votary of the Muses as given by them

with a view to irrational pleasure, which is deemed to be the purpose of

it in our day, but as meant to correct any discord which may have

arisen in the courses of the soul, and to be our ally in bringing her into

harmony and agreement with herself; and rhythm too was given by

them for the same reason, on account of the irregular and graceless
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ways which prevail among mankind generally, and to help us against

them. (Timaeus XIV, trans. B. Jowett)

One of the greatest expressions of the music of the spheres, written about the

same time as Timaeus, is found in the Myth of Er from Plato’s Republic, the

impetus for Iannis Xenakis’ octaphonic tape-music classic La legende d'Eer

(1977–78). As Haar summarizes in Weiner (1973):

Er the Pamphylian, a hero slain in battle, was given the privilege

of seeing the next world and then returning to life to describe what he

had seen. The vision of Er includes once again a model of the universe,

a set of concentric rings or whorls—the planets—hung on the spindle

of Necessity. The rims of these whorls are of different sizes and colors,

and they revolve at different speeds—all theinner ones in opposition to

the movement of the outer rim, the rmament. The Pythagorean

proportions of the Timaeus are lacking here; but present is actual

music, for as the spindle turns, “on the upper surface of each circle is a

siren, who goes round with them, hymning a single tone or note. The

eight together form one harmony “ (Republic X. 617, trans. B.

Jowett).

Although a Christian take on the concept of Music of the Spheres was offered

by Augustine in his classic De Musica (written c. 391), itself perhaps inuenced
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by Clement of Alexandria’s second-century Exhortation to the Greeks, the sixth

century saw two important works on the subject. The rst, Cassiodorus’s

Insitutione, echoed much of Pythagoreanism in its espousal of the efcacy of

music to affect the soul and in the important relationships between numbers and

music. However, the primary testament of Post-Classical thought on the subject

came from another writer. The terms most often associated with the Music of the

Spheres were given voice by Anicius Manlius Torquatus Severinus Boethius (c.

480–525) in his De Musica (c. 500), namely the lofty musica mundana(the music

and harmony of the cosmos as a whole), musica humana (the human

“music”—harmony that results from the proper relationships between humans

and the divine, particularly in a moralistic sense), and musica instrumentalis(the

only music that most can actually hear, i.e., the actual sounds of musical

instruments). (Incidentally, this work of Boethius was apparently required at

Oxford University as a standard music theory text until 1856.) Boethius’ other

primary contribution to music theory, De Institutione Musica (c. 505), specically

denes consonance of musical sounds, a denition to which we will return later.

Aside: Comma Phenomena, or “Why Did God Do This?”

The impetus behind much of the concept of the Music of the Spheres was

surely owing not in the least to the existence of comma phenomena, a numerical

anomaly inherent in just-intonation tuning systems, which were discovered

remarkably early by many of the Pythagoreans. Commas are small intervals that

result from the slight inequality of successive just-intonation intervals that
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should ultimately result in a simple just interval but do not. For example, three

successive major thirds that are equivalent in intervallic ratio should yield an

octave ratio, but this is impossible without resorting to irrational numbers,

because the only number x that solves the relation x 3 = 2 :1 is 2
3 , which of

course is irrational. The use of irrational numbers to represent frequency ratios of

musical intervals of course violates the very idea of just intonation by denition,

leading to the concept of temperament. In fact, it could be said that the rise of

equal temperament had less to do with allowing modulation than the solution to

alleviate commas by tempering and distributing them throughout the scale. The

ability to play in any key was a nice side effect. (See Barker 1989; Chalmers 1993;

Forster 2005 for descriptions of historically important tunings and scales and

additional discussions of comma phenomena.)

There exist a mathematically unbounded number of commas. However, a few

generally receive special attention owing to their importance and primacy, as

well as to the historical nature of their discoveries. We will briey outline each of

these in turn. The most famous of all commas is of course the so-called

Pythagorean comma, discovered by the Pythagoreans, which is a result of the

fact that twelve diapente (3:2 perfect fths) do not equal seven diapason (2:1

perfect octaves). This comma is a number we can represent as
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Expressed in units of cents, the ratio becomes

1200log2
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or almost one-quarter tone in twelve-tone equal temperament.

Other important commas include dieses, the syntonic comma, and the

Schisma. The Great Diesis is simply the interval by which a perfect octave

exceeds three 5:4 major thirds:
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of which an unbounded number exist.

The Syntonic Comma, or Comma of Didymus, represents the interval by

which four perfect fths exceeds two perfect octaves plus a major third:
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Finally, the Schisma is the interval by which eight fths plus a 5:4 major third

exceed ve octaves:
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A thorough accounting of many more important commas is provided in the

Appendix. A more rigorous mathematical motivation and treatment of various

comma phenomena is given in Haluska (2004).

Commas are interesting quite simply because they exist. Just as the discovery

of the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter, !, was an irrational
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number must have been a crushing blow to early mathematicians, so too did the

existence of commas befuddle and intrigue early music theorists.

Neo-Pythagoreanism

After centuries of near-dormancy, the ideals espoused by Pythagoreanism

found fresh voice in the “esoteric science” movement of the Renaissance, which

included the study of alchemy and other fringe topics. The term “Neo-

Pythagoreanism” historically applies most often to the so-called “rst

generation” post-Pythagorean writers (e.g., Boethius, Cassiodorus, and Proclus),

we use it here to denote the Renaissance astronomers, philosophers, and

mathematicians whose writings so often echo traces of Classical Pythagoreanism.

Many writings of the major astronomers—Galileo, Copernicus, and Newton,

to name a few—directly address cosmic harmony in a neo-Pythagorean light.

The “Music of the Spheres” concept had in particular served as a lifelong

devotion of Johannes Kepler (1571–1630), who as a corollary to his heliocentric,

qualitative laws of planetary motion noted the musical intervals formed by the

ratios of the angular velocities exhibited by each planet at aphelion (the position

furthest from the sun) and perihelion (the position nearest the sun). Thus was

formed a quantitative and quite literal Music of the Spheres, directly within our

solar system, perhaps predating modern ideas of sonication of inherently

nonmusical data.

Consider the Fifth Book of Kepler’s Harmonices Mundi (1619), which

addresses “celestial harmonies” in terms of arithmetic proportions of distance
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among the planets as well as analogously to tuning ratios in music. (Particularly

interesting is the eighth question, “In the Celestial Harmonies, Which Planet

Sings Soprano, Which Alto, Which Tenor, and Which Bass?”) He writes:

Accordingly the movements of the heavens are nothing except a

certain everlasting polyphony (intelligible, not audible) with dissonant

tunings, like certain syncopations or cadences (wherewith men imitate

these natural dissonances), which tends towards xed and prescribed

clauses—the single clauses having six terms (like voices)—and which

markes out and distinguishes the immensity of time with those notes.

Hence it is no longer a surprise that man, the ape of his Creator,

should nally have discovered the art of singing

polyphonically…which was unknown to the ancients, namely in order

that he might play the everlastingness of all created time in some short

part of an hour by means of an artistic concord of many voices and

that he might to some extent taste the satisfaction of God the Workman

with His own works, in that very sweet sense of delight elicited from

this music which imitates God. (Quoted in Hawking 2005, pp.

45–46.)

For Kepler and other astronomers, the mimetics of music in its parallels to

and imitations of the cosmos clearly echo the sentiments of Pythagoreans. Such a

thought was also promulgated in Mario Bettini’s Apiaria (1641–42), Giambattista
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Riccioli’s Almagestum novum (1651), and Marin Mersenne’s Harmonie universelle

(1636).

Neo-Pythagoreanism indeed ourished particularly in the 17th century in

Europe, some principles of which were directly reected notably in the famous

Musurgia Universalis (1650) of Athanasius Kircher (1602–1680) along with many

other of his prolic writings. Kircher’s book, one of the most important

musicological works of the 17th century, is replete with hermetic symbolism and

is known to have been inuential on J. S. Bach and other composers. The work, in

its broad mixture of music theory, instrumentation, pedagogy, instrument

building, and an overview of the human auditory system, particularly beneted

from Kircher’s membership in the 40,000-member Society of Jesus. Kircher

frequently corresponded with international Jesuit priests, who sent information

about musical instruments from distant lands. (See also the Athanasius Kircher

Correspondence Project, available online at

http://193.206.220.68/kircher/index.html, for more details.)

But the revitalization of the concepts surrounding the Music of the Spheres,

particularly the more esoteric principles, was perhaps best summarized

graphically in work by the English physician and erstwhile Hermetic

philosopher Robert Fludd (1574–1637), a contemporary of Johannes Kepler.

Often called the last Renaissance Man, Godwin (1979) remarks that “He lived at

the very end of an era in which it was possible for one mind to encompass the

whole of learning.” Fludd’s writings betray his obsession with unifying the

microcosmic and macrocosmic, the divine and the mundane, the inner self of the
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individual within the totality of cosmic harmony. And music, of course, gured

into his world view, the descendant of a decidedly unique lineage of mystical

Christianity one could trace to Origen of Alexandria (A.D. 185–254) through

Hildegard of Bingen (1098–1179) and Meister Eckhart (Eckhart con Hochheim, c.

1260–1327/8).

De Musica Mundana, a rather rambling and strange book (and somewhat rife

with misprints), is contained within the rst volume of Fludd’s Utriusque Cosmi

Maioris scilicet et Minoris Metaphysica (History of the Macrocosm and Microcosm,

1617/1618) and characterizes Fludd’s Neo-Pythagorean approach to the place of

music in the cosmos. Perhaps the most famous of the woodcuts contained therein

is shown in Figure 2–1, “The Divine Monochord.” Here, the interval separating

the earth (Terra) and the highest of the heavens (at the top of the gure) is the

Disdiapason (double octave, 4:1, listed on the left of the monochord string as

Proportio quadrupla), while the interval from the earth to the sun is the Diapason

materialis (2:1 octave, listed on the left of the monochord string as Proportio dupla).

Note the upward progression from Earth (symbolized as the note G by the letter

!), through Water (Aqua), Air (Aer), Fire (Ignis), the moon and other planets, to

the heavens. And without any trace of subtlety, the very nger of God is itself

serving as a cosmic tuning peg on the monochord, governing the precise

frequency at which each element vibrates.
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Figure 2–1. Robert Fludd, “The Divine Monochord” from History of the

Macrocosm and Microcosm Volume I (1617), Tractate I, p. 90.
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Fludd’s “The Elemental Monochord” (Figure 2–2) similarly ascribes

intervallic ratios to the relationships among the “three regions” (Regio Primama,

Secunda, and Tertia) of each of the four elements (Earth, Water, Air, and Fire).

Here, the “three regions”correspond to the “inferior” state of the element (in

which case the element contains material from the immediately lower state), the

“pure” state, and the “superior” state (in which case the element contains

material from the immediately superior state). Curiously, as Godwin (1979)

observes,

Perhaps more signicant that this rather laboured system is the

presence of the Sun at the monochord’s peg, in the same position as the

hand of God… [shown in “The Divine Monochord”]. Does this imply

that as the Creator is to the universe, so is the Sun to the sublunary

realm? Occult doctrine would certainly agree.
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Figure 2–2. Fludd, “The Elemental Monochord” from History of the Macrocosm

and Microcosm Volume I (1617), Tractate I, p. 100.

Among the most musically signicant and symbol-rich Pythagorean

iconography of Fluud is certainly The Temple of Music, shown in Figure 2–3, an

amalgam of musical information. Of particular note here is the foundation on

which the temple is built: (1) the lute, which Fludd honors in corresponding text
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as the most desirable of musical instruments; (2) the entry of Pythagoras into a

blacksmithing shop, where he reportedly discovered correspondences between

hammer weights and the intervals they produced; and (3) a “cheat sheet” of

musical notation containing a scale on G, notated in the bass clef, along with

successively shorter rhythmic values.
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Figure 2–3. Fludd, “The Temple of Music” from History of the Macrocosm and

Microcosm Volume I (1618), Tractate II, pp. 160–161.
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Of the Temple, Fludd himself writes of the esoteric nature of its invention and

description:

The poets, whose efforts are accustomed to be assiduously engaged

with fables and images, would be singing about the buildings and

wonderful site of this temple. Indeed, they may have pursued this

subject with even greater acumen since, after all, music derived its

name from their goddesses, the Muses, just as is evident from its

etymology. I beseech, therefore, that I may ask pardon from them if I

permit myself to be led very much without measure by the invention

and stimulus of poetical madness in the description of this temple.

(Quoted in Barton 1978.)

Fludd addresses consonance as he continues to describe the Temple in an

engaging and inventive narrative:

 Thus, let us imagine this Temple of Music to be built on the top of

Mt. Parnassus, the abode of the Muses, adorned in every part with

eternally green and owering woods and elds, and pleasantly

surrounded by crystal fountains owing here and there in different

directions whose murmur often brings a peaceful sleep to passers by.
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 Birds frequent theses parts and inhabit the woods pouring forth

diverse consonances of sound in greater symphony. They seem

diligently to lay the basis or foundation by means of their higher, more

piercing song; through their melody the Nymphs themselves around

the temple, the Satyrs led through the woods by Sylvanus and the

shepherds led through the elds by Pan, are all moved to engage in

choral dances.

 Among these delights, therefore, that divine gift of Apollo is

established, preserved and indeed worshipped by the adoration of all

souls. All of its constituent parts are given up to peace and concord, in

the mysteries of harmony and symphony, including the concords of

heaven and the elements, so mutually bound to each other that it

would be necessary for the whole world to perish and be reduced to

nothing by the strifes of discord before these consonances would either

disappear of be destroyed.

Therefore, the protectress or goddess of this temple is Concordia,

ineffable Concord, great offspring of the Being of Beings, by whose

adoration little things grow, and by whose contempt great things fall

to pieces. Its guardian or priestess is Thalia, most delightful of the nine

Muses, by the example of whose harmony the occult mysteries are

explained to pilgrims who suppliantly seek her oracles.

 Therefore, a man with a keen eye for knowledge will pay attention

to any part of this structure and not disdain the smallest portion,
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because it is moved by that harmonic soul of Apollo in each part as in

its whole. That spirit of music, after the manner of a zephyr, is

accustomed to blow through all the sinews of this building, soothing

and gladdening the souls of living beings, carrying away with itself

the lusts of man, and restraining the madness of evil daemons as if

imbuing them with a certain humanity.

 You should eagerly contemplate the spiral revolution of the larger

tower of the temple which denotes the motion of air, after it is caused

to resound by sound or voice. the two doors represent the ears, the

organs of hearing, without which the emitted sound cannot be

perceived, nor may one enter this temple except by them. In the

following place you will observe its three smaller towers representing

the arrangements of notes, b rotundum b quadratum, and naturalis.

And with observation of these, three rectangles must be carefully

examined in order to determine the diverse natures, names and places

of the aforementioned notes in the demonstrated system (anything

placed under any tower is naturally related to that tower). The pipes or

organs of these rectangles, distinct in their height, denote the

difference of voices and sounds of any rectangle.

Indeed, the division of the column of this temple must not be

disdained, since it will delineate the true proportions and diverse

species of consonances. The clock must also be zealously pondered lest

time waver unexpectedly or advance with too slow a pace, that is, one
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which does not observe proportion or measure. And so, this clock is a

sort of guardian of the regular times of the notes and a most ample

mirror of their simple value.

 Why then will not the triangle of proportionate quantity have to

be inspected, which probes into the diversity of the proportion of times

in diminution as well as in augmentation and clearly shows the

perfections and imperfection of the notes? Also the triangle of the

system of harmonious intervals, as it were the end of all the remaining

mysteries, ought to be looked into with no little care, since, through it

and from it all the concords of music are produced, without which no

harmony is made. Beyond this triangle is depicted the story in which

the discovery of its consonances is told, namely the observations of

Pythagoras, who passing by a certain blacksmith's shop by chance

hearing an agreement from the striking of four hammers, ordered the

hammers to be weighed, and from the difference of their weights he

discovered the three musical proportions of consonances: diatesseron,

diapente and diapason, which we have very plainly explained by the

letters and connection of letters in the three windows of the temple,

which are equally of use in composition of musical harmony and the

harmonical triangle.

 Therefore, eager reader, if you keenly examined these parts of the

temple, you will be a partaker of all of its mysteries and a great master

of this excellent science. (Quoted in Barton 1978.)
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The image has much to say visually about dissonance. For example, the

upper-triangular area immediately above the depiction of Pythagoras serves as a

compositional aid by providing the note-to-note distances for consonant dyads.

For example, the lowest note (F) against an A two blocks higher yields a “3,” or

third, a consonance. The intersection of the same low F against the B three blocks

higher is empty, which indicates the fact that they are a dissonance. Note also the

music notation above the checkerboard, in which “a Muse stands pointing at a

phrase in three parts, the triumphant result of these compositional aids”

(Godwin 1979). A transcription from Barton (1978) is shown in Figure 2–4.

Figure 2–4. Transcription of the Muse’s chorale from Fludd’s The Temple of

Music by Todd Barton.

Fludd’s inuence is clearly felt in the work of English composer and theorist

Christopher Simpson (c. 1605–1669). Portions of his sprawling treatise on viol

playing, The Division-Viol (1665), feature rather enigmatic descriptions of the

power of musical numerology and the Music of the Spheres. Section thirteen,
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entitled “Reections on the Concord of Musick,” relates the author’s conviction

of divine numerology in sound:

And here I cannot but wonder, even to amazement, that from no

more than Three Concords, (with some intervening Discords) there

should arise such an innite variety, as all the Musick that ever has

been or ever shall be composed. And my wonder is increased by a

consideration of the Seven Gradual Sounds of Tones, from whose

various positions and Intermixtures those Concords and Discords do

arise. These Gradual Sounds are distinguished In the Scale of Musick

by the same seven Letters which in Kalender distinguish the seven

dayes of the Week; to either of which, the adding of more is but a

repetition of the former over again.

This Mysterious number of seven, leads me into a contemplation of

the Universe, whole Creation is deliverd unto our Capacity (not

without some mystery) as begun and nished in seven dayes, which is

thought to be gured long since by Orpheus his seven stringed Lyre.

Within the Circumference of this great Universe, be seven Globes or

Spherical Bodies in continual Motion, producing still new and various

gures, according to their diverse positions one to another.

Simpson continues as he draws connections to the twelve-membered Zodiac by

noting the corresponding twelve-tone scale in common use.
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About fty years later, these concepts began to leave the fringe and crept into

more formalized and widely accepted theories of music. Rameau’s 1722 Traite de

l’Harmonie and later writings by the mathematician Jean Le Rond d’Alambert

developed a dissonance theory based on a musical memetics of nature whereby

we perceive interval ratios between adjacent higher harmonics as increasingly

dissonant. They argued that the intervals among lower harmonics were, in the

analysis of Sir James Jeans (1937), “most consonant to the scheme of nature”

because most sounds found in nature are harmonic and can be analyzed in terms

of their harmonics relative to the fundamental bass.

The tradition of Music of the Spheres is remarkable in the continuity of

writings about it, stretching forward to Leonhard Euler (1707–1783), whose 1739

work Tentamen Novae Theoriae Musicae ex Certissismis Harmoniae Principiis Dilucide

Expositae (“Attempt at a New Theory of Music, Exposed in All Clearness from

the Most Well-Founded Principles of Harmony”) explores dissonance and

attempts to make music a “part of mathematics and deduce in an orderly

manner, from correct principles, everything which can make a tting together

and mingling of tones pleasing.” (See Bailhache 1997 for a complete discussion.)

For Euler, the perception of order and perfection was tantamount to consonance,

and his gradus suavitatis (literally, “degree of pleasantness”) espoused in the

Tentamen attempts to quantify consonance through purely numerical means, in

true Pythagorean fashion. As Leman (1995) notes, Euler was attempting to

provide arithmetic logic behind Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz’s (1646–1716)

idea that the soul “secretly” calculated ratios of musical intervals. Even some
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modern theories of musical dissonance are based in part on modications of

Euler’s writings or pay homage (e.g., Vogel 1993; Leman 1995). The basic idea is

simple: the more “complicated” the numbers involved in an interval, the less

“pleasing” the result. Leman (1995) summarizes from the Tentamen the basic

principle, which is based on the fact that any number a can be decomposed into a

product of n prime numbers p1,…, pn, each raised to a corresponding exponent

e1,…, en:

Euler’s gradus suavitatis measure ! of an interval a is then given by
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For example, consider the interval of a 5:4 major third. Here, !(5/4) = !(20).

But 20 can be decomposed as 5122. Thus we have

  

!(20) =1+1(5"1)+ 2(2"1)

= 7

Plotting Euler’s ! operator as a function of various intervals provides what

Leman calls the tone prole of the scale. We will return to this concept later.

Before continuing with our discussion of Neo-Pythagorism, it bears

parenthetical mention here the extent to which Euler’s measure of consonance as

the numerical “simplicity” of an interval’s ratio carried forward throughout

history. The Psychologische Studien (second edition, 1905) of Theodore Lipps

(1851–1914), in particular, documents the state of n de Siècle approaches to the

study of consonance from the viewpoint of leading German psychologists,

including Wilhelm Wundt (1832–1920), often called the father of experimental

psychology, Carl Stumpf (1848–1936), Max Meyer (1873–1967), and Felix Krüger

(1874–1948). Lipps states that “[o]ne way or another, we can’t help basing

consonance on vibration ratios” (Lipps 1995, p. 91). He immediately continues:

So this is my theory. It may yet be possible to nd a different basis

for consonance from mine, one based on the simplicity of ratios. In any

case, the fundamental idea of my theory remains, its foundation of

consonance in ratio simplicities, dissonance in the opposite.
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Mathematics, physics, and psychology were not the only disciplines to

address the numerical implications of consonance. Echoes of the more cosmic

concepts associated with Pythagoreanism can be found also in the writings of

philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer (1788–1860), whose The World as Will and

Representation (1819/1844) refers to music as manifestation of the human will:

Music is a means of making rational and irrational relations of

numbers comprehensible, not like arithmetic by the help of the concept,

but by bringing them to a knowledge which is perfectly, directly, and

simultaneously sensible. Consonances and dissonances, with their

innumerable degrees of difference, portray the movements of the

human will in its essential feelings of satisfaction and dissatisfaction.

(Quoted in Malmberg 1918, p. 96)

The tradition of Music of the Spheres was also carried forward through the

18th and 19th centuries in writings of Hassidic Jews, in particular the Kabbalah,

with its emphasis on “sacred geometry” and the concept of the “Tree of Life.”

Indeed, the nexus of esotericism, symbolsm, and mysticism is strong in much

Western music, including of course the Masonic-referential works of Mozart,

including his Masonic Funeral Music (K.477), Eine Kleine Freymaurer Kantate (K.

623), and Die Zauberöte (K. 620).
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One of the even more esoteric, philosophical interpretation of the Music of

the Spheres is found in the works of Hans Kayser (1891–1964) and Albert

Freiherr von Thimus (1806–1878). Kayser’s seminal work Die Harmonikale

Symbolik Des Alterthums (1868–76) takes a simultaneously historical and

cosmological view on the Harmony of the Spheres tradition. Kayser, who

corresponded with Arnold Schönberg for a time, wrote a tome entitled Lehrbuch

der Harmonik (1950) that explores Pythagorean harmonics at great lengthi. These

works assert the cosmological signicance of the unison (1/1) as God. Thimus in

particular developed a certain harmonic diagram of Iamblichus (the Lambdoma)

into what he referred to as the “Pythagorean Table” (Levary and Levy 1983; see

Figure 2–5).

                                                  

i An English translation is currently underway at the time of this writing.
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Figure 2–5. The “Pythagorean Table” of Albert Freiherr von Thimus

(1806–1878), from Godwin (1995).

Thimus’ Pythagorean Table is a simple matrix capable of expressing all

possible combinations of integers, but with a curious property. As shown in

Figure 2–5, connecting all possible numerically equivalent ratios (e.g., drawing a

line connecting 6/2, 12/4, and 18/8) results in a set of lines that intersect

graphically at a point that lies outside the matrix. Kayser called this ratio 0/0,

representing the absence of being, of complete nothingness or Nirvana (and
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hence reected physically in silence). Godwin (1987) quotes Kayser’s comments

on the duality of 1/1 and 0/0 in his work Akroasis:

[H]erein lies, in the symbolism of harmonics, a consoling certainty.

In spite of being torn by the strife between light and dark…, in spite of

consonance and dissonance, each single existence-value with its

reincarnations is directed toward the divine, whence it receives its true

innermost value.

And so the philosophical quest for metaphysical interpretations of physical

phenomena like simple harmonic motion and the overtone series continues.

!

Clearly, the concept of Music of the Spheres is by denition tied to a view of

consonance as certainty and order and dissonance as uncertainty and disorder in

the grand scheme of the cosmos. This is a view that has manifest itself more

recently in the writings of Paul Erlich, who, according to Monzo (2004), denes

harmonic entropy as a measure of “the dissonance of an interval based on the

uncertainty involved in interpreting that interval in terms of an integer ratio.” He

emphasizes that the notion of harmonic entropy “is intended to be a second

component in measuring the sonance of an interval, alongside roughness.” Thus,

the modern notion of harmonic entropy as used in the music-tuning community
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is still rooted in Pythagorean concepts of order and the numerical beauty of

simple integer ratios.

The words of Fludd, Simpson, Euler, and even later writers in many ways

read just like those of philosophers well over a millennium earlier concerning

dissonance and musical theosophy. The concept of Music of the Spheres has even

informed and served as a focus for much twentieth-century music. In addition to

Xenakis’ La legende d'Eer mentioned earlier, important twentieth-century works

following in this line include George Crumb’s Makrokosmos I, and of course

Holst’s The Planets Suite, Op. 32 (1914–1916). In the words of Xenakis, “We are all

Pythagoreans” (1977, p. 40).

2.2 All Pleasantries Aside

Other denitions of consonance tie the concept to the emotion of

pleasantness. Again, Boethius was among the rst to write of this connotation, in

De Institutione Musica IV.1:

Consonae quidem sunt, quae simul pulsae suavem permixtumque

inter se coniungunt sonum.

Consonant pitches are those which when struck at the same time

sound pleasant and intermingled with each other. (Tr. Bower, p. 116)
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But for Boethius, the sensation of pleasantness was not due to simple experiential

pleasure per se, but rather an ineffable sense that one was communing directly

with the grand order of the cosmos. As Umberto Eco notes, “Microcosm and

macrocosm are tied by the same knot, simultaneously mathematical and

aesthetic”  (1986, p. 31). Here, the effect of consonance is a pleasing sensation

caused by corporeal response to divine proportion. Pythagoreanism here meets

emotion in a linear sense: the laws of the cosmos dictate the laws of music and

the kinds of music we make; the perception (whether conscious or not—it does

not matter) of divine proportions in music triggers a sensation of pleasantness;

and we call this pleasant sensation “consonance.” Such a schema is depicted in

Figure 2–6.
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Figure 2–6: Boethius’ conception of musical consonance.

Along this same line of thought (and over a millennium later), Leibnitz and

Euler believed that an unconscious mechanism calculated the mathematical

ratios present in intervals, and some unknown process conveyed this

information to perceptions of agreeableness and pleasantness. Consonance and

dissonance were not only about order and mathematical purity, but more

accurately a function of pleasantness that resulted from cognition of these traits.

In a sense, this notion grew from an infusion of Neo-Pythagoreanism with a

primitive speculative psychology. Interestingly, the pleasure that results from

musically “consonant” intervals was not ascribed to music-theoretic principles,

but rather to perception (rather conscious or subconscious) of divine order, just

as Boethius wrote much earlier. Colloquially, we might say that consonance

“sounds good” not because it “sounds good,” but because it conveys a fragment

of divine order to humankind, which itself is arbiter and in turn bringer of

pleasure.

Another approach to the equation of consonance with simple auditory

pleasure is found in the writings of Johannes Tinctoris (c. 1430–c. 1511), whose

1477 treatise Liber de Arte Contrapuncti asserts that

Counterpoint is therefore a combination of tones. If this

combination or mixture sounds pleasant, it is called consonance; if, on
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the other hand, it sounds harsh and unpleasant, it is called dissonance.

(Quoted in Jeppesen 1939.)

The return to a Pythagorean equation of pleasantness with perception of

numerical order was instigated by Euler. For Euler, the consonance level of an

interval was correlated to the numerical simplicity of the ratios involved in the

interval. In general, the greater the sum of the numerator and denominator of the

ratio, the more dissonant the interval, as shown in Table 2–1 after his 1739

Tentamen Novae Theoriae Musicae.

Numerator Denominator Ratio Dissonance Notes

1 1 1.00 2 Unison

9 8 1.13 17 3-limit major second

5 4 1.25 9 5-limit major third

4 3 1.33 7 Perfect fourth

3 2 1.50 5 Perfect fth

5 3 1.67 8 3-limit major sixth

15 8 1.88 23 3-limit major seventh

2 1 2.00 3 Perfect octave

Table 2–1. Dissonance of selected intervals, according to the method of

Euler’s 1739 treatise Tentamen Novae Theoriae Musicae.

Euler’s goal was to derive a correspondence between numerical complexity

and unpleasantness: complexity of interval is inversely proportional to

pleasantness. As Malmberg (1918, p. 103) observed:
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Euler…agreeing essentially with Leibnitz’ explanation, interpreted

the feeling of agreeableness of the consonances as due to the ease of

perceiving order or coherence in the simpler ratios. He divided the

consonances into ten classes, ranking them according to the simplicity

of their ratios. Euler was the rst scientist to formulate the

fundamental law of consonance that “the degree of consonance is in a

direct ratio to the magnitude of the common divisor of the vibration

frequencies.

A more immediate interpretation of consonance as pleasantness was

adopted by Malmberg (1918), whose study was perhaps the rst comprehensive

psychological approach to the study of dissonance. In short, Malmberg

conducted listening tests in which he asked subjects which intervals they

preferred, i.e., found more pleasant. The goal here was to establish a “standard

order from the best consonance to the worst dissonances” (1918, p. 120) through

experimental listening tests, a concept which formed the basis for many such

“dissonance rating” tests since.

This connotation of consonance with pleasantness is still very much alive in

modern times, as Plomp and Levelt (1965, p. 551) write:

For naive subjects…consonance and pleasantness are…similar

concepts, as was demonstrated by the authors in an experiment in

which 10 subjects had to judge a large number of intervals on 10
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different semantic scales. A high correlation between consonance and

pleasantness scores was found. …[F]or the naive subject the notions

consonance and pleasantness are nearly identical.

The association of Plomp’s and Levelt’s denition of consonance—which they

called “tonal consonance”—with pleasantness was reinforced by Kameoka and

Kuriyagawa (1969) in their similar denition of “sensory consonance.” The

lineage of writings on consonance and its connotation with pleasantness can be

traced to more recent writings on “auditory consonance” and “auditory disgust,”

which we treat separately later. Interestingly, recent neurological studies may

indicate a fundamental link between the perception of dissonance and emotional

states of pleasure and displeasure.

As a nal aside on the subject, a unique approach to assessing ratings of

auditory “likes” and “dislikes” in terms of subjective pleasentness is found in the

work of R. Murray Schafer (1994) in the context of acoustic ecology. Schaeffer

asked residents of various locations around the world to assess whether they

liked or disliked particular sounds. The results, tabulated in his work The

Soundscape, provide an interesting insight to one aspect of a nal theory of

sound-object dissonance.  We will return in greater detail to Shafer in Chapter 6,

where the results of his survey will be presented.

Research into the interplay of sensations of “pleasantness” and “likability”

with the concepts of consonance and dissonance continues. For example, Ritossa

and Rickard (2004) studied the use of these sensations in predicting emotional
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states induced in listeners on hearing a musical passage. Furthemore, related

applications have evolved in the commercial world (e.g., MoodLogic; see

http://www.moodlogic.com) in which pleasantness and emotional

classications are used to categorize large databases of music content, such as

found in personal jukeboxes.

2.3 Dissonance and Instability

Another use refers to consonance as stability and dissonance as instability.

Somehow, this view seems to permeate many reference works on music and for

the general reader. The Harvard Dictionary of Music, for example, denes

consonance and dissonance as “[t]he perceived stability or instability of a

complex of two or more sounds” (Randel 1986). The idea that dissonances must

be resolved to stable consonances—and methodologies for doing such—have

occupied a great deal of the writings on tonal theory for two centuries. The

equation of dissonance with instability has had far more to do with the

classication of the perfect fourth as a dissonance by some tonal theorists than

any acoustical denition of the term. (For example, the perfect fourth is generally

unstable in two-voice counterpoint because it “should” resolve to the third.)

The rules of sixteenth-century counterpoint, for example, categorized

dissonances according to the degree to which they created instability or

“obtrusion.” Jeppesen, in his classic 1939 study on the subject (p. 98), writes:
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The same wariness against abrupt or unclear effects which is

characteristic of the Palestrina style in the linear treatment is evident

in the treatment of chords. Dissonances are used only in restricted

forms and in places where they do not produce an obtrusive effect.

Their use may be divided into three principal categories:

1. Passing dissonances.

2. Suspension dissonances.

3. Auxiliary dissonances (that is, dissonances which are

introduced by step on weak beats and then return to the

preceding tone.)

Consonances are similarly categorized as perfect or imperfect, a tradition that

has carried forward to the modern day.

The sense of dissonance as instability has informed much of the American

music-theory textbook tradition. A classic example can be found in Walter

Piston’s 1941 text Harmony, in which the author denes a consonant interval as

“one which sounds stable and complete” and characterizes dissonant intervals

by their restlessness and…need for resolution to a consonant interval” (1978, p.

6). Whence did an interval need to do anything?

Piston, as well as most introductory texts that follow in its footsteps,

conveniently outlines the “consonant” and “dissonant” intervals:
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Consonant: the perfect intervals and the major and minor thirds

and sixths;

Dissonant: the augmented and diminished intervals and the

major and minor seconds, sevenths, and ninths;

However, an exception is noted that apparently results from the notion of

dissonance as instability:

Exception: the perfect fourth is dissonant when there is no tone

below its lower tone. It is consonant when there is a

third or perfect fth below it.

And thus the fourth in a I4
6  chord is deemed dissonant, presumably owing to the

tonal instability that results owing to the lack of its more stable grounding on the

root of the chord.

Indeed, the formulation of dissonance as the perceptual correlate of musical

stability seems to be the prevailing sentiment in modern music theory literature.

This notion is also present in the work of Lerdahl and Jackendoff (1977), who

assert, “Broadly, the relative stability of a pitch-event can be thought of in terms

of its relative consonance or dissonance” (p. 117). One recent music theory

textbook simply states:
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Intervals are consonant if they produce a sense of stability.

Dissonant intervals, on the other hand, create a sense of tension or

instability, which we normally perceive as a clash that requires

resolution to a consnance. (Roig-Fancolí 2003, p. 15)

!

The notion of stability introduces three important concepts into conceptions

of dissonance, namely motion, expectation and stability. The musical relationship of

stability and motion is again expressed in Piston (1978, p. 7):

Music without dissonant intervals is often lifeless and negative,

since it is the dissonant element which furnishes much of the sense of

movement and rhythmic energy…. It cannot be too strongly

emphasized that the essential quality of dissonance is its sense of

movement and not, as is sometimes erroneously assumed, its degree of

unpleasantness to the ear.

Paraphrasing this sentiment, it is often said that dissonance is the spice that

“wakes up” an otherwise bland musical fabric. The relationship between

dissonance and motion is also casually cited by many listeners in expressing their

preference for equal temperament over just intonation, the idea being that the

(perhaps learned) out-of-tuneness of equal temperament contributes to its
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apparent linear motion and potential forward progression. A counterargument

lies in the truism that, for a given scale, just intonation can easily be constructed

to “sweeten” particular consonances and “darken” particular dissonances.

Expectation involves two matters: culturally agreed-upon rules for

manipulating musical expectation (e.g., a I–vi–ii–V7 progression in tonal music,

accompanied by a ritard, creates an expectation of resolution to the tonic); it also

even perhaps involves acoustical principles of tension and release in that there

do in fact exist some acoustical bases for certain rules of tonal music (Hutchinson

and Knopoff 1979).

Stability, then, can be dened in musical contexts in either physical or

cognitive ways as the result of both motion and expectation, specically, the

degree to which motion and expectation seem to agree. Physically, stability

invokes basic principles of gestalt psychology that lie well beyond the scope of

this essay as well as centuries of cultural indoctrination. Sufce it to say that this

kind of stability is the kind invoked in textbook denitions of ending a piece of

common-practice tonal music on a I chord. Similar “laws” dictate that a so-called

“perfect authentic” V7–I cadence should invoke a stronger sense of nal stability

at the end of a progression than should a bVI–I cadence, for example.

Physical components of the percept of stability are addressed elsewhere in the

recent literature on consonance and dissonance and more general psychological

studies. We might encapsulate the notion of physical stability of an isolated

sound object in terms of a variety of acoustical factors, including perhaps some

weighted combination of the quantiable properties of harmonicity, spectral
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centroid, spectral atness, and a variety of other features that can be extracted

from a sound le using digital signal processing techniques. (We will return to

this idea in Chapter 5.) One could also compute stability in terms of physical,

acoustical features for a linear progression of sounds over time.

2.4 The Physics of Dissonance: Helmholtz’ Konsonanz

As Hutchinson and Knopoff (1979) observe, the rst account of the

relationship between acoustical beating and dissonance was offered by Joseph

Saveur in 1700. The idea was simple: the presence of beats accounts for

dissonance, and the absence of beats accounts for consonance. Saveur’s

examination initiated a new wave of scientically informed observations on the

subject of dissonance, particularly in their consideration of the principles of

physical principles.

The examination of dissonance from a physical—and soon purely

acoustical—viewpoint culminated in the work of Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand

von Helmholtz (1821–1894), whose 1862 book Die Lehre von den Tonempndungen

als physiologische Grundlage für die Theorie der Musik (“On the Sensations of Tone

as a Physiological Basis for the Theory of Music”) eloquently summarizes late-

nineteenth-century scientic thought on acoustics, music theory, and dissonance.

The importance of this work of course cannot be overstated, leading as it did to

important discussion, debate, and reference many years after its publication (e.g.,

Gurney 1880; Heffernan 1887; Jeans 1937).
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Beginning with Helmholtz, the ranking of the relative dissonance of intervals

led to the “modern” experimental quantication of so-called dissonance curves.

In Figure 2–7, the y–axis represents an arbitrary dissonance level of dyads played

on a violin, while the x–axis represents interval size (from 1:1 to 2:1). Helmholtz

proposed a theory of dissonance based on the relative amount of acoustical

beating that occurs among partials for a given interval and a given timbre:

When two musical tones are sounded at the same time, their united

sound is generally disturbed by the beats of the upper partials, so that

a greater or less part of the whole mass of sound in broken up into

pulses of tone, and the joint effects is rough. This relation is called

Dissonance.

But there are certain determinate ratios between pitch

numbers, for which this rule suffers an exception, and either no beats

at all are formed, or at least only such as have so little intensity that

they produce no unpleasant disturbance of the united sound. These

exceptional cases are called Consonances. (p. 194)
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Figure 2–7. Helmholtz’s plot of the relative consonance of harmonic-tone

intervals (1885).

 For example, the interval of the perfect octave is consonant because the

majority of the overtones of each pitch are coincident, while the interval of a

minor second is dissonant because the majority of the overtones of each pitch are

slightly skew, causing beating among the overtones. Helmholtz’s beat theory of

consonance dominated the acoustical literature for almost a century after it was

published, and it initiated a fth use of consonance to refer specically to

Konsonanz (what was later called “sensory consonance”)—as distinct from what

he termed Klangverwandtschaft (context-dependent common harmonic practice).

Basing his denition of consonance on the absence of beats among partials,

Helmholtz’ beat theory in a sense circularly denes dissonance in terms of that

which is not consonant. The beat theory has been faulted for three primary

reasons. First, the presence of beats does not explain the marked preference for

stretched octaves: intervals slightly larger than a perfect octave exhibit greater
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beating among partials in harmonic sounds, yet subjects generally hear these

“stretched” octave ratios as more consonant than a true 
 
2

1
 ratio. As Keislar (1991)

notes, Western-trained musicians tend to prefer equal temperament to just

intonation, presumably owing to cultural factorsii. Second, musicians tend to

identify certain intervals as consonant and others as dissonant, even in the

absence of any overtones in the stimuli. Again, Keislar (1991) studied this

phenomenon in trained musicians, concluding that frequency ratio per se was a

greater determinant of consonance judgments than beating among partials.

Third, Vogel (1993) describes dichotic binaural studies in which pairs of tones

classied as dissonant according to Helmholtz’ beat theory were played, one

tone in each ear, to test subjects. Presenting dissonant intervals in this manner,

researchers found that the intervals were no longer perceived as dissonant.

That being said, the legacy of Helmholtz’ scientic inquiry into the physical

nature of musical dissonance was groundbreaking, and many aspects of it are

not been disproven after more than a century. For example, Jacobsson and

Jerkert (2000) found strong evidence to support Helmholtz’ original beat theory,

at least for trained musicians when rating inharmonic complex tones.

                                                  

ii Other studies have examined cross-cultural ratings of consonance. Butler

and Daston (1968) found similarity in interval ratings between Japanese and

Americans, for example. On the other hand, Maher (1976) found marked

dissimilarity in interval ratings among Indians and Canadians.
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Helmhotz’ legacy of the division of consonane into two distinct phenomena,

one physical and the other psychacoustical and context-dependent, is perhaps

the most important contribution to the study of musical dissonance in over a

century, and this legacy carries onward. The components of sensory consonance

and Klangverwandtschaft are treated extensively by modern writers, including

Terhardt (1984, p. 278), for example, who denes consonance specically within

the connes of tonal music:

We consider the term musical consonance to be subsuming the

principles that are regarded as governing tonal music. Those

principles ordinarily are more or less loosely indicated by terms such

as harmony, consonance, and dissonance. They can readily be veried

by analysis of any piece of tonal music; thereby, typical and systematic

tone relations (i.e., pitch and frequency relationships) will be revealed.

The principle (whose nature to this point must be considered as

unknown) that creates those specic relations is called musical

consonance. …[I]t should be noted that it is this denition that

establishes musical consonance as a link between music and

psychoacoustics: On the one hand, musical consonance somehow

represents certain essential features of tonal music; on the other hand,

it can be reduced to established psychoacoustic phenomena such as

pitch and roughness.
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Indeed, the twentieth-century concept of auditory roughness established one

of the most important new bases for evaluation of musical dissonance in

listening tests, and in particular led to more recent discussions of auditory

masking as a primary contributor to the perception of dissonance. (We will

return to this concept in section 2.8.) But this shade of meaning grows from a

long-held notion of consonance as somehow reective of unity and

harmoniousness.

2.5 Harmoniousness, Purity, Roughness, Fusion

In its fourth meaning, consonance has also referred to properties of t,

belonging, harmoniousness, concord, or togetherness—both in aesthetic as well

as cognitive senses of the term. Perhaps the earliest use of the English word

“dissonance” to describe a lack of agreement or harmony in a general sense is

found in William Caxton’s The boke yf Eneydos (The Book of Eneydos vii, p. 32,

1490): “The maner of that countree…was all dissonaunt & dishoneste in regarde

to that of Dydo.” Caxton also uses “consonant” in as early as 1489 to denote

harmony and agreement: “Thy raysons ben consonaunte” (The book of fayttes of

armes and of chyualrye IV/xi, p. 260). Indeed, the equation of consonance with

agreement and concord was probably the earliest use of the word in English,

used in this way by monk and poet John Lidgate (c. 1370–c. 1450) in the Chronicle

of Troy (1430).
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In the aesthetic sense, this refers to the often ineffable way that we might say

some pitches “work well together” or somehow t together well; in

electroacoustic music, we might make similar arguments for the conjoining of

particular sounds on aesthetic grounds. In this light, Schoenberg’s famous

“emancipation of the dissonance” may be seen as an attempt to neutralize

previously-held notions of the kinds of “togetherness” or “t” that had

constituted consonance for many centuries. In the cognitive sense, t and

harmoniousness have tended to invoke notions of “smoothness,” “sweetness,”

and a lack of “roughness.” Both meanings have existed for centuries.

Boethius, in Book I of De Institutione Musica, speaks to this very issue:

 Quae sit natura consonantiarum.

 XXVIII. Consonantiam vero licet aurium quoque sensus

diiudicet, tamen ratio perpendit. Quotiens enim duo nervi uno

graviore intenduntur simulque pulsi reddunt permixtum

quodammodo et suavem sonum, duaeque voces in unum quasi

coniunctae coalescunt; tunc t ea, quae dicitur consonantia. Cum vero

simul pulsis sibi quisque ire cupit nec permiscent ad aurem suavem

atque unum ex duobus compositum sonum, tunc est, quae dicitur

dissonantia.

28. What the nature of consonance is.
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 Although the sense of hearing recognizes consonances, reason

weighs their value. When two strings, one of which is lower, are

stretched and struck at the same time, and they produce, so to speak,

an intermingled and sweet sound, and the two pitches coalesce into

one as if linked together, then that which is called "consonance"

occurs. When, on the other hand, they are struck at the same time and

each desires to go its own way, and they do not bring together a sweet

sound in the ear, a single sound composed of two, then this is what is

called "dissonance.” (Tr. C. M. Bower)

Boethius’ comments were exceedingly long-legged, for they are echoed

almost verbatim many centuries later. The fusion theory, the rst modern

explication of which was offered by Stumpf (1898), holds that the consonance of

an interval is directly proportional to the degree to which the interval tends to

fuse and provide a single sonic gestalt. Stumpf denes the term Verschmelzung as

the primary factor in ranking the consonance and dissonance of intervals:

The sounding together of two tones approaches sometimes more,

sometimes less, the impression of unity, and it is apparent that this is

more the case, the more consonant the interval is. Even if we recognize

the tones as two and separate from one another, yet they form a totality

in the sensation, and this totality appears to us as possessing a greater

or less degree of unity. (Quoted in Malmberg 1918, p. 97)
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Stumpf attempted to measure fusion in terms of subject reaction time, i.e.,

how long it took for subjects to perceive whether they heard one tone or two.

Although the specics of Stumpf’s fusion theory were soon rejected (even by

Stumpf himself) and aspects of it disproven in the psychological literature (due

partially to his experimental methods and later examinations; see, for example,

DeWitt and Crowder 1987; Huron 1991), the gist of consonance as sonic union

was reiterated by Malmberg in his 1918 study, arguably the most complete

survey of dissonance from a variety of disciplines at that point in time. Based on

listening tests in which subjects were asked to rank the perceived dissonance of

intervals played on tuning forks, a piano, and a pipe organ, Malmberg codies

four contributors of consonance: blending (“a seeming to belong together”),

smoothness (“relative freedom from beats”), fusion (“a tendency to merge into a

single tone, unanalyzable”), and purity (“resultant analogous to pure tone”). He

denes dissonance as the “reciprocal” of consonance, identied also by four

factors: disagreement (“incompatibility”), roughness (“harshness, unevenness or

intermittence”), disparateness (“separateness or…’twoness’), and richness

(“resultant analogous to rich tone”). He then offers the most complete synthesis

of current musical and psychological theory on consonance in his denition:

When the two tones of a two-clang tend to blend or fuse and

produce a relatively smooth and pure resultant, they are said to be

consonant. Dissonance is the reciprocal of this. “Agreeableness” which
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has played an important rôle in the popular conception and in the

theory is here conspicuous by its absence. The perception of

consonance as above dened therefore becomes a cognitive act of

discrimination rather than a mere feeling of agreeableness. (Malmberg

1918, p. 108)

After conducting listening tests of subjects’ rankings of various dyads

according to each of the four factors, Malmberg ranked each accordingly in

decreasing order of blending, smoothness, purity, and fusion. For example,

Figure 2–8 illustrates the results for two of the factors—(a) blending and (b)

smoothness—of dyads played on the piano (“P”), tuning forks (“F”), and organ

(“O”). Similar rankings were produced for purity and fusion.

(a)
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(b)

Figure 2–8. Results from Malmberg’s (1918) listening tests ranking (a) blending

and (b) smoothness of dyads. Similar rankings were conducted for

purity and fusion.

The results of the listening tests were synthesized into a “standard order from

the best consonance to the worst dissonance” (p. 120) for dyads on a piano, as

illustrated in Figure 2–9. The results differ from those of Helmholtz, especially

with respect to the tritone and the minor seventh.
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Figure 2–9. Malmberg’s (1918) standardized consonance ratings for dyads on

the piano.

Malmberg’s codication of consonance as decomposable into factor of blending,

smoothness, fusion, and purity was the prevailing sentiment for the rst half of

the twentieth century, echoed in Carl Seashore’s seminal text Psychology of Music

(1938). In Chapter 10, “Consonance,” Seashore primarily summarizes

Malmberg’s results.

One of the fundamental problems in this approach to dissonance lies in the

inherent conation of fusion and “oneness.” As Huron (2005) notes:
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Bregman (1990) has pointed out that it is important not to

conating two different auditory experiences: "smooth sounding"

versus "sounding as one."

Clearly, the view of consonance as harmonic fusion and oneness provides only a

partial glimpse into the entire world of dissonance.

Modern technical examination of the cognitive relationship between

roughness and dissonance began with Plomp and Levelt (1965), who formally

initiated a sixth use of “consonance” by dening tonal consonance in terms of the

relationship of frequency ratio to the critical bandwidth (roughly a minor third

for intervals over about 100 Hz)iii. The critical bandwidth is the interval around

which a sensation of “roughness” occurs; smaller intervals tend to be heard as

beating or chorusing of the fundamental, while larger intervals tend to be heard

as two discrete tonesiv. The existence of this phenomenon serves as a concrete

example of the tangency between timbre, interval, and harmony.

                                                  

iii Actually, the first study that investigated the relationship between

critical bandwidth and perceptual dissonance is found in Greenwood (1961),

although most of the more recent literature seems to defer to Plomp and Levelt’s

study.

iv The bark scale, named after German physicist and acoustician H.

Barkhausen, attempts to model the percept of critical bandwidths; one bark is

defined to be the width of one critical band. More recent studies (e.g., Smith and
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Plomp and Levelt conducted listening tests and found that the perceived

dissonance of simultaneous pairs of sinusoids was proportional to the critical

bandwidth. Subjects in psychological tests chose the most dissonant dyads

composed of pure tones to be those an interval one-quarter of the critical

bandwidth apart, with a tapering off toward consonance for larger and smaller

intervals to create a skewed inverted bell curve shape. (See Figure 2–10.) Plomp

and Levelt’s use of “consonance” thus refers to pairs of tones that lie at roughly

the same frequency or at an interval greater than a critical bandwidth apart.

Figure 2–10. Tonal consonance is lowest at approximately 25% of a critical

bandwidth between two pure tones (Plomp and Levelt 1965, p.

556).

                                                                                                                                                      

Abel 1999) have found that the critical band scale is largely accurate when

constructing cochlear filterbank models for machine-listening applications in the

lower frequency range, but higher frequencies are better modeled using

Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB) filters (Moore and Glasberg 1996).
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Extrapolating this characteristic to harmonic sounds by summing the

contributions to dissonance of the interactions between each partial, the authors

computed dissonance curves which greatly resembled Helmholtz’ for a violin

almost a century earlier. More recent evidence for the relationship between

critical band and dissonance is provided by Simpson (1994), who applied

cochlear models to analyze dissonance of chords. Considerations of roughness,

critical bandwidth, and spectral components are tantamount to a full-blown

analysis of the relationship between timbre and dissonance, to which our

attention now turns.

2.6 The Contributions of Timbre

Although Helmholtz mentions the idea that timbre can directly affect musical

dissonance, the tools available to him at the time certainly limited his scientic

exploration of the possibilities. Malmberg (1918) experimented with a variety of

sound sources and found different results for each source:

The order of the ranking of the intervals varies for different

qualities of tone. The order has been established for tuning forks,

piano, and pipe organ. (p. 131)
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But it was not until much later—and actually only recently—that systematic

explorations of dissonance perception as a function of timbre and spectral

content have been undertaken. Tools taken for granted in modern audio and

music cognition research—spectrum analysis, sound synthesis, principle

components analysis, and so on—were of course a major limiting factor.

Many did note the virtual absence of timbral considerations in dissonance

curve generation and computation. One of the most blunt rejections of the many

plots of consonance versus interval (of the kind produced by Helmholtz and

Malmberg) owing to their overt generality is that of Partch (1949; 1974), who

criticizes the idea of producing graphs and rankings of intervallic dissonance. In

fact, the only such item in his encyclopedic Genesis of a Music is the classic “One-

Footed Bride” graph, an almost-symmetrical plot of subjective consonance

versus intervals alongside their complimentary ratios (e.g., the consonance of the

augmented fourth 7:5 is plotted alongside that of the octave-normalized—but

slightly different—augmented fourth 10:7). The graph is shown in Figure 2–11.
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Figure 2–11. Partch’s “One-Footed Bride” (1974, p. 155).

After explaining the graph’s depiction of “Intervals of Power,” “Intervals of

Suspense,” and “Intervals of Approach,” Partch seemingly paradoxically
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renounces the idea outside of examinations of timbre and other relevant factors

(p. 157):

It is fairly foolish to undertake to pin consonance to a graph less

general than this unless it is predicated on specic range, specic

quality of tone, specic relevance of combinational tones, and specic

assurance that these qualitative and quantitative factors are invariable.

However, he does acknowledge that “[s]hort of a lifetime of laboratory work

which the composer cannot undertake, the general is the only practicable

approach.”

Early- and mid-century suggestions of the interactions between timbre and

dissonance are found most notably in Carl Seashore (e.g., Seashore 1938), whose

terminology for timbre (“sonance”) even implicitly suggests its logical

relationship with consonance and dissonance: that sounds of con-sonance literally

“go together” timbrally, whereas sounds of dis-sonance do not.

I submit the following two observations. First, timbre, at some fundamental

level, is an important, if not the primary, determinant of what most people

consider musical dissonance. Consequently, it is entirely probable that we would

arrive at the same dissonance judgment by listening to a high-quality recording

of a dyad or chord as we would by listening to live instruments play the same

pitch collection. Second, if we could devise a computer program to analyze the

dissonance level of recorded dyads and chords with regard to a given set of
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features, it follows that such a program might in fact be useful in analyzing the

relative dissonance of any kind of sound object, not just dyads or chords. This

suggests that addressing the relative dissonance of sound objects, of clangs,

might be useful in analyzing non-notated music, particularly computer music.

Given that the last century has seen a trend to thinking about dissonance in

terms of spectral interactions between sounds—not just in terms of their

frequency ratios—it is unfortunate that authors such as Hutchinson and Knopoff

(1979), Danner (1985), and Marinis et al. (2005) ignore timbral contributions to

perception of musical consonance. Contradictorily, Hutchinson and Knopoff

reportedly take spectra into account by calculating dyadic consonance according

a formula presented in Plomp and Levelt (1965). However, their discussion then

proceeds without reference to timbre and spectra at all, ranking generic triads of

unknown spectral composition according to consonance.

Similarly, Danner, basing his article on Hutchinson and Knopoff, ranks

trichords according to their acoustic dissonance without regard to timbral

constitution. Danner’s graphical dissonance analysis of Elliot Carter’s Canon for 3

(1971) then has no meaning whatsoever, given that the work was written for

unspecied instruments and that the analysis is not of a particular performance

but of the score. The acoustical consonance—and, of course, the sensory

consonance as well—will vary greatly depending on the chosen instrumentation.

It is incredible that a century after the writings of Helmholtz that some theorists

attempt to analyze musical dissonance without reference to instrumentation—or

psychoacoustic modeling of any kind.
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Euler’s measure of consonance, which we mentioned earlier, naturally grows

out of the idea of harmonicity. For harmonic sounds at intervals that are closely

related along the harmonic series (perfect fths and major thirds, for example),

the spectral components could be thought of as components of a missing or

masked fundamental just as well as components of individual sounds. To a

harmonicity algorithm, this would be of no consequence, because harmonicity

computation does not need information on the kind or number of instruments

involved in producing the sound. Whereas Euler’s measure in this case might

incorrectly yield different consonance values for different intervals with the same

sensory consonance, a harmonicity metric would quite possibly correctly identify

both intervals as having the same consonance.

Recent research has begun addressing the interplay of dissonance and timbre

(Bolger and Grifth 2003). However, if there is a recent movement toward

thinking of consonance, dissonance, timbre, and tuning of musical scales as

intertwined parts of a whole, the leader of the movement is William Sethares.

Much of the most important recent examination of dissonance, however, and

particularly the most technically informed one, is found in his work.

The notion that certain instruments sound “good” in certain tunings while

others do not is not new; clearly, entire musical cultures, perhaps most famously

in India and Southeast Asia, have responded to this observation by developing a

myriad of scales intended for various instruments. Sethares has formalized this

notion in great detail, and in doing so helped dene how tuning, timbre, and

consonance interact (Sethares 1993, 1998, 1999).
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A starting point for Sethares is his parameterization of Plomp and Levelt’s

dissonance curves into a simple equation so that one can compute a numeric

dissonance value for any interval between sine waves given their frequencies

and amplitudes. He then extends the equation to complex sounds by using the

formula to add the contribution of each pair of spectral components in the

sounds. Sethares (1998), for example, summarizes his dissonance function d(!)

(previously derived in Sethares 1993) that quanties the dissonance between a

pair of tones at frequencies f1and f2 at recpective amplitudes v1and v2:

d f1,f2 ,v1 ,v2( ) = v1v2 e!as f2 !f1 ! e!bs f2 !f1[ ]

where the scalar s is given by

s =
d*

s1 min(f1 , f2 )+ s2

The parameters a = 3.5, b = 5.75, d* = 0.24, s1 = 0.21, and s2 = 19 were deteremined

by a least-squares t of Plomp’s and Levelt’s data. The scalar d* is the “interval at

which maximum dissonance occurs,” and the s function is employed to allow

smooth interpolation among the various curves that Plompt and Levelt

produced. (Recall that the actual bandidth of critical bands changes with respect

to frequency.) Other example dissonance functions are provided in Haluska

(2004).
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Once an emperically determined dissonance function is accepted, the “total

dissonance” D among all pairs of sine tones present in a complex tone comprised

of Npure tone partials can be computed as

  
D = 0.5 d(

j=1

N

!
i=1

N

! aif ,ajf ,vi ,vj)

Here, we take the sound as decomposable in the Fourier sense into partials

whose frequencies are given by the set   a1f ,a2f ,… ,aNf{ }  with corresponding

amplitudes of v1 ,v2 ,… ,vN{ }.

This computational process can be extended to real-world sounds and is

illustrated graphically in Figure 2–12, which shows (a) the spectrogram of a

sound le of a horn. In Figure 2–12(b), the eleven most-prominent spectral

components have been threshholded to obtain the precise locations of the

    a1f ,a2f ,… ,aNf{ }  components.

Here, the dissonance values between the lowest spectral component of the

sound on the left and all components of the sound on the right are added. The

process is then repeated for each component of the sound on the left. The sum

total of these dissonance values yields the total dissonance of the interval.

Figure 2–12 (c) illustrates the rst complete nested addition in the equation

above; here, i is set to 1, and j is allowed to range from 1 to N = 11. Each arrow-

tipped line denotes the next spectral line with which the dissonance function d(!)
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is calculated. Once all computations of dissonance values formed by pairing the

fundamental with its harmonics have occured, all other possible pairs are then

computed (i.e., i = 1, 2, …, 11). Note that for time-varying sounds, the sound le

must be windowed, and the total dissonance D must be computed separately for

each frame.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

Figure 2–12. Computing total dissonance of complex sounds, one partial at a

time. (a) Spectrogram of a horn; (b) peak-picking; (c) calculating the

sensory dissonance contributed by the lowest-frequency peak in a

particular frame.

Remarkably, computing such dissonance curves for dyads of harmonic

complex tones in which one sound’s fundamental is xed and other is allowed to

continuously vary from a unison to an octave results in curves (tone proles)

extremely similar to those produced experimentally by listening tests. In

particular, for a simple seven-partial harmonic spectrum, Sethares (1993) notes

that nulls in the dissonance curves occur where we would expect, at 1:1 (unison),

7:6 (septimal minor third), 6:5 (ve-limit minor third), 5:4 (ve-limit major third),

4:3 (perfect fourth), 3:2 (perfect fth), 5:3 (ve-limit major sixth), 7:4 (harmonic

minor seventh), and 2:1 (perfect octave). The greatest predicted consonances lie

at the unison, perfect fth, and octave.
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An implication of his work is that a certain interval played on two

instruments may have an identical dissonance as a different interval played on

different instruments. For example, a chord played on a piano may have a near-

identical sensory dissonance as a particular clarinet multiphonic. This raises the

idea of developing an algorithm to compute the dissonance of a sound rather

than an interval—without regard to its method of production or the number of

instruments producing it, but rather the acoustical information alone present in

the signal. What is needed is a method to measure the inherent dissonance of

windowed audio signals.

One possible measure that would lend itself to easy implementation is a

dissonance metric based on the inherent harmonicity of a sound. The more

harmonic a sound is, the greater its tendency to be represented in terms of a

fundamental with overtones arranged in an integer geometric series. Less

harmonic sounds exhibit higher standard deviation of this geometric series.

2.7 The Neurology of Dissonance

A more recent addition to the many denitions of consonance and dissonance

is found in neurological studies that directly measure the brain’s response to

musical stimuli. This forms the basis of a seventh, physiological, denition of

consonance—quantiably and directly measurable according to the brain’s

chemical and electrical reactions to musical stimuli. Although psychoacoustic

correlates of aspects of music like frequency (pitch) and amplitude (loudness)
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have been well understood for decades, the neurological correlates of emotional

aspects of music have not been thoroughly studied, and relatively little is known

about them. The fundamental question here lies in nding the neurological

components that contribute to the brain’s assignment of intervals (and, by

inference, sounds in general) as relatively consonant or dissonant.

Neurological aspects of dissonance perception were rst hinted by Helmholtz

and by his contemporary, the polymath Edmund Gurney (1847–1888). Gurney’s

1880 The Power of Sound, a sprawling treatise on the philosophy of music,

concludes with a remarkable appendix entitled, “On Discord.” He speculates

extensively on the nature of fatigue, wear, and repair of the auditory processing

system and its relationship to dissonance, debating Helmholtz on several points.

Gurney also addresses the importance of context in the cognition of dissonance:

A discord is always a discord wherever it occurs, and has the same

wearing effect on the peripheral organs: but the action of the higher co-

ordinating centres so overrides the natural character of the sensation

as to convert it into an all-important feature of modern music, the

simplest bit of which is often crammed with discord.(Gurney 1880, p.

557)

A variety of recent hypotheses regarding the neurological basis of dissonance

perception in music have been offered and are summarized in Huron (1997).

Boomsliter and Creel (1961) suggest dissonance relates to the synchronization
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among neural rings; Terhardt (1974) proposes the activation of pattern-

matching templates and the importance of virtual pitch; and Resnick (1981)

suggests that the time delay inherent in pitch perception plays an important role.

Recent studies count the number of nerve bers activated with the sounding

of various intervals (e.g., Cariani, Delgutte, and Kiang 1992; Tramo, Cariani, and

Delgutte 1992; Cariani and Delgutte 1996). Findings indicate that sounds

historically called “consonant” yield few nerve ber activations, while

“dissonant” intervals yield a far greater number of activations.

In another approach, Blood et al. (1999) used positron emission tomography

(PET) scans to continually monitor subjects’ neurological responses to a short

harmonized melody. The melody was harmonized in various ways, from a

“consonant” harmonization featuring major chords to a more “dissonant”

harmonization featuring at-13 triads. The authors reported a high correlation

coefcient between subjects’ ratings of “pleasantness” with the more consonant

harmonizations and “unpleasantness” with the more dissonant harmonizations.

However, signicantly less correlation was reported between subjects’ ratings of

“happy” with the more consonant versions and “sad” with the more dissonant

versions. Examinations of the resulting PET scans revealed various activation

locations in the brain, primarily in the right hemisphere.

Interestingly, there seems to be some debate regarding the relationship

between dissonance perception in music and the negative emotional states of fear

and digust. In particular, fear tends to activate the amygdala (Adolphs et al. 1995;

Hudgdahl et al. 1995; Morris et al. 1996; Rogan and LeDoux 1996). Amygdala
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activation has also been demonstrated in functional magnetic resonance imaging

(fMRI) in response to listening to laughing and crying sounds (Sander and

Scheich 2001; see Figure Figure 2–13). However, the study of Blood et al. (1999)

notes that “amygdala activation was not detected,” in disgust processing:

In summary, the ndings in this study identify activity in

paralimbic and neocortical regions correlated with degree of musical

dissonance, and thus begin to characterize the neural basis for

emotional responses to music. These regions have been previously

shown to be associated with certain emotional processes. However,

these regions differ from those that are active during perceptual

aspects of music processing, as well as from those attributed to

processing different emotions. The ndings of this study not only

begin to dene a neural network associated specically with emotional

responses to music, but also demonstrate dissociations from other

important cognitive processes.  (p. 386)

Other recent research addresses other neurological correlates of dissonance

perception of chords in both monkeys and humans (Fishman and Steinschneider

2003).

In addition to studying the neurological mechanisms underlying sound

processing with respect to dissonance, masking, and disgust in response to

acoustic stimuli, a corresponding research problem has recently gained attention.
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The question is in some ways the inverse of the above problem, namely, to

synthesize audio given measured mental states (instead of measuring mental

states in response to auditory input.) The work of Miranda et al. (2003) and

Miranda, Roberts, and Stokes (2004), for example, attempts to synthesize musical

structures in real time based on measured electroencephalogram (EEG) data.

Work in the auditory display community (e.g., Guizatdinova and Guo 2003)

addresses the sonication of facial features given an image-processing-based

classier capable of discerning disgust, fear, anger, surprise, happiness, sadness,

and neutrality.

(a)
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(b)

Figure 2–13. MRIs illustrating amygdala activation while listening to (a)

laughing and (b) crying. Here “R” and “L” denote the right and left

hemispheres of the brain. Perception of laughing activates both

sides of the amygdala; crying only activates the left amygdala.

(Sander and Scheich 2001; arrows added.)

The examination of cochleograms, PET scans, MRIs, and other neurological

indicators provide an altogether new insight into the world of auditory

dissonance. Studies of this sort have thus far concentrated on neurological

reactions to relatively isolated sounds and short musical events. Further

information will surely be gleaned by examinations of dissonance perception in

longer musical passages, particularly as dissonance relates to memory, silence,

and fatigue.
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2.8 Masking and Auditory Disgust (and More Neurology)

A ninth conception of consonance has been advanced in recent years as

involving the concepts of evolutionary development, auditory masking, and the

basic emotions of digust and fear. The general idea is that because, as Huron

(1997) notes, “Although musical consonance is known to be inuenced by social,

cultural, and other learned factors, response patterns continue to show

transcultural similarities that suggest fundamental physiological concomitants,”

a fundamental evolutionary response mechanism must be involved in

dissonance perception. More specically, because most humans, regardless of

cultural factors, tend (at least anecdotally) to classify certain sounds as “ugly”

and others as “pretty,” this raises the question of the involvement of innate, pre-

programmed responses to auditory stimuli.

Some recent literature along these lines is predated in many ways by Gurney

(1880), which was discussed in the last section. The rst appendix of The Power of

Sound is entitled “On Pleasure and Pain” and the speculative ideas it raises are

entirely suggestive of more recent studies (although without experimental

support at the time of its writing). Gurney distinguishes between physical and

psychical phenomena of human experience, and echoes his contemporary Charles

Darwin in arguing that physical responses to stimuli are innately based on the

process of natural selection: quite simply, those who appropriately respond to

environmental phenomena and/or develop helpful physical characteristics are

more likely to survive and pass on these traits genetically. The psychical, or

experiential, aspects of this process, which can in general be reduced to pleasure
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and pain, are useful biologically only to the extent that they invoke a physical

response. Gurney comments at length on the relationship between these two

forces, noting that when the physical and the psychical are not in agreement,

natural selection will run its course to preserve appropriate linkages for future

generations:

Perhaps the commonest form in which pleasure and pain are

vaguely credited with objective powers, is not so much in the

connection of natural selection with particular pleasures and pains as

in a more general sort of argument, of this kind: that as it may be

assumed that creatures in whom the agreeable did not predominate

over the disagreeable sensations would perish off the face of the earth

through a palpable want of the necessary adaptation to environment,

therefore pleasurable sensation in general must be an advantageous

thing. (p. 544)

The biological relevance of hearing then, according to Gurney, is one of

survival and adaptation, and hence there exists an evolutionary basis for our

quest for pleasure, even in sound. But sound is of course an altogether different

sensation than the other senses in that it is present intermittently, and we are able

in some circumstances to “tune it out.” (This has recently been shown possible

with various visual optical illusions as well.) Gurney notes of stimuli that
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the more striking and impressive they are the less agreeable do they

appear, both as causing a physical shock or start and in primitive life

probably suggesting danger. Perception and discrimination of sounds

would doubtless be an advantage when attained; but the attainment, as

in the case of the eye, would be come about through variations and

differentiation of structure entailing new and unsought sensibilities.

(p. 546)

This concept forms the gist of modern explications of auditory dissonance in

terms of evolutionary development and masking. In short, the idea is that sounds

perceived as dissonant are those that most easily mask other sounds, thereby

minimizing the effectiveness of our biological quest for information about our

surroundings.

Huron (1997) summarizes recent work in this tradition by dening auditory

dissonance as “a negative-valence emotion that arises in response to stimulus-

engenedered degradation of the auditory system. In short, sounds that are

recognized as reducing our capacity to hear other sounds tend to evoke an

unpleasant phenomenal experience which in turn leads to stimulus-aversive

behaviors.” He notes that ethology informs us that behaviors that are likely to

elicit strong sensations of pleasure or pain are thought strongly linked to

evolutionary survival, noting food, fear, sex, and disgust as examples. A similar

theory is advanced by Kamo and Iwasa (2000).
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Owing to the primacy of the interval of a critical bandwidth in so many

psychoacoustic discussions, particularly regarding its relationship to the

phenomenon of masking (in which noise is imperceptible behind one or more

pure tones, or vice versa), in conjunction with the proven relationship among the

critical bandwidth, sensory dissonance, and musical practice (e.g., Plomp and

Levelt 1962, 1965; Greenwood 1991; Huron 1991; Huron and Sellmer 1992; Huron

1994), Huron (1997) hypothesizes that masking must by inference play a crucial

role in auditory dissonance.

Clearly, the relationship between masking and dissonance can take two

forms. On the one hand, that a masker would be considered dissonant in general

is predicted by the theory of natural selection. The tendency for one sound to

obscure the perception of another by denition limits our ability to perceive new

information about our environment (and hence survive), and so Huron argues

that we are quite possibly innately programmed to produce an unavoidable

adverse response (i.e., disgust) in response to the detection (whether conscious or

not) of a masking sound. The disgust response, which is one of the six basic

human emotions (Ekman 1992), is designed to inict displeasure, thereby

minimizing our tendency to place ourselves in environments in which signicant

masking would occur, thereby enhancing evolutionary survival. The importance

of disgust in survival has been applied to other areas, such as moral codes, food,

and sexual taboos (Looy 2001, 2004).

An interesting and as yet unexplored area of research is an examination of the

processing mechanisms involved during audition of auditory paradoxes like
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those attributed Roger Shepard (1964) and Jean-Claude Risset (1997). In the case

of the continuously descending Risset scale, for example, the traditional sound

used to create the paradox (ten octaves of sine tones) itself would be judged quite

consonant by most listeners, but the total experience of listening to the scale over

time is jarring to most, and it seems plausible that the experience may also

activate similar regions of the brain.

Looy (2001) also examines the neurobiology of disgust, noting the particular

areas of the brain that are activated during the disgust response:

The neurobiological study of disgust has shown that facial

expressions of disgust appear to involve activation of the basal ganglia,

particularly the right anterior putamen and caudate nucleus, as well

as the left anterior insular cortex (Sprengelmeyer et al., 1998; Phillips,

Young, Scott et al., 1998; Phillips, Young, Senior, et al., 1997). These

areas may also process responses to auditory disgust stimuli such as

sounds of retching (Calder et al. 2000). The experience of disgust may

involve similar regions (Sprengelmeyer et al. 1996; Calder et al. 2000),

as well as the lateral cerebellum and the occipitotemporal cortex (Lane

et al. 1997). These appear to be disgust-specic, instead of more

generally processing perceptual abilities or basic emotions.

The specic areas of the brain that are activated during disgust processing is

still debated, however. For example, Schienle et al. (2002) offer support that the
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insular cortex is not used in processing of the disgust emotion. The work of Lane

et al. (1997) suggests similarity of processing regions in the brain behind the basic

emotions of happiness, sadness, and disgust. In their study, positron emission

tomography illustrated activation of the thalamus and medial prefrontal cortex

(Brodmann’s area 9) of twelve healthy females in response to lm and recall

stimuli.

The basic emotion of disgust has also been linked to the experience of fear

(Woody and Teachman 2000). In this light, Huron likens the phenomenon of

auditory dissonance as akin to fear of the dark, which also inhibits the quest for

information about one’s environment. Surely, a comprehensive theory of musical

dissonance will one day be greatly enhanced by the addition of recent insights

into neurological and neurobiological contributors to dissonance perception.

2.9 Beyond the Realm of Pitch (and Music)

For thee, my gentlehearted Charles, to whom / No sound is

dissonant which tells of life.

—Samuel Taylor Coleridge, This Lime Tree Bower My Prison(1797)

For God’s sake (I was never more serious) don’t make me

ridiculous any more by terming me gentleharted in print….substitute

drunken dog, ragged head, seld-shaven, odd-eyed, stuttering, or any
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other epithet which truly and properly belongs to the gentleman in

question.

—Charles Lamb (1775–1834), Letter to Coleridge (August 1800)

The concept of dissonance is by no means limited to elements of pitch in

music, or music at all, for that matter. Outside of music, the term “dissonance”

was applied at least as early as 1597, when Bp. Joseph Hall (1574–1656) wrote of

“The Tralation of one of Persius his Satyrs into English, the difcultie and

dissonance wherof shall make good my assertion….” William Melmoth’s Letters

on Several Subjects, by the Late Sir T. Fitzosborne (1763, p. 64) refers to the

“harshness and dissonance of so unharmonious a sentence….” And Robert

Southey’s Joan of Arc: An Epic Poem VI.180 notes the “dissonance of boisterous

mirth.”

We can speak of dissonance as a form of “incongruency” with respect to

various aspects of perception. In music, metrical dissonance can occur among

rhythmic strains in a particular texture; structural dissonance can also exist

among large-scale portions of a musical work. In poetry, dissonance of course

has a slightly different meaning. Next, we trace an overview of past and recent

scholarship concerning “visual dissonance.” This section concludes with a brief

overview of perhaps the most well-known use of the term “dissonance” outside

of music: cognitive dissonance.
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Rhythmic and Metrical Dissonance

Historically, discussions of musical dissonance have addressed the

contributions of pitch to that percept exclusively. Several studies in

musicological literature, however, were particularly forward-thinking in their

adaptation of the concept of dissonance to notions of meter and rhythm.

The term rhythmic dissonance was coined by Yeston (1976) to describe the

relationship between two or more rhythmic strata. Rhythmic consonance is said

to occur when the basic pulse of one rhythmic layer is evenly divisible into that

of the other (e.g., half notes against quarter-notes). Rhythmic dissonance occurs

when this cannot happen (e.g., seven-against-four). Prime dissonant structures

are those in which the divisors of the rhythmic pulse of each stratum are each

prime (e.g., seven-against-ve).

Of particular note also are studies by Krebs (1987, 1999), which dene metrical

dissonance as the disagreement among metrical layers in a work. The

disagreement can be caused by two factors: the time division of pulses in each

layer may not form an integer relationship, or there might be a constant and

perceptible phase shift between metrical layers. A combination of these factors is

present in the famous “phase pieces” of Steve Reich, for example Piano Phase

(1967), in which a static melodic texture played on two pianos is displaced in

time and then realigned periodically, and the lesser-known work from a year

earlier entitled Melodica (Figure 2–14).
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Figure 2–14. Steve Reich, Melodica (1966).

Here, the metrical dissonance would theoretically lie at a minimum at the

indicated points of phrase alignment (1–8), while it would lie at a maximum
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somewhere during the phasing process (where the staggered dots are shown in

the score). Surely, it is easy to speculate that a metrical dissonance function

during the phasing process must vary according to the temporal ratios of their

start times, analogous to the mechanism by which Plomp and Levelt (1965)

showed that dissonance of tones was a function of the ratio of their frequencies.

For example, precisely halfway through the phasing advancement from point 1

to point 2, the sixteenth notes in each piano are maximally out of phase with

respect to each other (i.e., their attacks are equidistant). The two, monophonic

sixteenth-note textures can then be clearly fused (barring spatial or timbral cues)

into one monophonic thirty-second note texture, thereby minimizing the metrical

dissonance.

One could easily extend these simple concepts to envisage many other forms

of metrical dissonance, at least in the sense of the word “dissonance” as rhythmic

“incongruence” of some kind. For example, consider the result of effecting a

triple-meter texture in a musical passage that is clearly notated in duple meter

(i.e., hemiola), or vice versa, which of course occurs relatively commonly in

various segments of music history, particularly Baroque dance music. Another

example of what we might call metrical dissonance occurs more generally when

rhythmic complexity is sufcient that the notion of meter becomes more or less

irrelevant (i.e., any sensation of downbeat is continually thwarted or simply

ignored).

These ideas suggest another form of dissonance in music—what we might

term notational dissonance, in which the notation and the effective sonic result are
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seemingly at odds.  Notational dissonance can be divided into four distinct but

potentially overlapping categories: rhythmic notational dissonance, pitch notational

dissonance, timbral notational dissonance, and expressive notational dissonance—each

corresponding to a different variety of incongruence between notation and

intended or achieved sonic result. As an example, a potential case of rhythmic

notational dissonance is illustrated in Figure 2–15.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2–15. Rhythmic notational dissonance. (a) Densely notated rhythmic

passage; (b) arguably, a perceptually congruent quantization.

In this case, for a particular range of tempi, any deviations from a resultant of

simple, integer-based pulse percepts could be regarded as either (1) performance

error (either mental or mechanical) or (2) expressive timing. The degree to which
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the perceptions of either of these cases are equally likely suggests the extent of

the rhythmic notational dissonance.

Several recent examinations of metrical dissonance have addressed specic

works and idioms, for example the music of Bartók (Roder 2001), Ravel (Bhogal

2000), Schönberg (Malin 2000), Elliot Carter (Koivisto 2000), electronic dance

music (Butler 2002), and Led Zeppelin (Martens 2000). Risset (1997) describes

work on the perceptual paradoxes that can result when tinkering with metrical

dissonance.

Contextual and Structural Dissonance

Context clearly must also play a major role in a complete theory of musical

dissonance. It has been noted that perhaps the rst mention and theoretical

treatment of context-dependent musical semantics informed by dissonance

theory is Rameau’s Traité de l’Harmonie (1722). Clearly, the language of common-

practice tonal music developed under the premise that dissonances and

consonances coexist in a mutually benecial fabric, and that often one is

compositionally preferred over the other depending on context.

It is often casually remarked that dissonance provides the “spice” in

music—that without it, music can be boring. To the extent that consonance

represents auditory/musical “simplicity” and dissonance represents

corresponding “complexity,” this may well be true, as psychologists tell us that

occasional perception of complexity can be a key factor in maintaining attention

spans. (This idea seems to contradict ideas of dissonance as comprised only of a
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neurobiological negative emotion intended to minimize discomfort; clearly, other

factors are as—if not more—important in the realm of music.) As Parncutt (1989)

notes, this is particularly compelling in tonal music: “the contrast between

consonance and dissonance contributes to ‘tension’ and ‘resolution’ (Nielsen

1983) and thereby to a sense of ‘forward motion’ (Forte 1962, p. 15) in tonal

music.” When this “forward motion” is thwarted in some way, the sense of

contextually implied dissonance structures is undermined, as Gestalt theory’s

principle of good continuation would imply.

Context-related factors can be reduced into three categories: familiarity and

memory, cultural conditioning and stylistic cliché, and simultaneity

(juxtaposition--Ives). The role familiarity plays in context-dependent dissonance

perception has been examined by Valentine (1914), Cazden (1972), and others. In

summary, the more familiar a musical passage, the less dissonant it is judged to

be. Clearly relevant to the familiarity is the role of musical memory, a highly

variable factor among listeners, which is directly proportional to familiarity.

A related concept is the importance musical culture places on context-related

dissonance perception. An example is that of compositional clichés (for example,

the chord progression shown in Figure 2–16), which become culturally

conditioned in a given compositional milieu. This cadence is of course quite

familiar in tonal music contexts, and so the literature suggests that “appropriate”

musical information presented in this harmonic context would tend to be judged

as consonant.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2–16. (a) Tonal cadential cliché; (b) one possible corresponding example

of contextual dissonance.

Contextual dissonance owing to cultural conditioning would result for most

listeners in Figure 2–16(a)  by simply replacing the penultimate chord with an F-

sharp-major triad (perhaps retuned, for example, to A = 415 Hz instead of the A

= 440 Hz tuning of the preceding and following chord). In isolation, the F-sharp-

major triad tuned to A = 415 Hz would be judged as relatively consonant, but,

owing to cultural conditioning and exposure to common-practice Western
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tonality, most listeners would nd the new progression somewhat “jarring,” to

say the least.

Contextual dissonance perception was tested more recently by Bigand,

Parncutt, and Lerdahl (1996). By examining four variables (“tonal hierarchies,

sensory chordal consonance, horizontal motion, and musical training”) while

playing a variety of three-chord sequences (C major—[variable chord]—C

major), the authors were able to draw conclusions regarding linear, contextual

dissonance within the connes of tonal music. They note in conclusion that, as “a

main outcome, it appears that judgments of tension arose from a convergence of

several cognitive and psychoacoustics inuences, whose relative importance

varies, depending on musical training.”

Another example of contextual dissonance is found in the innitely

ascending/descending scales of Shepard and Risset described previously. On a

moment-to-moment basis, the traditional timbres employed would be judged as

consonant, whereas the total experience can be difcult to parse contextually.

This form of contextual dissonance results from the implausibility of the musical

context (i.e., pitches that decrease or increase without limit in context).

A related term has been used casually by Jourdain (1997, p. 104), who refers

to structural dissonance as occuring “when chords are combined in ways our

brains have difculty modeling” (Jourdain 1997, p.104). Clearly, he refers to the

same phenomenon. Structural dissonance can also be taken on a much larger

scale. Consider, for example, replacing certain culturally agreed-upon structural

elements from, say, the sonata form, with altogether different constructs. The
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structural integrity of the expected sonata form is thwarted, presumably by

intentional design.

Poetry

The concept of dissonance has also been employed explicitly outside the

realm of music in poetry, in which dissonance is considered the avoidance of

repeated vowel sounds or consonants. A distinction is often drawn between the

related terms of assonance and poetic consonance: assonance is the deliberate

repetition of vowel sounds (e.g., “geek week”), while consonance is the

deliberate repetition of consonants (e.g., “Fee Fi Fo Fum”). Taken together,

assonance and consonance are forms of alliteration.

Alliterative structures in English permeate much Old English verse, and

much older examples can be found in other languages. As a poetic device, the

concept seems most analogous to immediate repetition of neighboring notes or

phrases in music.

Visual Dissonance

The term “visual music” is often applied to “time-based visual imagery that

establishes a temporal architecture in a way similar to absolute music” (Evans

2005; see Mattis 2005 for a general introduction). Noting the common

pedagogical sine qua non that an innate sensation of visual “rightness” or

“correctness” is fundamental to two-dimensional composition in the visual arts,
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Evans declares that this “[v]isual ‘rightness’ is visual consonance,” and that this

assertion “becomes an axiom from which we can build a grammar of visual

music.” He correspondingly considers moments of visual tension or

“wrongness” as “visual dissonance.”

Another form of visual dissonance is related to the musical structural

dissonance of incongruity and implausibility; we cited innitely

ascending/descending scales as musical examples of this. In the visual realm,

this experience takes the form of optical illusion, as exploited for example in the

drawings of M. C. Escher (1898–1972). In recent years, a host of time-based visual

paradoxes have been discovered as well. … new visual illusions

The concept of visual dissonance itself is not particularly new. Notably,

animations and lms by Oskar Fischinger (http://www.oskarschinger.org),

John Whitney, and Norman McLaren address the issue of visual dissonance as a

function of time, with or without musical accompaniment.

Visual dissonance thus dened is then an individual’s perceptual correlate of

an inherent property of an image, and a quality that potentially varies over time

in the case of moving images. It thus resides exclusively on what many visual

musicians call the visual plane of the work, or the collection of time-varying

imagery. We have already dened musical and auditory dissonance as a

property that correspondingly occurs on the auditory/musical plane. The

simultaneous pairing of both then creates a new kind of dissonance eld, which I
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call audiovisual dissonance (Figure 2–17). Audiovisual dissonance at its most

fundamental level then represents the degree of correspondence, “rightness,” or

simultaneity between auditory and visual planes.

Figure 2–17. Visual, Audiovisual, and Musical/Auditory Dissonance planes.

As two examples of audiovisual dissonance, consider two extreme cases:

computer audio visualization “skins,” and the collaborations of John Cage and

Merce Cunningham. The former case exhibits a literal, one-to-one mapping from

auditory to visual; furthermore, the interaction is one-sided, without feedback, in

that the audio informs the video, but not vice-versa. Thus, the experience of

audiovisual dissonance tends not to uctuate signicantly and is a function of

the chosen mapping scheme. In the Cage-Cunningham works, however, the

audiovisual dissonance is intentionally kept as random as possible; the dance
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and music are designed to occur independently. Therefore, moments of

congruence and incongruence occur more or less happenstance, the spectrum

between them occupying the fundamental aesthetic space.

Cognitive Dissonance

In his classic 1957 work A Theory of Cognitive Dissonance, social psychologist

Leon Festinger introduced the term cognitive dissonance to denote a discrepancy

or contradiction among one’s tenets. It was also applied to a denote the mental

condition that results in the case of a discrepancy between one’s thoughts and

actions, for example a mismatch between a moral conviction and a failure to act

in accordance with that conviction. This use of “dissonance” as discrepancy and

lack of cognitive unity or “oneness”—a kind of “out-of-placedness,” as it

were—lies surprisingly concomitant with the use of the term in much of the

psychological literature up to that time in describing musical dissonance as lack

of fusion of the harmonic components in a musical interval (e.g., Stumpf 1898).

For Festinger, dissonance is akin to the percept of hunger, in that it is a state

of negative valence emotion that one attempts to remediate. He also classies

cognitive dissonance as a “post-decisional” state, in that, unlike cognitive

conict—a “pre-decisional” state—cognitive dissonance occurs after one has

decided to act in a manner conictive with one’s convictions.

How could a comprehensive theory of musical dissonance incorporate this

notion of cognitive dissonance? Consider the jarring effect, musically analogous
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to cognitive dissonance, that would result upon hearing the musical passage

shown in Figure 2–18.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Figure 2–18.  (a) Standard tonal progression; (b) unexpected substitution of one

chord; (c) even less “expected” substitution of the penultimate

chord.

Because we are clearly referencing a Western tonal language here, the F-sharp

triad is out of place in what we would be led to expect was a straightforward

I–vi–IV–ii– I4
6–V7–I progression. The cognitive dissonance would be heightened

by replacing the F-sharp chord with, for example, a fortissimo tone cluster. The

experience of cognitive dissonance can occur both in the listener (experienced as

an out-of-placedness, a conict of beliefs and actions), as well as in the post-

decisional state of the composer, immediately upon writing such a passage. Such

is the case with the music of Carlo Gesualdo, for example, who consciously broke

the rules of music-making during his time.

But cognitive dissonance in music can also occur with sound itself, as in for

example the case of electronic and computer music, in which seemingly jarring,

out-of-context sounds suddenly appear. The “awkward” and surprising

placement of a familiar sound—for example, a sudden burst of human

speech—in the middle of an otherwise synthetic texture can indeed evoke a

cognitive dissonance in the listener, perhaps as much as that experienced in the

post-decisional state of the composer who placed the sound there. Such is the

case it could be said with electronic works by composers such as Eric Lyon,

Christopher Penrose, and others.
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2.10 Summary of Musical Consonance

So what is dissonance? Jourdain (1997, p. 101) offers a succinct and quite

accurate summary of our current understanding of and approach to dissonance.

He summarizes in an accessible way the commentaries of other recent writings

on the subject by noting that dissonance can be subsumed by factors arising from

(1) acoustics, (2) neurology, and (3) structure. In this spirit, we here offer the

Venn Diagram in Figure 2–19 as illustrative of the myriad of approaches to the

study of dissonance.
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Physical Cultural

Cognitive

Helmholtz' Beat Theory [9]

Cognitive
Dissonance [2]

Neurological Dissonance [1]

Some Part-Writing &
Voice-Leading Rules [7]

Training + Memory [3]

Some Part-Writing &
Voice-Leading Rules [6]

Learned Listening
Behaviors [4]

Auditory Disgust [19]

Tonal Conanance [11]

Fusion [12]

Auditory Expectation [18]

Fit; Togetherness [17]

Harmonicity [10]

Auditory 
Scene Analysis [16]

Contributions of
Other Senses [15]

Group Psychology [5]

Stability [13]

Pleasantness [14]

Musical Expectation [20]

Numerical Dissonance [8]

Figure 2–19. Summary of acoustical, psychoacoustic, and musical/contextual

contributors suggested by primary theories of musical dissonance.

The conuence of the acoustical, psychoacoustic, and musical/contextual

factors that contribute to modern theories of musical dissonance are summarized

in Table 2–2. We can summarize at least twenty factors involved in dissonance
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perception, each of which could be classied under one or more of the rubrics of

culture, cognition, and physics.

Reference Index Factor Example

1 Neurological

Dissonance

Contributions of neural activity to pitch

perception, tempo detection, etc.; place

and template theories of hearing

2 Cognitive

Dissonance

Festinger; can involve any combination of

senses

3 Training +

Memory

“I was taught that the minor second is

called ‘dissonant.’” “That sound reminds

me of another that I previously

categorized as ‘dissonant.’”

4 Learned Listening

Behaviors

“Yuck; I don’t like the sound of tritones.

They’re the devil in music!”

5 Group

Psychology

“My friends and I hate minor seconds, but

we love tritones.” “Most music theorists

agree: the major seventh is more

consonant than a minor second.”

6 Some voice-

leading and part-

writing rules

The fourth should resolve to a third.

7 Some voice- Parallel fths are forbidden.
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leading and part-

writing rules

8 Numerical

Dissonance

Numerical “complexity” of an interval;

Euler’s ! function.

9 Helmholtz’ Beat

Theory

The minor second is more dissonant than

the octave because more beat frequencies

are created by the minor second.

10 Harmonicity (1) The fth is more consonant than the

minor second because it is more

“harmonic” or because it occurs “lower”

in the harmonic series (e.g., Leibnitz,

Rameau); (2) Harmonic sounds are more

“consonant” than inharmonic sounds

11 Tonal Consonance Sethares’ Dissonance Theory

12 Tonal Fusion The perfect fth is more consonant than a

tritone because the fth fuses better owing

to both physical and cognitive factors.

13 Stability A major triad is more consonant ending

for a composition than banging all notes

of the piano simultaneously.

14 Pleasantness “Mmmm…those pitches/sounds create a

pleasing sensation.”

15 Contributions of Complementarity/Non-complementarity
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Other Senses (i.e., agreement/disagreement) of all

senses

16 Auditory Scene

Analysis

Good continuation, grouping, etc.

17 Fit; togetherness These pitches/sounds “work” well

together; it sounds like they belong

together.

18 Auditory

Expectation

Auditory cognitive dissonance

19 Auditory Disgust Negative-valence auditory emotional

response.

20 Musical

Expectation

Acquired/taught musical cognitive

dissonance

Table 2–2. Summary of cognitive, physical, and cultural factors that contribute

to dissonance. Reference indices correspond to those in Figure 2–19.

Once dissonance can be dismantled into its constituent parts, it becomes a

candidate for quantication, perhaps even deserving of its own scale and units,

like the Mel scale for pitch perception or the Phon/Sone scales for perceptual

loudness. However, as previous attempts at dening numerical metrics for

timbral descriptions of sound have proven problematic, so too is the
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multidimensional world of dissonance. Perhaps the greatest problem inherent in

the study of musical dissonance is its refusal to be strictly quantied and

measured, despite our best efforts.
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When you can measure what you are speaking about, and express

it in numbers, you know something about it; but when you cannot

measure it, when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is

of a meager and unsatisfactory kind: it may be the beginning of

knowledge, but you have scarcely, in your thoughts, advanced to the

stage of science.

>William Thomson, @ord Aelvin, Popular @ectures and Addresses

(1891H189I)

Keasure what is measurable, and make measurable what is not so.

>Lottlob Mrege (18I8H1925), Puoted in Weyl (1959)

As has been demonstrated, Western writings on musical dissonance have

historically approached dissonance from an empirical and Cuantitative

perspective. The typical twentiethEcentury research paper on musical dissonance

typically follows the following form: !rst, ask subHects to rate the relative

dissonance of intervalsI second, statistically analyJe the resultsI !nally,
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,-en,ie,h23en,4ry s3ien3e is ,ha, o:ser;a,ion and meas4remen, a>>e3, ,ha, -hi3h

is o:ser;ed and meas4red? &@4aAAy as imBor,an,, ho-e;er, is ,he dis,in3,ion

:e,-een n4m:er and @4an,i,y?

Dn a 3Aassi3 *EF+ ar,i3Ae, so3iaA s3ien,is, GreHory Ia,eson 3aAAed >or a

>4ndamen,aA re3oHni,ion o> ,he di>>eren3e :e,-een n4m:ers J“,he Brod43, o>

3o4n,inH”M, and @4an,i,ies J“,he Brod43, o> meas4remen,”M? Ia,eson

dis,inH4ishes 3o4n,inH as a dis3re,e, diHi,aA Bro3ess, -hereas meas4remen,

eNhi:i,s BroBer,ies o> anaAoH sys,ems? "e >4r,hermore no,es a Bro3ess ,ha, Aies

some-here in :e,-eenOa Pind o> Hes,aA, Ba,,ern2re3oHni,ion a3,i;i,y, in -hi3h

-e are 3aBa:Ae o> 3o4n,inH -i,ho4, 3o4n,inH, :4, ra,her simBAy HAan3inH?

Ia,eson 3on3A4des his :rie> arH4men, :y re>eren3inH Py,haHoras and A4H4s,ine,

o:ser;inH ,ha, “-e o33iden,aA h4mans He, n4m:ers :y 3o4n,inH or Ba,,ern

re3oHni,ion, -hiAe -e He, @4an,i,ies :y meas4remen,”Ode3AarinH ,his 3on3eB, ,o

:e “some sor, o> 4ni;ersaA ,r4,h?”

This arH4men, >orms an aB, 3on,ainer >or ,he dis34ssion o> anaAy,i3aA

,e3hni@4es -here:y -e Ais,en ,o and maPe Q4dHmen,s reHardinH ,he dissonan3e

o> a so4nd? The ,-o :asi3 modes :y -hi3h h4mans Ais,en ,o so4nds ha;e :een

3Aassi!ed as anaAy,i3 in na,4re J“anaAy,i3aA Ais,eninH”M and hoAis,i3 in na,4re,

J“syn,he,i3 Ais,eninH”M? Ror reAa,ed dis34ssions, see De4,s3h J*E+TMU V3Adams

J*E+TMU Parn34,, J*E+EMU and Doher,y and W4,! J*EETM? Ie3a4se o4r

Bsy3hoa3o4s,i3 aBBara,4s is 3AearAy adeB, a, :o,h 3o4n,inH, meas4remen,, and

Ba,,ern re3oHni,ion, i, na,4raAAy >oAAo-s ,ha, ,hese en,i,ies m4s, :e ,ied ,oHe,her

in some -ay, -he,her hard2-ired or Aearned? A BroBosed arranHemen, is o>>ered
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in .igure )–1, in which an analytical listening state leads one to count (for

example, the number of beats per second in an interval, as piano tuners do when

tuning strings)G on the other hand, a synthetic listening mode prepares one for a

less-exacting, analogic form of measuring various aspects of dissonance

perception (for example, measuring one’s internal emotional disgust level upon

hearing a dentist’s drill). The gestalt perception of dissonance in toto then follows

as a result of the fusion of the two modes of listening, whereby intervals and

sounds are instantly classied according to their dissonance “level” using a

combination of these techniques, akin to the manner in which one can

“recogniOe” ve apples by simply perceiving their proximity and recogniOing

“veness.” Pe use the phrase “instantly classied” here to denote the auditory

analog of the visual “glimpse”—the notion of the brief and the impermanent,

coinciding with the  sure and the certain.
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Listening 
Strategem

Counting Measurement

Gestalt

Ana
ly

tic
 L

ist
en

in
g Synthetic Listening

Sound

-igure )3*. !orrespondences among listening modes and dissonance analysis

techniAues.

The incongruence between number and Auantity need not impede our

attempts to Auantify aspects of musical dissonance, but on the contrary, should

inform the search. Fn particular, we should recognize those aspects of musical

dissonance that are countable, as well as those that are merely measurable. Table

)H* classies various aspects of dissonance in this way.

!"#$%& '"$()%&*
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!/382(/5>-7?(458(:-(40.8>5:1-?(@0A-B-/

!0283>3B-

637708584-

9-57./5:1-

%/538382(C

9-<0/D

63E!4.1>(>0(<-57./-(0/(40.8>

F-5/8-G(F37>-8382

H-@5B30/7

63E!4.1>(>0(<-57./-(0/(40.8>

I/0.=

$7D4@0102D

63E!4.1>(>0(<-57./-(0/(40.8>

J0<-(B034-K

1-5G382(58G(=5/>K

A/3>382(/.1-7

!0.8>5:1-(L38(>@-(7-87-(>@5>(>@-(/.1-7(5/-

G374/->-(38(85>./-M

,.<-/3451

637708584-

!0.8>5:1-

"-1<@01>NO(H-5>

%@-0/D

!0.8>5:1-

"5/<08343>D 9-57./5:1-

%0851(!08708584- !0.8>5:1-

%0851(P.7308 9-57./-5:1-

J>5:313>D 9-57./5:1-

$1-5758>8-77 9-57./5:1-
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Contributions of

5ther Senses

9if!cult to measure or count

#uditory Scene

#nalysis

Somewhat measurable and countable AviC.

Computational auditory scene analysisF

FitH togetherness Jeasurable

#uditory

EKpectation

Jeasurable

#uditory 9isgust JeasurableH gestalt

Jusical

EKpectation

JeasurableH gestalt

Table )-*. Jeasurable and countable classi!cations of dissonance factors.

Classi!cation of the factors affecting dissonance in general does not denote

accuracy or meaningfulnessH for eKampleM one can accurately measure the

auditory disgust response of a group of subNects using any of various means

Afacial eKpressionM manual ranking by subNectsM etc.F. Phat is important here is

awareness of the countability andQor measurability of that being observed.
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3.2 Dissonance-Based Musical Analysis

,-./(01223-4-./(5/6/52(746/(8//-(9:4-;1!/0(1-(23</(=4>?(1;(-4;:@455>(A3553=2
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-ote that this is entirely different than Sethares< approach? @hich Aeasures

the Ctotal dissonanceD at a any point in tiAe Ey coAputing the dissonance

Eet@een each possiEle pair of spectral lines present in a recorded soundG %his is

one of the central arguAents of this thesis: that strings of sounds are Eest taIen !"

#$#$ for Ausical dissonance analysis? irrespective of notation or their paraAetric

descriptionsG

&ven so? in Aany @ays? this EruteKforce approach to dissonance analysis is

clearly only Aeaningful at a cursory level? as it neglects Eoth tiAEral

contriEutions? aAplitude scaling of each note? psychoacoustic Aodeling? and

Ausical conteLtG 'oEert Mourdain? is his generalKreader introduction to Ausic

psychology %&'!()*+,-*./0!")*0"1*2('#0'3? @rites the follo@ing:

4!''$"0"(-* !'* ,0/1* #$* #0(5* 1$6"* -7-"* !"* (80''!(08* 9-'#-/"

,0/:$"3;*+,-*$7-/088*1!''$"0"(-*$<*0*=!-(-*(0""$#*>-*:-0'&/-1*'!:=83

>3* #0883!"?* #,-* /-80#!7-* "&:>-/* $<* 1!''$"0"#* !"#-/708'* <$/:-1* >3

(,$/1'* 0"1* :-8$1!(* 8!"-';* 9,-"* 0* 1!''$"0"(-* <088'* 0#* 0* =$!"#* $<

,0/:$"!(* 0//!708@0* =$!"#* $<#-"* -:=,0'!A-1* >3* /,3#,:!(

0((-"#&0#!$"@#,-*1!''$"0"(-*6!88* (80"?* !"*3$&/* -0/';*B-#* #,-* '0:-

1!''$"0"(-*6!88*,0/183*/-?!'#-/*6,-"*!#*$((&/'*0#*0* 8-''*($"'=!(&$&'

=$'!#!$";*NMourdain *OOP? pG *QRS

%hat Eeing said? incorporation of Tuanti!ed dissonance into the art of Ausical

analysis can provide ne@ insights? alAost irrespective of the speci!c degree of
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accuracy of the measurement technique. For example, the analysis of Danner

(1985), despite the criticisms outlined above, does provide some insight into the

Carter !"#$#, although at a relatively cursory level that could be obtained

through conventional direct harmonic analysis. The work of Huron (1991),

however, has been particularly interesting in its computational dissonance

analysis of the music of Bach. As Huron (2005) states, “Bach’s polyphonic music

is organized so as to minimize ‘sounding as one’ while maximizing ‘sounding

smooth.’ Bach’s musical organization is inconsistent with the theory that

consonance is caused by tonal fusion.”

In addition to distinguishing between number and quantity, tantamount to

the success of dissonance-based musical analysis is an understanding of the ways

in which intervals have been compared in Western musical theory and the

various ways that dissonance curves have been constructed. Much of this

exercise was undertaken in the preceding chapter; in the next section, we

generalize about attempts to compare the dissonance of intervals in terms of

number or quantity.

3.3 Comparative Rankings of Intervallic Dissonance

We have already examined several historical attempts (most of them quite

recent) to quantify and compute dissonance curves; these are all indebted to

Euler’s %&"'()*)("+,-"-,)function !, which represents the earliest major attempt to

quantify dissonance. Plotting ! for a particular scale is a computationally trivial
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our perception of the dissonance of dyads, in the generic sense, removed from

their sonic context.

A major !aw is easily uncovered with Euler’s function, though. Consider two

different augmented fourths: 11:8 and 45:32. Although listening tests would

show a discrepancy in subjects’ classi"cation of the relative dissonance of these

two intervals, Euler’s method assigns each the same gradus suavitatis, since
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" 

# 
$ 

% 

& 
' " ! 11(8# $

" ! 111 (23# $

" 1%1(11)1) % 3(2)1)
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!
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Anot0er 3ro45e6 7it0 t0i9 6ea9ure i9 t0at it ne<5e=t9 39>=0oa=ou9ti= 6ode59@

70i=0 7ere oA =our9e not aBai5a45e to Eu5er. Dor eEa635e@ 5i9tener9 <enera55> !nd

9tret=0ed o=taBe9 6ore =on9onant t0at 3erAe=t 2F1 o=taBe9@ 3arti=u5ar5> on a 3iano

70o9e 9trin< 9tiAAne99 =ontri4ute9 to a 95i<0t5> in0ar6oni= tone.  T0i9 !ndin<

9tand9 in =ontra9t to t0e 3redi=tion oA Eu5erG9 6ode5.

A t0ird 3ro45e6 4e=o6e9 a33arent 70en one =ontinua55> HIoo69J in on t0e

nei<04or0ood oA interBa59 i66ediate5> 9urroundin< an> <iBen Ku9t interBa5.

Lu64er t0eor> te559 u9 t0at 4et7een an> t7o Ku9t interBa59 eEi9t9 anot0er@ ad

in!nitemM t0u9@ 4et7een t7o re5atiBe5> H=on9onantJ interBa59 5iNe t0e 6inor t0ird

and 6aKor t0ird@ an un4ounded nu64er oA ot0er Ku9t interBa59 eEi9t9. T0e

3ro45e6 i9 t0at 7e =ou5d ea9i5> =on9tru=t a nu6eri=a55> H=o635i=atedJ interBa5

(in ter69 oA t0e 3ri6e de=o63o9ition9 oA it9 nu6erator and deno6inator) t0at

5ie9 9Quare5> 4et7een t0e t0ird and Aourt0@ and t0u9 Eu5erG9 6ode5 7ou5d 3redi=t

a <iant 93iNe in t0e di99onan=e Ba5ue. Ho7eBer@ 9u=0 a 93iNe 7ou5d =ontradi=t

eE3eri6enta5 eBiden=e t0at a55 d>ad9 in t0e nei<04or0ood 4et7een a 6inor and

6aKor t0ird are =o63ara45> =on9onant. Rn <enera5@ t0e <reater 5eBe5 oA detai5 7it0

70i=0 one atte63t9 to =on9tru=t a tone 3ro!5e u9in< Eu5erG9 gradus suavitatis(i.e.@

t0e 5ar<er t0e 9et oA d>ad9 one eEa6ine9)@ t0e 5e99 t0e re9u5tin< 3ro!5e tend9 to

a<ree 7it0 39>=0oa=ou9ti= eBiden=e.

A9 7e 0aBe a5read> 9een@ Ao55o7in< in t0i9 tradition@ 6an> ot0er

6at0e6ati=a5 redu=tion9 oA a93e=t9 oA di99onan=e 7ere 3ro3o9ed. So6e oA t0e9e

6ode59 in=or3orated 4> 6ode5in< rou<0ne99 and 4eatin< (He560o5tI 1877M

Ter0ardt 19V8@ 197WM P5o63 and SteeneNen 19V8)@ Au9ion (Stu63A 1898)@ =riti=a5
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8-23;8-21G-66I(;89;B1G1[1.K(/1447.-.G;(RB78(,723(93I41G-6(-./(94IG37-G7F421G

87/;64(G-.(F6218-2;6I(8;6/(27(R7B8(-(41.K6;E(F.1";/(23;7BI(.72(7.6I(7R

/1447.-.G;E(,F2(912G3(9;BG;9217.(1.(9-B21GF6-B(-./(27.;(4;8-.21G4(1.(K;.;B-6N
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Creating graphical displays that illustrate in some way a psychoacoustic

percept is =uite challenging. To my knowledge, no such system for

comprehensively displaying the percept of sensory dissonance has been

developed or even attempted, largely owing to the lack of a clear and

comprehensive model of musical dissonance. "ence, most methods of

visualizing dissonance, as it were, attempt to show one or more physical

contributors to the percept of dissonance (for example, roughness or beating).

The graphical representation of physical phenomena that contribute to

sensory dissonance is =uite easy, and several wellHknown techni=ues can be used

for display of such data. We begin by addressing the obvious timeHdomain plots

of amplitude for acoustic phenomena, which can clearly illustrate beating and

other dissonanceHrelated contributors. We then examine LissaKous Curves,

Chladni $atterns, and lattice diagrams. This section concludes with my

speculations on the applications of spherical harmonics to the display of &ulerian

dissonance.

567)%/'10-80(/%+,

As we have seen, beating and fusion lie at the core of previous theories of

musical dissonance, arising from the tradition of "elmholtz. At the risk of stating

the obvious, plotting the simultaneity of similar fre=uencies and their

corresponding amplitude modulation patterns that result =uite simply illustrates

the beating phenomon. Consider Ligure )M), which shows two perspectives on a
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,,- H. tone together 6ith an 99- H. tone: The Eulerean metric predicts a highlB

consonant resultC 6hich the lacD oE Feats illustrates: GHE courseC perEect +I*

octaves are oEten cited in the literature as less pleasing to human listeners: #gainC

simple graphs liDe these onlB displaB phBsical phenomenaC not perceptual

correlates:K

GaK
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(b)

.igure 343. (a) Plot of ! ! sin(2! 440") " sin(2!880") ; (b) zoomed out. ?o

amplitude beating results from the combination of 44F Hz and GGF

Hz.

Heating patterns eloIuently correspond to Euler’s !"#$%&'&%#()*#*)& dissonance

measure. Consider, for example, the increased freIuency of beating patterns

corresponding to increasing Eulerean dissonance measures in .igure 344, which

shows (a) a perfect fth, (b) a 9:G major second, a 1R:15 minor second, and a

syntonic comma.
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H, plus a 16:15 minor second< (d) 440 H, plus a syntonic comma

(81:80).

The corresponding beatings in each of the above scenarios are of course

visible in time-freKuency graphs (e.g., sonograms and waterfall plots) as well,

provided the appropriate parameters are chosen.

Nnfortunately, simple plots liOe these tell virtually nothing about acoustical

dissonance present in complex sounds composed of many partials. They tell even

less about the acoustical dissonance inherent in complex sound objects.

Lissajous Curves and The Harmonograph

Lissajous curves (also Onown as Lissajous gures or Bowditch curves) were

studied rst by Nathaniel Bowditch in the early nineteenth century, and later

exploration was carried out independently about forty years later by Uules

Antoine Lissajous. A Lissajous curve describes the system of parametric

eKuations given by

x(t) = Acos(!xt "#x )

y(t) = Bcos(!yt "#y )

$"

%"
&"

'"
&"

("

)"
&"

*"
&"

which is sometimes written in a slightly different form:
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x(t) ! Asin(!x
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y(t) ! Bcos(t)
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"FG(,02-(4(6-41.(7088./.9:.(<8(  !d  !r .CB420<91(01(2-.9(10H63I
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%-.(/.1B3209=(:B/5.(1B::09:23I(033B12/42.1(1.5./43(70H.910<91(<8(7424J(94H.3I

2-.(:<9124921(AJ(#J(  !r J(fAJ(fIJ(  !d J(497(2-.(097.6.97.92(54/04;3.(<8(20H.J(t?

K.=3.:209=(2-.(6-41.(7088./.9:.(;.2,..9(2-.(2,<(10=9431(E!d G(497(!A09=(A L(#(L

*J(M0114N<B1(!=B/.1(B90CB.3I(/.6/.1.92(2-.(/420<(fAO fIJ(,-0:-(01(B1.8B3(8</

501B430F09=(HB10:43(092./5431?(@92./.1209=3IJ(2-.1.(:B/5.1(4/.(:3<1.7(<93I(09(2-.

:41.(,-./.(2-.(/420<(fAO fI(01(4(/420<943(9BH;./P(2-42(01J(2-.I(,033(8</H(4(:3<1.7(3<<6

8</(NB12(092./5431(;B2(9<2(8</(2.H6./.7(/420<1?(M0114N<B1(!=B/.1(-0=-30=-2

6./0<70:02I(497(:<09:07.9:.P(2-B1J(;.:4B1.(0//420<943(9BH;./1(:49(9.5./(;.
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,-./01/2 3/45 .-6,-24 40 07- 87045-. 9/:-:; 07- 287704 <- -=-7>? 1/=/1-1 /740

87045-.@; 45- .-6A>4/7B 2A.=-6 8.- 8 </4 C-66?:

!076/1-. D/BA.- )EF; 35/25 20C,8.-6 45- G/668H0A6 BA.-6 I0. 8 )JK ,-.I-24

I45 9D/BA.- )EF8@ 871 8 43->=-L407- -MA8>L4-C,-.-1 I45 9D/BA.- )EF<@: N04-

4584 45- I.-MA-72? .84/0 I0. 87 -MA8>L4-C,-.-1 I45 /6 B/=-7 <? 2
"
12 :1: #>60; .-28>>

4584; <-28A6- 45- .84/0 .-,.-6-74/7B 87 -MA8>L4-C,-.-1 I45 /6 /..84/078>; 45-

2A.=- 3/>> 7-=-. 2>06-: D0. 207=-7/-72-; D/BA.- )EF< 65036 45- .64 *O 2?2>-6 0I

45- 2A.=- 9/:-:; ,>044-1 I.0C P 40 )K! .81/876@:
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!1 !0.8 !0.% !0.& !0.2 0 0.2 0.& 0.% 0.8 1
!1
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!0.2

0

0.2
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1

,-.

/i1ure )56. ,a. 9issa;ous curve correspondin1 to a )CD perEect !EthG ,-. 9issa;ous

curve correspondin1 to the !rst *H cIcles oE an eKualLtempered

!Eth.

The a-ove !1ures are easilI 1enerated Nith modern computers. Out the

nineteenthLcenturI trade oE ornamental turnin1, the art oE etchin1 1eometric

patterns onto Nood and metal, provided the technolo1I to realiQe such !1ures

lon1 -eEore computers. The Reometric !hucS Nas used -I metalsmiths to

produce 1eometric desi1ns that varied uniKuelI accordin1 to the EreKuencI

ratios oE tNo 1ears. &Tamples are shoNn in /i1ure )5H. ,Note that the 9issa;ous

!1ures are plotted in polar coordinates rather than in rectan1ular coordinates..

The "armono1raph, shoNn in /i1ure )5V, Nas such a similar instrument made

Eor draNin1 these curves on paper. TNo Sinds Nere availa-leC the 9ateral
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"armono2ra3h and the 'otar8 "armono2ra3h9 :hich 3roduced >issajous

curves 3lotted alon2 !artesian Crectan2ularD and 3olar coordinate s8stems9

res3ectivel8.

Fi2ure 3G6. Iut3ut of various 2ear ratios from Kir %homas LaMle8Ns !"#$%&'(&')$

*$(+$',-.&/)0.12&3&4,$5'-6$&07("&')$&8$6.,-7'-("9&-"&')$&:5')$9&(;&<-+7=$

5"#&/(+7(0"#&>7-',(.)(-#5=&(,&?*$(+$',-.@&/0,A$6&C1875D.
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,igure )23. Lateral Harmonograph (Ashton 200)).

Classical Lissajous !gures can easily be extended into three dimensions, and

thus patterns that correspond to three freKuencies of pure tones, for example, can

be observed. Meveral example threeNdimensional Lissajous !gures are shown in

,igure )28. ,igure )28a illustrates a 1:2:+ chord (two octaves), ,igure )28b shows

a +:5:6 major triad, and ,igure )28c illustrates a 15:16:29 triad. It is apparent from

the graphs that the “complexity” of each curve indicates a sense of Eurlerean

dissonance.
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/01234()567 %83449:0;4<=0><?@(A0==?B>2=(-23C4=(34D34=4<E0<1(,?.(?(*FGF+(E30?:

,0747H(EI>(>-E?C4=.J(,K.(?(+FLFM(;?B>3(E30?:J(?<:(,-.(?(*LF*MFGN(E30?:7

$@>EE0<1(E0;49C?3O0<1(P34Q24<-O(E30>=(I>2@:(0@@2=E3?E4(?(=0;D@4(O4E(4PP4-E0C4

:0=D@?O(>PH(P>3(4R?;D@4H(E84(P2<:?;4<E?@(P34Q24<-04=(0<(E83449C>0-4(D>@OD8><O7

SE843(4RE4<=0><=(2=0<1(->@>3;?D=(?<:(=23P?-4=(0<=E4?:(>P(=0;D@4(-23C4=(;018E

O04@:(>E843(0<=018E=7(A0==?B>2=(-23C4=(8?C4(K44<(34D@?-4:H(=>(E>(=D4?TH(0<(;>:43<

=01<?@9D3>-4==0<1(?DD@0-?E0><=(KO(P2<-E0><=(@0T4(E84(?2E>->334@?E0><(?<:(-3>==9

->334@?E0><(;4?=234=H(I80-8(D3>C0:4(?(<2;K43(->334=D><:0<1(E>(E84(=0;0@?30EO(>P

?(=01<?@(I0E8(34=D4-E(E>(0E=4@P(,?2E>->334@?E0><.(>3(?<>E843(=01<?@(,-3>==9

->334@?E0><.7
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The %aleidophone

Inspired by the then-recent invention of the kaleidoscope, Sir Charles

Wheatstone (1D02G1DH5) invented another means for visualiMing numerical

intervals. The device, called the kaleidophone (Figure )G9), was particularly

useful for graphically displaying patterns that correspond to musical intervals.

Webster’s 191) Tnabridged Uictionary offers a denition of the deviceV

An instrument invented by Professor 2heatstone, consisting of a

re!ecting knob at the end of a vibrating rod or thin plate, for making

visible, in the motion of a point of light re!ected from the knob, the

paths or curves corresponding with the musical notes produced by the

vibrations.

The instrument could emit surprisingly interesting images depending on how

the kaleidophone was struck. The generated images could subtly change by then

bowing the thin rod with a violin bow. Ashton (200)) relates that Wheatstone

referred to the instrument as a “philosophical toy.”
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-i/01e 334. 6i1 !7a1les ;7eatstone?s @aleidoB7one C*D2FG C1eB1inted in #s7ton

2HH3G.

!"#$%&' )$**+,&-

Iy sB1inKlin/ sand o1 salt on a Blate and Lo1cin/ t7e Blate to Nib1ateP t7e sand

Qill nat01ally 1elocate to t7e locations oL t7e nodes t7at 1es0lt on t7e s01Lace. %7e

Batte1n t7at 1es0ltsP called a !7ladni $atte1n and discoNe1ed by scientist and

aRate01 R0sician &1nst -lo1ens -1ied1ic7 !7ladni C*F,S3*D2FGP /1aB7ically

ill0st1ates t7e o0tline oL t7e ei/enRodes oL t7e s01Lace and is di1ectly 1elated to
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t./ fr/2u/ncy at 8.ic. t./ surfac/ vi<rat/si= %./ surfac/ can </ >ad/ to vi<rat/

in s/v/raA 8aysB C*D <y a .iE. soundFGr/ssur/FA/v/A sound 8av/H CID <y friction

C/=E=J <o8inE a surfac/ 8it. a vioAin <o8DH or C)D <y dir/ct sti>uAation 8it. a

>assJ for /Ka>GA/ via dir/ct couGAinE to an /A/tro>/c.anicaA transduc/r= !.Aadni

$att/rns .av/ <//n us/d for c/nturi/s to tun/ vioAin GAat/s and sound<oards of

various ot./r >usicaA instru>/ntsH <y adLustinE t./ >ass andMor E/o>/try of t./

sound<oardJ it can </ tun/d to r/sonat/ in a d/sir/d 8ay= CN// O/vin IPP) for an

int/r/stinE discussion=D #n /Ka>GA/ Gatt/rn is s.o8n in QiEur/ )R*P=

QiEur/ )R*P= !.Aadni Gatt/rn fro> S/nny C*T,UM*TUIJ r/Grint/d in #s.ton IPP)D

for a GarticuAar fr/2u/ncy of GAat/ vi<ration=

                                                  

i O/E/nd .as it t.at VaGoA/on Eav/ !.Aadni ,PPP Qrancs for .is

d/>onstrationJ and ./ off/r/d a r/8ard of )PPP Qrancs to anyon/ 8.o couAd

/KGAain it= %./ r/8ard 8as Eiv/n to NoG.i/ W/r>ain in *X*,=
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Chladni patterns can be extended in several interesting ways. @y forcing a

surface to vibrate at two or more freEuencies simultaneously, characteristic

patterns will form. Thus, for example, different musical intervals can form

identifying patterns, allowing us to visualize and compare them graphically.

Chladni patterns have also been extended beyond two-dimensional surfaces

to illustrate the eigenmodes of !-dimensional shapesii. This is predicted entirely

by the Helmholtz wave eEuation, which describes the propagation of waves

through a function p of ! dimensions:

!
!
p ! k

!
p " "

where !2
p  is the gradient of the gradient of the function p, and k is the so-called

wave number. (Kn one dimension, the gradient of the gradient can be thought of

as the “curvature” of the stringN in two dimensions, it can represent the curvature

of a surface, such as a drum headN in three dimensions, we can think of it as the

acceleration of particle ow per unit volume of air.) The wave number is dened

by the ratio ! !! , where !  is the radian freEuency of oscillation of the wave, and

c describes the speed of the wave. Kn the simple case of a one-dimensional p, say

                                                  

ii Chladni patterns in one dimension should be familiar: vibrating strings

naturally show their nodes and antinodes when struck, bowed, plucked, or

otherwise excited.
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!"#$, the gradient-squared reduces to a second derivative, and thus the equation

reduces to

!
!
"

!z
!
! $

!
" " "

The solution to this second-order differential equation is of course simply the

complex exponential p!"" ! #e! %k" , which, according to Euler’s identity, can be

reduced to

p(") ! # cos(k") " j sin(k")# $ ,

where % is an arbitrary constant.

Hnteresting patterns were produced on real-world objects by Hans Jenny

(1904–1972), a Swiss doctor (and perhaps a kind of twentieth-century polymath

Robert Fludd), who coined the term &'()*+&, to describe the study of wave

phenomena from a Ueo-Pythagorean stance. His book -'()*+&,./012/3*45&*542/)67

8'6)(+&,/9:/;)<2,/)67/=+>4)*+96, (Volume 1, 1967; Volume 2, 1972) documents his

many experiments and results, and it highlights some of his inventions,

including the tonoscope, a non-electronic vocal-sound visualization apparatus

based on Chladni-type phenomena. Jenny’s ideas reportedly in!uenced

American composer Alvin Lucier, particularly in his work ?5226/9:/*12/395*1

(1972).
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Multidimensional Chladni surfaces illustrate nodes of vibrating surfaces

along orthogonal axesA said another way, they graphically show the places where

vibrational harmonics cancel each other. A three-dimensional Chladni surface

can be described by any linear combination of sinusoids, for example

!"#$ax% ! !"#$by% ! !"#$cz% " &

Solving for !, we obtain

    
z !

1
!c

cos!1 cos(ax)" cos(by)# $

If ! ! ! ! "  and ! ! ! ! " , it follows that the three-dimensional surface de!ned by

! is periodic outside these intervals owing to the periodicity intrinsic in the

cosine function. Thus, three-dimensional Chladni patterns are easy to

synthetically generate. An example surface for the case "#$#% J & J 0.L is shown in

Figure 3N11. By making the parameters ", %, and & represent audio frequencies,

we can visualize three-dimensional Chladni vibration patterns that are

characteristic for trichords of pure tones.
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,hereas the autocorrelation of a signal is a function that describes lags of

ma>imal self?similarity, phase?space diagrams graphically illustrate the effect of

a single given lag on a signal. Such diagrams have been used in various aspects

of audio signal analysis and machine listening applications, for e>ample,

auditory display (Gerhard 1999), sound synthesis (Ji Scipio 1999), and timbre

classi!cation (e.g., Stone 1998). Parenthetically, autocorrelation?based methods

have found similar use in tempo tracking (e.g., Ellis and Arroyo 200O), pitch

detection (Rabiner, Jubnowski, and Schafer 19Q6S Rabiner 19QQ), and other tasks.

!"##$%&'()"*+,

The beauty of the aforementioned displays is their generalityT we can Uuickly

generate a graphical display that corresponds in a predictable way to the !cous&ic

dissonance (not its many psychological correlates) of any soundVnot Wust sine

tones. Thus, acoustic phenomena like beats and harmoncity of intervals and even

sound obWects can generate uniUue and identifying patterns.

Xther, more utilitarian depictions of musical intervals have been devised that

are particularly useful for visualizing tunings, scales, and intervals. ,hile many

lattice?based displays of scales e>ist in antiUuity, their modern re!nement lives in

Harry Partch’s tonality diamond and e>panded tonality diamond (Figure )–1)).
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-igure )31). An 116Limit Expanded Tonality Aiamond (after Partch 197,).

The 116Limit Aiamond expresses the possible tonalities present using what

Partch calls “identities” up to and including 11 (i.e., 1, ), 5, 7, 9, 11). The diamond

unfolds from the horizontal center outward by placing each unisons comprised
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In prose, this e8uation simply states that a 5>4 ma@or third plus a )>2 perfect

!fth yields a 15>E ma@or seventh. As another example, consider

    
R(!1,!2) ! 2

3
"
16
25

!
32
75

which reduces to a downward step within the lower octave of J4>75 (or 12E>75

when recti!ed and octave-reduced to the upper octave). In prose, this e8uation

states that walNing down a perfect !fth (2>)) and walNing down another

augmented sixth (1J>25), we land on a comPined interval of an augmented

second (12E>75) when octave-reduced with respect to unison (i.e., when the

augmented twelfth is reduced to an augmented second).

Among other things, tonality diamonds illustrate a path Py which the

distance from the origin R(0,0) to the interval R($,y) is directly proportional to

Eulerean dissonanceQ that is, the further we stray from the origin, the more

numerically complex the intervals Pecome.

This can Pe extended to an arPitrary numPer of dimensions, allowing

visualiRation of numerical dissonance along multiple prime-orthogonal Pases.

This concept will Pe addressed in musical terms later.

Provided the Pasis vectors are orthogonal, tonality diamonds and lattices

could Pe extended to display computational dissonance of oP@ects other than

musical intervals. For example, a three-dimensional lattice could Pe formed to

graphically represent the “dissonance” of successive transformations of a sound
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simultaneously decreases) as both the prime-factors and the values of

the exponents of those factors become larger. This idea was expressed

earlier by <en =ohnston and others> the earliest reference to it which ?

have seen is in %-.( /01.( 2-3032/.0( 45(647.08(619:2, written in

17C4 by the mathematician Leonhard Euler. Harmonic lattice

diagrams are a graphical representation of this theory of sonanceiii.
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or “off” the corresponding fre<uency constant by setting each exponent to 0 (off)

or 1 (on). Thus, to display a 1H1 unison, we can set a0 J 1, b0 J 1, c0 ! ", d0 ! ", a1 J

1, b1 J 1, c1 J 0, and d1 J 0. (Here, " represents any real number.) Thus, the

display shown in Figure 3–1Nplots a smooth, spherical “apple”.

Figure 3–1N. Spherical harmonics of a perfect unison.

To display a 3H2 fre<uency ratio, we set a0 J 3, b0 J 2, c0 ! ", d0 ! ", a1 J 1, b1 J

1, c1 J 0, and d1 J 0. The result is shown in Figure 3–1+.
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-igure )3*4. 6pherical harmonics of a AA:)+ wolf !fth.

6pherical harmonics can be used to display interactions of up to four

normaliHed frequencies by setting aJ, bJ, cJ, and dJ appropriately. As a !nal

example, the spherical harmonics of a maMor triad tuned to 
 
1
1

: 5
4

: 3
2

 (i.e., ,:A:+)

and a more “gritty” 
 
1
1

: 16
15

: 11
8

 (*2J:*28:*+A) triad are shown in -igure )3*8. Tote

the relative smoothness in the surface contour of the maMor triad and the

“Maggedness” of the triad in (b). Ve could quantify the “grittiness” of the

spherical harmonics in various ways: for example, we might calculate the

number of spherical peaks for a given neighborhood siHe, or we might instead
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simply compute the gradient >!r!""## !
$r

$"
% $%" #

$r

$#
% $%#  in polar coordinates, or

!!!"" #"$# !
"!

""
# $%"%"

"!

"#
# $%#%"

"!

"$
# $%$% in !artesian coordinates@ of each surface.

 

>a@
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Because consonance and dissonance subsume the interaction of a !nite but

unbounded number of dimensions of data (both acoustic and perceptual), all of

the aforementioned displays are inherently limited. They are useful only to the

extent that we realiFe the limited aspects of consonance and dissonance that they

display. As such, the simplest kinds of dissonance measures to display are

numerical in nature, as with Euler’s dissonance metric. That being said, the

attempt to Juantify and display the con"uence of physical and perceptual data,

however limited in execution, can be extremely helpful. Consider, for example,

the Lletcher-Munson eJual-loudness contours and the Mel scale of pitch

perception, both of which try to display graphically the psychoacoustic correlate

of a physical phenomenon. Both scales, many decades after their introduction,

are used in virtually all modern applications that incorporate a psychoacoustic

model of some sort, for example as found in recent MPEO standards. The

continued exploration of the graphical display of dissonance data, even of a

limited number of dimensions, may prove fruitful in developing appropriate

feature vectors for signal-processing analysis of audio streams.

!"#! $%&&'()(*+,)&,),-.&%*)/,0'(12'/,312.*1.2+

Although consonance and dissonance are dif!cult to de!ne, several

contemporary composers have selected a particular de!nition of the terms that

suits a musical idea and used it to structure an entire composition. Inspiration for

employing consonance and dissonance theory to form the basis of compositional
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macrostructure comes particularly from ;ames Tenney, who wrote in his master@s

thesis in 1961 that “all parameters may be involved in the determination of

structure in a musical con!guration” (Tenney 1992, p. 6)). He continued: “any

parameter may function as the primary determinant of form in a clangLif only

because it is possible to reduce to Mero the degree of articulation of every other

parameter within the clang.” (Norrowing from gestalt psychology, he de!nes

clan% as “a sound or sound-con!guration which is perceived as a primary

musical unit or aural &estalt.”)

Pf, as Tenney wrote, “the form of a musical con!guration is primarily

determined by the effective differences between its successive parts,” and we

have any conceivable parameter available for creating musical differences,

consonance theory may potentially serve to tightly organiMe an entire work.

Ressel (1979) and others have written about timbre as a structuring principle in

musical compositions, and the ability to sculpt timbre at the micro-level with a

computer (and hence explicitly organiMe a work according to some timbral

property of properties) has allowed entire cultures and sub-cultures of music to

"ourish recently. Uiven this, the extrapolation to dissonanceLan entity

somewhere between pitch and timbreLas an organiMing principle in a work is

not dif!cult.

Pndeed, theories of consonance and dissonance have for centuries been

involved in structuring music. The difference here is the explicit, detailed level to

which consonance theory may be applied, and the primacy to which its focus is

given. Furthermore, the extent to which measures of consonance and dissonance,
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esta0lis3in5 a 6nison on # 899: ";<= t3e inst>6?ents 0e5in to deAiate

5eo?et>icallC in D>eE6encC on eit3e> side oD t3e #F Go> t3e !>st 3alD oD t3e Hiece=

t3e sonic eDDect c3an5es D>o? ?ist6nin5 to c3o>6sin5= !nallC >eac3in5 a leAel oD

?aIi?6? >o653ness at t3e c>itical 0andJidt3F #Dte> t3e inte>Aals a?on5 t3e

inst>6?ents 3aAe eIceeded t3e c>itical 0andJidt3 8a0o6t a ?ino> t3i>d<= t3e

>es6ltant teIt6>e 0e5ins to Do>ce a 3a>?onic= >at3e> t3an H6>elC ti?0>al=

inte>H>etationF

Ka>>C $olansLCMs taHe co?Hosition !saltery Jas J>itten in *N+O and is

dedicated to Ko6 "a>>isonF %3e P* Hitc3es in t3e Jo>L a>e taHe looHs >eco>ded

D>o? a 0oJed Hsalte>C and Je>e all de>iAed D>o? t3e !>st seAenteen 3a>?onics

oD eac3 ?e?0e> oD an & ?aQo> t>iad J3ose ?e?0e>s a>e in a 9RPRS inte>Aallic

>atioF %3e !>st seAenteen 3a>?onics oD t3e >oot oD t3e t>iad a>e sloJlC H>esented=

clea>lC esta0lis3in5 a TtonicU o> 3a>?onic ?odeF $olansLC 8*NON< desc>i0es t3e

ens6in5 H>ocessR

)!*itches /rom the next series4be6in to replace their closest

nei6hbors 8ntil the series on 9 is complete: ;his process happens t<ice

more= movin6 to the per/ect !/th4and then bac@ to the /8ndamental:

!nally= the series on the /8ndamental drops o8t:

Aarmonics entire accordin6 to their Bprime complexityC in

this orderD EF= EG= EE= EH= F= 9= EI= 9= J= EK= L= G= EL= M= H= K= E:
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Figure )–21 illustrates a sonogram of the composition from approximately

0C)D (zero minutes, thirty-nine seconds) to 0C42. Lote the intermittent shading of

the upper partialsC this represents phasing that occurs as a result of the

introduction of a member of the N-sharp series, which lies at a slightly different

frePuency from harmonics on the E series. The texture is static, but the

introduction of partials from a different harmonic series creates the QblotchingR

of the sonogramSs lines. In many ways, the compositional process may be seen as

playing with the boundary between interval and timbre.
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-igure )321. Larry Polansky!"#$%&'()*"(197@), 0D)9 to 0D42.
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,igure )233. 5arry Polansky!"#$%&'()*"=*>+?@, BCDE to BCD>.
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Polansky4s composition !"#$% :*;+,<, which eAists in a version for chorus

singing in just intonation :tuning via headphones< and in a version for computerI

synthesiJed stereo tape and solo voice, uses a similar process. !alculated

navigation through a dissonance space by de!ning a metric for the measure of

dissonance can serve as an effective organiJing methodology for a composition.

My own composition &'()* :*;;+< for contrabass trio in just intonation is

based on a catalog of all possible trichords from the !rst eleven members of the

harmonic series. #ll three bassists play only harmonics on the !rst stringN O for

basses I and II, and a retuned QIsharp for bass III. :The O and QIsharp are tuned

RNS and ;N,, respectively, above a TphantomU low & fundamental.< The piece is

organiJed roughly along the lines of a logarithmic measure of dissonance into

short phrases, so that more consonant trichords are presented initially and give

way to more dissonant ones by the end of the work.

Qigure )VW) shows measures XVR of the work. The number below each note

represents the harmonic number, while the number above each note gives the

deviation in cents from eYual temperament for the notated pitch. :This notation

is based on that used by Polansky and others in works for instruments in just

intonation.< Zote that the resultant trichords often constitute relatively consonant

minor triads :& minor and [ minor in this eAample<.
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-igure 3323. Colby :eider, !e#$s (*,,+), mm. @3A.

-igure 332@ shows the !nal three measures of the piece. Clearly, the trichords

are spaced much more closelyKin fact, within a critical bandwidth. The structure

of the work lies in its processKprocess based on thinking about consonance and

dissonance.
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Another composition of mine that directly employs dissonance calculation as

a musical control structure is a synthesi>ed wor@ of unspeci!ed duration for an

unspeci!ed number of channels, !"#$%&'()#$% (1DD7–). Inspired by Harry PatchJs

tonality diamond and a composition by composer Carter Kchol> entitled '*##+,(, I

constructed three three-dimensional Must-intonation lattices to create three

different pitch spaces. The !rst lattice I used is shown in Figure 3–2Q.
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,igure )2345 %he rst of three three;dimensional Aust;intonation lattices used in

the composition of Motu% 'entu% D*EEF2G5

&ach lattice contains a different Hase interIal on each of its *J +J and , aKes5

AKes are geometric in nature rather than arithmeticL for eKampleJ the memHers of

the EM+ maAor;second aKis are
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&ach result is octaIe;rectied to generate a potentially unHounded numHer of

pitches Oithin the octaIe Di5e5J its pitch chroma is determinedG5 Pitches at a giIen

coordinate are giIen Hy the product of each corresponding Hase coordinate5 ,or

eKampleJ the interIal R at the location D3J 3J )G is giIen Hy the eKpression

R(2,2, 3) ! R(2,0,0) !R(0,2,0) !R(0,0, 3)

In the preIious gureJ RD3J 3J 3G is computed Hy
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!(2,2,3) !
25

18
!

9

8
!
216

125

!
48600

18000

" 81/60 (after octave - reduction)

-n simple prose, this process illustrates that stepping up two ?@) maAor sixths

(i.e., R(, ,E ,E)) , followed by two )@, perfect fths (i.e., R(E, ,, E)), and nally

adding three K@? minor thirds (i.e., R(E, E, ))) yields an +*@KE augmented fourth.

Motus (entus begins by stochastically choosing pitches in a small radius

around the origin of the rst lattice. %he orbit of possible choices gradually

expands, resulting in overlapping chords of greater dissonance. %he pitchMspace

gradually NmorphsO into the second lattice via statistical replacement of pitches

from the new lattice using the same radius of choices. &ventually, only pitches

from the second lattice are chosen, and the radius of choices now shrinks in siQe

until it reaches the origin of the second sphere, landing on a new unison. %he

process repeats as the pitchMspace travels to the third lattice, and then the entire

process unfolds in the reverse direction.

%his process of statistical replacement of pitches between lattices is somewhat

analogous to a modulation to a new tonal center and seems to have a similar

musical effect. %he transition is subtle, however, as most of the pitchMspace

replacement occurs at large radii (i.e., large primeMmultiple ratios) of the lattices.
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A signal-processing approach to dissonance calculation, based on some kind

of parameteriAation of existing timbre- and dissonance-analysis models, would

offer a distinct advantageF it would allow a new kind of analysis of non-notated

music. Consonance measurement as an analysis tool has restricted itself to

notated musicH using a signal-processing approach, new insights could be gained

into music of oral and non-Iestern traditions as well as electro-acoustic and

computer music.

!"#! $issonan*e,an-,.om0ositiona2,3i*rostr5*t5re

A digital signal processing approach to examining consonance and

dissonance through harmonicity and other parameters would offer new ways of

organiAing compositional microstructure. At least two foreseeable means would

be possible. The !rst, described by Sethares (199+), is consonance-based

modulation. A second means would lie in extending Trevor Iishart’s concept of

the timbre tree (Iishart in preparation) to the harmonicity tree. Each of these

possibilities is now explained.

By “consonance-based modulation” within a sound, Sethares suggests the

possibility of altering a sound’s inherent consonance over time. For example, a

harmonic, highly consonant guitar strum may become dissonant in the course of

the strum by gradually altering its spectrum. Alternatively, the tuning system in

which a passage is played may change gradually, thereby affecting the perceived
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consonance tree—offer new ways of thinking about the terms and possibilities

for structuring music according to consonance theory.
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4 POSTLUDE: THE DISSONANCE OF EMPIRICISM

Humor can be dissected as a frog can, but the thing dies in the

process and the innards are discouraging to any but the pure scientific

mind.

—E. B. White (1899–1985), “Some Remarks on Humor”

Clearly, many techniques are available to assist in the analysis of dissonance

in music, from exacting neurological and cognitive measures to more general

aesthetic criteria. But what is the point of assigning numbers to consonance

levels? What is a consonance “level” anyway? Roederer (1973), in his

introductory text on the subject on the psychophysics of music, writes

Consonance and dissonance are subjective feelings associated with

two (or more) simultaneously sounding tones, of a nature much less

well defined than the psychophysical variables of pitch and loudness,

and even quality [i.e., timbre]. Whereas there is a relatively small

variance among individual judgments regarding the latter, there is a

much wider disparity when a given group of subjects judges the

“consonance” or “dissonance.”
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This sentiment summarizes the apparent futility in ranking consonance and

dissonance “levels.” Quantification of a subjective feeling may not seem like a

worthwhile venture, and without proper context, it may not be. To the extent

that empiricizing dissonance does not aid understanding, analysis, or

composition on some level of specific musical works, it is of course a futile

venture. Vague theoretical studies, such as those of Danner (1985), offer little

insight to development of a post-Helmholtzian understanding of the musical

continuum between consonance and dissonance.

History offers many examples of individuals who attempted to quantize

aspects of music into discrete representations. Consider, for example, the most

basic of these—the notion of scale—a notion that virtually all musical cultures of

the world share. The scale, in its role as a building block of compositional

structure, has been extraordinarily useful over centuries of development,

perhaps largely because in it exists a kind of measurable, specifiable, certainty:

the fundamental frequency of A4 is 440 Hz, and that of A-sharp4 is 440 Hz

multiplied by the twelfth root of two, and so on, for example. Once we have

defined a scale in which to compose, it functions as a collection of basis elements

onto which notes are projected to produce musical sound. The same can be said

for rhythm.

At one time, quantifying dissonance levels of dyads and chords served a

useful compositional and pedagogical purpose, particularly in training new

composers to follow the rules of the establishment. The rules of Western

counterpoint rely heavily on predefined dissonance levels of all possible dyads

(and, by inference, chords of arbitrary constitution). As such, these dissonance
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levels served as a kind of “rule book” that informed many compositional choices

(q.v. Fludd’s Temple of Music).

Of course, modernism threw convention out the compositional window, and

post-modernism restructured convention, effectively “emancipating

dissonance”—or at least turning our conceptions of it upside down. When one is

permuting tone rows, the quantification of consonance and dissonance is

perhaps the last thing on one’s mind. So why do we still care about dissonance,

and in particular, ranking it in some meaningful way?

I submit that the modern-day study of empirical dissonance is useful in three

areas: as a compositional control structure, analogous to Wessel’s treatment of

timbre space as a musical control structure (1979); as an insight into an

automated music analysis tool, particularly of non-notatable music; and as part

of a broader music-classifier and representational system. In this first capacity, a

well-defined approach to dissonance has informed the unique compositional

ideologies of composers like James Tenney. A wealth of interesting music has

been written that responds in some way, either directly or indirectly, to a

dissonance metric.

The usefulness of automated musical analysis is often debated, since the

results of listening to a piece of music are experienced uniquely by each

individual. However, preliminary results of other forms of automated musical

analysis have proven fruitful in solving many problems associated with

automated music transcription and harmonic analysis, for example. Automated

dissonance analysis may form a small part in the future of such systems. his

The concept of computational dissonance analysis may inform part of a larger

automated musical analysis system, for example using the scheme shown in
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Figure 4–1. Here, on the left part of the figure, the input audio file is

computationally dissected to produce some form of symbolic representation (still

a very difficult task, admittedly). This symbolic representation is then analyzed

harmonically to inform the rule-based, symbolic musical analysis of the target

dissonance model of the audio file. On the right part of the figure, the input

audio file is analyzed computationally to extract feature vectors deemed

important in the construction of a computational dissonance model. These data

inform the computational aspect of the target dissonance model. The

combination of the strictly symbolic and the strictly computational would indeed

result in a robust analysis model.

Figure 4–1. Symbolic+computational dissonance analysis model.
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Finally, quantizing aspects of dissonance perception in music can lead to

several relevant feature vectors for music classification. For example, genre

identification in music could be improved by incorporating aspects of dissonance

analysis into machine-listening algorithms. Further study will surely lead to new

insights in these directions.

Consonance and dissonance are but two related aspects of musical

experience, clearly difficult to define, let alone quantify. Therein lies the

dissonance of empiricism.



And so dissonance is what it is. Consonance is what it is.
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5.1 L’Objet Sonore

The idea of the sound object—l’objet sonore—is crucial to any complete

compositional or analytical system that addresses electroacoustic music, because

the amalgamation, juxtaposition, and linear unfolding in time of sound objects is

central to so much of the literature. To the extent that sound and timbre have

served and continue to serve as central organizing principles and control

structures for electroacoustic music, an examination of both the nature of the

sound object and the contributing factors to acoustical and psychoacoustic

dissonance as a means of creating tension and release is important.

Denitions of “sound object” abound; each one tends to dene the concept

relative to one or more physical and/or cognitive-correlative features. Aesthetic

inquiry of the concept, however, traces roots to the Italian Futurist painter Luigi

Russolo (1885–1947) and French radio engineer/composer Pierre Schaeffer

(1910–1995). Russolo’s L’Arte dei Rumori (“The Art of Noises,” written in March

1913 and published in Russolo 1916) calls for the creation of a new kind of music,

composed entirely of sounds for their own sake; to do so, we “must break out of

this limited circle of sounds and conquer the innite variety of noise-sounds.”

For Russolo, this music was necessitated by both the acoustical impositions of

modern, industrialized society upon the silence of nature, as well as by the

corresponding attempt to satiate the increasing desire of culture toward

dissonance:

At rst, the art of music sought purity, limpidity, and sweetness of

sound. Then, different sounds were amalgamated, care being taken,
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however, to caress the ear with gentle harmonies. Today, music, as it

becomes continually more complicated, strives to amalgamate the most

dissonant, strange, and harsh sounds. In this way, we come ever closer

to noise-sound.

Although he did not explicitly discuss the notion of the sound object, Russolo

classied “families of noises”—irrespective to some extent of their means of

production. This foreshadowed a more specic theory on sound objects offered

several decades later by Pierre Schaeffer.

For Schaeffer, the sound object is a philosophical construct, one that is

denable only within the connes the phenomenological philosophy espoused

by Edmund Husserl (1859–1938). Indeed, Schaeffer’s objet sonore, a concept

examined at length in two books (Schaeffer 1966, 1967) and a pedagogical set of

recordings made with Guy Reibel, Beatriz Ferreyra, and Henri Chiarucci (1967),

is a phenomenological object itself, an abstract entity divorced from any hint of

(or at least attention to) reference, utility, or identication. It is thus distinct from

the sound event, a phrase more recently used by Truax (1999) and others in the

context of acoustic ecology to describe sound not in terms of its abstract

characteristics but rather explicitly in terms of its signication and semantic

importance. We could say that a “whoosh” is a sound object, irrespective of its

means of production, but the sound of seven ries ring simultaneously three

times is a sound event produced by rearms with a non-musical meaning.

The sound object is itself a transcendental-phenomenological object (Kane

2005), perceived only through the course of écoute réduite (“reduced listening,”

one of Schaeffer’s four basic modes of listening). Thus, for Schaeffer, the sound
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object is inexorably married to its means of receptivity, perceivable only in the

course of focused listening to sound for its own sake, divorced from its means of

production. Kane (2005) effectively summarizes Schaeffer’s denition from his

1966 Traité des objets musicaux by stating, “Sound, holding itself at the threshold

of the transcendental-phenomenological reduction, asserting no claim about the

exterior world, and maintaining its stubborn integrity in the face of occultation

by signication, is l’objet sonore.”

Furthermore, central to Schaeffer’s treatise is the understanding of sound

objects as they relate to perception. To be recognized phenomenologically as an

object per se, a sound must by denition be perceived as a sonic gestalt. And as

such, it must retain its ability to be perceived as a gestalt upon repeating

listenings, regardless  of context or method of production.

The sound object, like James Tenney’s classic denition of timbre, is also

denable in terms of what it is not. Landy (2005) paraphrases Chion (1983) by

noting the following:

Schaeffer suggests that there is some confusion concerning the

notion whilst adding: a) The sound object is not the sound body, b)

The sound object is not the physical signal, c) The sound object is not a

recorded fragment, d) The sound object is not a notated symbol on a

score, e) The sound object is not a state of mind (it remains the same

across different listening modes).

More recent denitions of the sound object involve the time frame in which a

sound event occurs (e.g., Roads 2001), an idea that reinforces the connectivity
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between phenomenology and cognition. Such denitions may be particularly

apropos, because the mechanisms of cognition themselves are a function of the

time scale on which attention is focused. (Recall Morton Feldman’s famous

observation often quoted from his Universal Edition brochure: “Up to one hour

you think about form, but after an hour and a half it’s scale.”) Furthermore,

perceptual (subjective) time is different than clock time (see Kramer 1988, for

example). Furthermore, one recent neurological study found that sequences of

tones played within a 240 msec timeframe are much more likely to be “bound

together into a single acoustic event ” (Atienza et al. 2003). In this light, Roads

(2001) codies nine time scales on which audio events can unfold, from the

innite to the innitesimal in duration. He denes the sound object as sound that

occurs between the meso and micro time scales, occupying from a small fraction of

a second to several seconds in duration. For Roads, the meso scale refers to

“Divisions of form,” such as sections and phrases, while the micro scale is

occupied by “sound particles” that approach the lower limits of human

temporal perception.

 Several objections to this basic theory of Schaeffer have been raised. Perhaps

the most powerful of these is raised again by Kane (2005), who notes that “it still

remains unclear what exactly it means, experientially, to perceive a sound-as-

such.” Whether we are cognitively able to disassociate any and all sounds from

past experience, cultural signication, and semiotic representation requires a

leap of faith, particularly from the standpoint of evolutionary biology, which

suggests that we dissect all incoming sounds rst for ght-or-ight response.
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Kane also cites the objection to phenomenological reduction as a basis for

electroacoustic music as postulated by Trevor Wishart. For example, Wishart

(1985) argues that, to be engaging to listeners, electroacoustic music must

consider the primacy of gesture and the difculty of its effective dissociation

from sonic result. Furthermore, it is impossible across cultures to escape the

psychological dominance of the vocal utterance as a sound, irrespective of

cultural afliation. That is, most people nd it difcult to hear the human voice

as sound for sound’s sake; we are physiologically and psychologically

programmed otherwise. (One need only look to the Fletcher-Munson equal-

loudness contours or their more recent modications, for example, to witness

this, as we are most sensitive to frequencies in the frequency range of the human

voice.)

For the purposes of the present discussion, let us dene the sound object as a

relatively short basic musical entity, divorced from any surrounding physical or

musical context, unambiguously perceived as a single unit upon multiple

hearings by a variety of listeners. Central to this denition is the consideration of

the sound object’s perceptual “objectness.” That is, apart from its consideration

as a single perceptual unit (object), it transforms from “sound object” to more

generally “sound.” Just as the traditional musical note is unique in its

“objectness” or “noteness,” so too is the more general concept of the sound

object.

A sound object may comprise multiple sounds from a variety of natural

and/or synthetic sources, but the object must be generally taken as a single sonic

gestalt. It is the perceptual encapsulation of timbre—a kind of timbral unit. In

other words, the concepts of note and local gesture within the context of
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traditionally notated music are reected in notion of the sound object in

electronic music (or any kind of abstract structuring of sounds). The sound object

is created from the intersection of contributions from pitch, rhythm, and

frequency content (loosely, “timbre”), as shown in Figure 5–1. A diagram of this

sort may seem too simplistic, but note how it naturally incorporates a variety of

musical and psychoacoustic phenomena that fall into the intersections among

pitch, rhythm, and timbre. For example, consider the linkage between tuning,

pitch, and timbre (Sethares 1993a, 1993b, 1998, 1999). Playing a particular chord

tuned in, say, twelve-tone equal temperament might allow or even encourage

trained listeners to separate the constituent pitches of the chord, while playing

the same chord in a certain just-intonation scale may encourage some listeners to

perceive the entire chord as a single timbre (i.e., enhance spectral fusion), owing

to the potential overlap of harmonics of each of the constituent pitches of the

chord (Sethares 1999).
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Figure 5–1. The abstract concept of the sound object is tied to the intersection

of pitch, rhythm, and timbre, in which the totality of each is taken as a single

perceptual unit.

In the context of computer-based analysis, the abstract objet sonore is often

considered to be sound le containing digital audio samples: to a computer, a

sound le is a data object, divorced from its method of acoustical productioni.

However, unlike other theories of sound objects, I contend that the consideration

of a sound divorced from the space in which it occurs—whether synthetic or

                                                  

i (Later, we distinguish among the abstract sound object, the “real” sound

object, and this, the “stored” sound object.)
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dividing sound objects for his collaborative work with Pierre Henry Symphonie

pour un Homme Seul (1950) into two groups: human sounds and non-human

sounds. But ultimately, Schaeffer’s philosophical bent toward phenomenology

led him to dissociate the method of sound production from the acoustical result,

writing the following in 1957:

All call into question the notion of the instrument. Sound can no

longer be characterized by its causal element, it has to be characterized

by the effect only. Hence it must be classed according to its particular

morphology, rather than according to instrumental provenance. It

must be considered in itself. The best proof of this: once the most

interesting sonorities produced by the new techniques have been

recorded on tape, it is impossible to say how, and by what ensemble of

procedures or instruments, they have been produced.ii

An important aspect of Schaefferian theory lies in a comprehensive approach

to the examination, classication, and musical use of sound objects—sounds cut

and isolated from their surrounding musical context, acousmatically shrouding

their means of production—which he divides into four broad areas: typology,

morphology, characterology, and analysis/synthesis. Of these, the rst two

stages are concerned with the classication (taxonomy) of sounds; the nal two

are concerned with their musical use.
                                                  

ii The quotation and translation here is taken from Palombini (1993).
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Schaeffer’s typology concerns the broad classication of a sound’s “type”

according to “mass/facture,” “duration/variation,” and

“equilibrium/originality,” which we can briey summarize as the global aspects

of the sound’s spectral features and duration. Typological classication organizes

sounds according to basic, primordial types (of which Schaeffer denes around

thirty.) Sounds can be grouped typologically into “Balanced Objects,”

“Redundant Sounds,” “Eccentric Sounds,” and “Varying Sounds.”

Second, morphology examines in greater detail a sound’s evolution over

time. Morphologically, sound objects can be described in terms of “Matter,”

“Shape,” and “Variation.” Schaeffer decomposes matter into three elements: (1)

mass (representing the object’s location along the continuum of “pitchedness” to

“noiseiness”); (2) harmonic timbre (loosely, the “brightness” or “darkness” of an

object); and (3) grain (or micro-level sonic properties). Next, the shape of a sound

object is described by its dynamics (amplitude envelope) and its “allure”

(frequency modulation). Finally, Schaeffer describes the variation of a sound

object in terms of its “melodic prole” and “mass prole,” which refer to the

object’s pitch evolution and position along the “pitchedness”-“noisiness”

continuum. Taken together with typological descriptors, the morphological

properties of matter, shape, and variation properties are used to construct a

working solfège of the sound object, a system that has been expanded in Dennis

Smalley’s more recent writings on spectromorphology (e.g., Smalley 1986).

The transition from the examination of typology and morphology to that of

characterology and analysis/synthesis crosses the schism from decomposition to

re-composition—from dissection and taxonomy to grouping and music

composition. Characterology attempts to group sounds into “genres” or
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“families,” for example “bell-like” sounds or “metallic sounds,” a research

problem explored much later using computers to model psychoacoustic timbral

similarity (Wessel 1973; Grey 1977; Toiviainen, Kaipainen, and Louhivuori 1995;

Aucouturier and Pachet 2004a, 2004b). And because this process can lead to the

grouping of timbrally similar sounds produced by a variety of physical methods

(e.g., the sustained portion of both a long ute note and that of a piano, which

many listeners confound), Schaeffer’s original phenomenological premise that

sounds should be taken naïvely as objects apart from reference to their

production or signication.

Finally, the analysis/synthesis stage addresses the assemblage of classied

and grouped sound objects and the creation of an intelligent musical fabric.

Through the analysis process, sounds belonging in the same family can be

analyzed for their suitability to create “scales” for later musical use (synthesis)

according to variation in a primary psychoacoustically perceivable features. This

allows the potential to create a musical syntax based on timbre in general instead

of pitch and rhythm, which was of course Schaeffer’s intended goal.

Still other and more modern theories and taxonomies of the sound object

exist, including those of Dennis Smalley (1986) and Trevor Wishart (1985). (We

will discuss these in some detail in the next section.) The relatively young eld of

acoustic ecology, spearheaded in many respects by composer R. Murray Schafer,

asserts a broader organization of sounds according to a variety of means.

Schafer’s taxonomy, set forth in his 1977 book The Tuning of the World, groups

sounds variously according to the method of production; source of production

(human, animal, nature, etc.); geographical location of occurrence; cultural
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signication and semiotic value; intended use; and perceptual factors such as

loudness. For reference, Schafer’s taxonomy is outlined below in Table 5–2.

I. Natural Sounds

a. Sounds of creation

b. Sounds of apocalypse

c. Sounds of water

 1. Oceans, seas, and lakes

 2. Rivers and brooks

 3. Rain

 4. Ice and snow

 5. Steam

 6. Fountains, etc.

d. Sounds of air

 1. Wind

 2. Storms and hurricanes

 3. Breezes

 4. Thunder and lightning, etc.

e. Sounds of earth

 1. Earthquakes

 2. Landslides and avalanches

 3. Mines

 4. Caves and tunnels

 5. Rocks and stones

 6. Other subterranean vibrations
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 7. Trees

 8. Other vegetation

f. Sounds of re

 1. Large conagrations

 2. Volcanoes

 3. Hearth and camp res

 4. Matches and lighters

 5. Candles

 6. Gas lamps

 7. Oil lamps

 8. Torches

 9. Festival or ritual res

g. Sounds of birds

 1. Sparrow

 2. Pigeon

 3. Killdeer

 4. Hen

 5. Owl

 6. Lark, etc.

h. Sounds of animals

 1. Horses

 2. Cattle

 3. Sheep

 4. Dogs

 5. Cats
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 6. Wolves

 7. Gophers, etc.

i. Sounds of insects

 1. Flies

 2. Mosquitoes

 3. Bees

 4. Crickets

 5. Cicadas, etc.

j. Sounds of sh and sea creatures

 1. Whales

 2. Purpoises

 3. Turtles, etc.

k. Sounds of seasons

 1. Spring

 2. Summer

 3. Fall

 4. Winter

II. Human Sounds

a. Sounds of the voice

 1. Speaking

 2. Calling

 3. Whispering

 4. Crying

 5. Screaming

 6. Singing
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 7. Humming

 8. Laughing

 9. Coughing

 10. Grunting

 11. Groaning, etc.

b. Sounds of the body

 1. Heartbeat

 2. Breathing

 3. Footsteps

 4. Hands (Clapping, Scratching, etc.)

 5. Eating

 6. Drinking

 7. Evacuating

 8. Lovemaking

 9. Nervous System

 10. Dream Sounds, etc.

c. Sounds of clothing

 1. Clothing

 2. Pipe

 3. Jewelry, etc.

III. Sounds and Society

a. General descriptions of rural soundscapes

 1. Britain and Europe

 2. North America

 3. Latin and South America
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 4. Middle East

 5. Africa

 6. Central Asia

 7. Far East

b. Town soundscapes

 1. Britain and Europe, etc.

c. City soundscapes

 1. Britain and Europe, etc.

d. Maritime soundscapes

 1. Ships

 2. Boats

 3. Ports

 4. Shoreline, etc.

e. Domestic soundscapes

 1. Kitchen

 2. Living room and hearth

 3. Dining room

 4. Bedroom

 5. Toilets

 6. Doors

 7. Windows and Shutters, etc.

f. Sounds of trades, professions, and livelihoods

 1. Blacksmith

 2. Miller

 3. Carpenter
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 4. Tinsmith, etc.

g. Sounds of factories and ofces

 1. Shipyard

 2. Sawmill

 3. Bank

 4. Newspaper

h. Sounds of entertainments

 1. Sports events

 2. Radio and television

 3. Theater

 4. Opera, etc.

i. Music

 1. Musical instruments

 2. Street music

 3. House music

 4. Bands and orchestras, etc.

j. Ceremonies and festivals

 1. Music

 2. Fireworks

 3. Parades, etc.

k. Parks and gardens

 1. Fountains

 2. Concerts

 3. Birds, etc.

l. Religious festivals
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 1. Ancient Greek

 2. Byzantine

 3. Roman Catholic

 4. Tibetan, etc.

IV. Mechanical Sounds

a. Machines (general descriptions)

b. Industrial and factory equipment (general descriptions)

c. Transportation machines (general descriptions)

d. Warfare machines (general descriptions)

e. Trains and trollies

 1. Steam locomotives

 2. Electric locomotives

 3. Diesel locomotives

 4. Shunting and yard sounds

 5. Coach sounds

 6. Street cars, etc.

f. Internal combustion engines

 1. Automobiles

 2. Trucks

 3. Motorcycles, etc.

g. Aircraft

 1. Propeller aircraft

 2. Helicopters

 3. Jets

 4. Rockets, etc.
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h. Construction and demolition equipment

 1. Compressors

 2. Jackhammers

 3. Drills

 4. Bulldozers

 5. Pile drivers, etc.

i. Mechanical tools

 1. Saws

 2. Planes

 3. Sanders, etc.

j. Ventilators and air conditioners

k. Instruments of war and destruction

l. Farm machinery

 1. Threshing machines

 2. Binders

 3. Tractors

 4. Combines, etc.

V. Quiet and Silence

VI. Sounds as indicators

a. Bells and gongs

 1. Church

 2. Clock

 3. Animal, etc.

b. Horns and whistles

 1. Trafc
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 2. Boats

 3. Trains

 4. Factory, etc.

c. Sounds of time

 1. Clocks

 2. Watches

 3. Curfew

 4. Watchmen, etc.

d. Telephones

e. (Other) warning systems

f. (Other) signals of pleasure

g. Indicators of future occurrences

Table 5–2. R. Murray Schafer’s sound-object taxonomy.

As thorough as this list seems to be, objections are easily raised. A primary

objection is that the taxonomy seems to exhibit redundancy and overlap in its

classications.  For example, sounds of the season Spring, mentioned in Section

I.k.1, might coincide with the classication of a human voice speaking during

Spring, outlined in Season II.a.1. Or perhaps “Opera,” mentioned in III.h.4, could

just as well have been listed under “Music” in III.i. The criticism is answered,

however, by noting that sounds should be classied under this taxonomy

according to the environmental frame of focus by which they are intended to be

classied. For example, a human voice speaking during Spring should be

classied under II.a.1 (human speech) rather than I.k.1 (sounds of the Spring
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season) if the sounds “speechness” is more important than its “Springness.” Said

another way, the classication of sounds is in some ways a rather personal

matter, and the availability of overlapping classication categories represents

simply a means by which the classier can emphasize a single desired property

of a sound.

The problem of classifying sounds has been reinvigorated in recent years

owing to the eld of multimedia content retrieval and the power of modern

computers. The categorization of sound objects according to the methodology of

Schaeffer’s Solfège, for example, has been automated in the work of Dack (1999).

Various systems for classifying sounds from the standpoint of music information

retrieval that rely on signal-processing techniques have been proposed (e.g.,

Foote 1997, 1999; Zhang and Kuo 1998; Tzanetakis and Cook 2000; Downie 2003).

New systems for indexing sounds have been suggested that use a variety of

techniques, for example MPEG-7 content descriptors (Herrera , Serra, and

Peeters 1999; Philippe 2000; Casey 2001; Kostek and Czyzewski 2001; Herre

2003; Gómez et al. 2003; Cano et al. 2004), onomatopoeia or more general

descriptive adjectives (von Bismarck 1974a; von Bismarck 1974b), semantic tags

that represent information about the creation of the sound (e.g., where and when

it was recorded or synthesized, what kind of microphone was used, etc.).

However, some have criticized the concept of semantic descriptors, as noted by

Cano et al. (2004), because descriptions about the recording or production of a

sound do not necessarily reect anything important or intrinsic about the sound

itself.

Although the present essay addresses the dissonance of sound objects in

isolation, it is here worth pausing to consider in some detail the variety of
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theoretical and aesthetic treatments of the sound object in the context of the

electroacoustic music composition. In so doing, we provide a context for the

proposed dissonance theory of the sound object.

5.3 Four Theories of Objects in Electroacoustic Composition

Among the most prominent musical developments of the twentieth century

was most certainly the elevation of the role of timbre in the traditional Western

hierarchy of musical parameters, made possible in part by the advent of recorded

sound.  This has allowed (and perhaps required) the development of new

theories of music based almost exclusively on timbre and of the sound object

itself, for the sound object by denition represents the very encapsulation of a

perceptual timbral unit.  The compositions and theories of Pierre Schaeffer, R.

Murray Schafer, Trevor Wishart, and Denis Smalley question our previously-

held notions of what constitutes music, the act of composition, the composer-

performer-audience relationship, and the role technology should assume in

music and musical institutions in the twentieth century.  I briey summarize and

discuss the theories of Schaeffer, Schafer, Wishart, and Smalley, and then

compare and contrast them with one another in this section, before continuing

our discussion of quantitative characteristics of sound objects in the next section.

In 1951, the Radiodiffusion-Télévision Française (RTF) chartered the

Groupe de Recherches de Musique Concrète, a group consisting of Pierre

Schaeffer, the composer Pierre Henry, and the sound engineer Jaques Poullin.

Schaeffer had already been studying and experimenting with what was known
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as musique concrète as early as 1949, and the Groupe de Recherches de Musique

Concrète, the rst designed electronic music studio (Palombini 1993a, p.

542)—later known as the Groupe de Recherches Musicales—provided an

environment where further work in this area could be carried out under the

auspices of the RTF.

With his earliest piece of musique conrète, Cinq études de bruits (1948),

Schaeffer had begun to formulate a primitive theory of conrète composition in

which the main goal was source decontextualization—that is, the disembodiment

of sound through dissection, separating the cause of the sound from its sonic

effect.  He achieved this goal from the onset through two main methods, as he

himself notes in À la recherche d’une musique concrete:

To distinguish an element (to hear it in itself, for the sake of its

texture, its matter, its colour).

To repeat it.   Repeat the same sonic fragment: there is not an

event any more, there is music.

In making such a radical break with musical tradition, Schaeffer, a self-

described musical “anarchist” (Hodgkinson 1987), found himself swimming in a

sea of innite possibilities, and he began to espouse the value of experimentation

above all else.  This fact is clearly evidenced in the following dialogue:

M. Pierret:— Can we go as far as saying that, if you wrote today

either la Coquille à planètes or Orphée, then you’d show more care
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for the œuvre, you’d no longer be the victim of your own

experiments…

P. Schaeffer:— Certainly not!  We always commit the same

mistakes again, and ‘je ne regrette rien’!  I tell you: I prefer an

experiment, even aborted, to a successful œuvre. (Pierret 1969, p. 105,

translated in Palombini 1993a, p. 542)

Schaeffer further advocates experimentation for its intrinsic educational

value.  He seems to be purporting (and rightly so) that if we are going to create a

music based solely on timbre, we need to study sound and timbre as much as

possible.  Clearly, compositional techniques traditionally applied to pitch-based

material are not generally applicable to non-pitch-based materials, and thus we

are forced to confront this new music with new ears.  As Palombini (1993a)

writes, “[N]ot only a new instrumental apprenticeship is necessary: the

apprenticeship of sonority itself is imposed.  The choice is therefore between

using concrete material to create œuvres and doing research into sonority to

discover musicality” (pp. 547–548). We must also listen with new ears, “whence

the idea of a sol-fa of the sound object to train the ear to listen in a new way; this

requires that the conventional listening habits imparted by education rst be

unlearned” (Schaeffer and Reibel 1967).

In promoting experimentation over prolicacy, Schaeffer raises the

question of what constitutes a musical composition.  In an interview in 1986

(Hodgkinson 1987), he remarked that in retrospect he does not think of himself,

or anyone else who wrote musique concrète,  as a composer, because
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Musique Concrete in its work of assembling sound, produces

sound-works, sound-structures, but not music.  We have to not call

music things which are simply sound structures.

He continues:

There are many people working with sound.  It’s often boring, but

not necessarily ugly.  It contains dynamic and kinaesthetic

impressions.  But it’s not music.

An irony in the thinking of Schaeffer becomes apparent as his

revolutionary ideas about the sound object and the notion of musique concrète

clash with a traditionalist view of the constitution of music, musicality, and

composition.

For Schaeffer, musical value is inexorably tied to its use in the context of a

system and the idea of reproducibility—the notion that music can be performed

and realized by different people at different times in different venues in different

ways.  When asked what he thought constituted musical value, Schaeffer

responded:

The best analogy is with language—since we talk of musical

languages.  People who share the same language, French or Chinese or

whatever, have the same vocal chords and emit sounds which are

basically the same, as they come from the same throats and lungs.  So
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this is a sound world.  But the same sounds have linguistic values and

this makes them different.  These linguistic values derive from their

role within a system.  In the same way, musical value is inseparable

from the idea of system.

This seems to validate the aesthetic legitimacy of musique concrète provided

the treatment is in some way systematic.  For that matter, it seems to validate any

music provided the treatment operates within a system or musical language.  But

not so; even atonality and serialism per se are suspect:

In so far as atonality for instance presented only a destructive face,

pretending to organize the twelve tones in ignorance of their degree

quality, and considering them solely as terms of an algebraic

permutation, one could be shocked by so premature a denial of a

tradition that I shall call—no pun intended—dominant. (Schaeffer

1957, trans. by and quoted in Palombini 1993a, p.  544)

Palombini (1993b) summarizes Schaeffer’s view on serialism thus:

In principle, but not in practice, it is unacceptable to apply

serialism to traditional musical material.  In principle, but not in

practice, it is acceptable to apply serialism to concrete material.

The distinction seems to be that the application of serial procedures to

traditionally notated music results in an abstract music in which the row and
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system are generally not heard anyway.  Concrete music does not need the

application of serialism to achieve this level of abstraction, although “it was

perhaps useful to put the straitjacket on these new materials for a year or two, so

as to demonstrate at least the possibility of submitting them to construction”

(quoted in Palombini 1993a).  (He added: “Why twelve notes when electronic

music has introduced so many more?”)

Schaeffer’s traditionalist tendencies are evidenced in his pessimistic

outlook on the future of music.  To him, the best music has already been

composed, and we can create a new music only when we “realize that there’s no

way out of traditional music” and “get down to a baroque music for the 21st

century” (Hodgkinson 1987).  He observes:

each time I was to experience the disappointment of not arriving at

music.  I couldn’t get to music—what I call music.  I think of myself

as an explorer struggling to nd a way through in the far north, but I

wasn’t nding a way through.… There is no way through.  The way

through is behind us.

Reecting on his life in 1986 in the same interview (Hodgkinson 1992), he

wrote:

So these were the three circumstances that compelled me to

experiment in music:  I was involved in music;  I was working with

turntables (then with tape-recorders);  I was horried by modern 12-

tone music.  I said to myself, ‘Maybe I can nd something
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different…maybe salvation, liberation, is possible.’  Seeing that no-one

knew what to do anymore with DoReMi, maybe we had to look outside

that…  Unfortunately it took me forty years to conclude that nothing

is possible outside DoReMi… In other words, I wasted my life.

!

Like Pierre Schaeffer, the Canadian composer R. Murray Schafer

admonishes us to “clean our ears” to appreciate the totality of the world of

sound.  Schafer challenges our notions of instrument, performer, composer, and

audience in both his music and his numerous books and articles, many of which

are didactic in nature.

One of Schafer’s primary concerns lies in reestablishing in our

consciousness the idea of the musician as a “full creative human being and not

merely a technician and a virtuoso repeater of past practices and received

interpreted ‘truths’” (Coleman 1994).  As an author and pedagogue, he

emphasizes learning by doing—learning about music by making it, much in the

manner that Zoltán Kodály (1882–1967) and Carl Orff (1895–1982) did earlier in

this century.  He adamantly attempts to break the myth of the composer as a

member of the musical elect by involving all of his students in the process of

composition, for example, by asking them to extemporize a setting of a text

simply by using sounds from their own voices or available instruments or by

having students make as many sounds as possible with a piece of paper (Schafer

1967).  His use of aleatory and nonstandard graphic notation in works such as
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Epitaph for Moonlight (1968) for youth choir and optional unspecied bells blurs

the divisions among composer, conductor, and performer.

For Schafer, however, the distinction between “music” and “sonic

construction” is not only unclear, but, more importantly, irrelevant.  In 1972, he

founded the World Soundscape Project “for the purpose of exploring the

relationship between people and their acoustic world” (Slonimsky 1997).  He

notes that certain other cultures do not even posses the word “music,” and that

the “origins of this concept of music owes much to the transition from outdoor to

indoor living” (Schafer 1992).  The Western notion of music as an abstract entity

requiring intense concentration and focus has necessitated vast indoor concert

halls and rooms strictly for the presentation of musical compositions, and, in the

process, taken music away from the masses and placed it in the hands of an elite

few.

Schafer expounds a theory of musical mimetics in which music reacts to

nature and our surroundings.  For example, when discussing an 1864 bill that

had been passed to ban street music in London, he notes

The street had now become the home of non-music, where it mixed

with other kinds of sound-swill and sewage.  From now on chamber

music and street noise would develop obversely: the more intricate the

one became, the cruder the other seemed. (Schafer 1992)

The ubiquity of noise in our environment has had other several notable

effects.  Nostalgia itself has developed as a musical tool, and the concert hall is a

“virtual space” in which we can hear the forgotten sounds of nature in
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Beethoven’s Sixth Symphony or Respighi’s Pines of Rome.  There has been a yet

more directly observable effect, however:

The frequency range of the music is another unconscious initiation

of the external soundscape.  Mozart’s music is made up of mid- and

high-frequency sounds as was his world, whereas the heavy infrasound

of the modern city is reproduced in the guitars of the modern rock

group. (Schafer 1992)

The overall volume level of both music and the soundscape has also

increased, as he notes in The Tuning of the World (1977, p. 116).

Another element at the heart of Schafer’s theory is a reconciliation of

modernist and post-modernist tendencies which have bitterly divided composers

throughout the twentieth century (Coleman 1994).  He is concerned with new

musical notation, aleatory, and avant-garde musical theater while often

employing traditional musical forces and texts in dead languages (which tends to

highlight their phonetic nature rather than any implicit meaning (The New Grove

Dictionary of Music and Musicians 588).  Coleman (1994, p. 1189) notes:

The multiplicity of levels and potential meanings, the

diminishment of hierarchy, the use of crosscultural and transcultural

elements, the profusion of information, and the concomitant

acceptance of ambiguity attend upon the resulting complexities make

these works a fascinating blend of the modern and postmodern, or, as
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one might surmise, just about the location that Schafer would no

doubt favor for his efforts.

Schafer ultimately advocates a conuence of elements to create a work,

one in which “music, non-music, and silence are woven together artistically and

therapeutically to bring about a new consciousness where art and life touch,

merge, and are lost in one another” (1992, p. 45).  The arbitrary line between a

musical composition and soundscape is lost when one considers the beauty of an

individual sonic element on its own terms without regard to the articiality of its

construction, appreciating simply the immediacy and physicality of the sonic

experience.

!

Denis Smalley is exclusively an electroacoustic composer, and the corpus

of his theoretical writing may be divided into three broad categories: a theory of

listening, a theory of musical elds, and a general theory of musical values and

the role of technology in music. Central to Smalley’s theory of listening, itself a

synthesis of other theories, is the idea of a hierarchy of listening modes.  We may

listen to a work in any of the various modes, which may or may not overlap, and

modal shifting occurs during the course of listening to a piece of music

“depending on our attention and focus, and on our competence and experience

as listeners” (Smalley 1992, p. 517).  Smalley’s listening theory begins with an

overview of the four modes of Pierre Schaeffer, outlined in his 1966 Traité des

Objets Musicaux and summarized in “The Listening Imagination: Listening in the
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Electroacoustic Era” (pp. 515–517).  These four modes include information-

gathering, in which “we are occupied with the provenance of the sound and the

‘message’ it carries”; passive reception, in which the listener has no choice or

intent in listening; appreciating and responding to attributes of sounds

themselves based on “spectro-morphological criteria”; and abstraction of

pertinent values.

Smalley also incorporates Schachtel’s (1984) psychological theories of

autocentricity and allocentricity into his theory of listening:

The autocentric or subject-centered senses focus on basic

responses and feelings of pleasure and displeasure.  The emphasis is on

subjective reaction to something.…

The allocentric perceptual mode is object-centered in that it

involves perceiving something independent of the perceiver's needs.…

It is a process of active and selective focusing on an object, being able

to discern distinguishing features in a non-partisan way. (Smalley

1992)

Again, a hierarchy is established in which allocentricity represents a higher

level of musical comprehension and concentration than does autocentricity.  The

dynamic between these two modes of listening, however, is not only inevitable,

but it forms a “fundamental part of the listening process” (p. 519).

Smalley’s listening theory also codies the possible relationships between

subject and object.  Indicative relationships convey information about

environmental events, e.g., the sound of gunshot indicates that a gun has just
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been red.  Reexive relationships concern autocentric emotional response to a

sound and may be active or passive. Finally, interactive relationships exist

whenever the subject and object enter a dialogue and the subject continuously

explores “the qualities and structure of the object” (p. 520).

In light of his theory of listening, Smalley proposes a theory of indicative

musical elds that, once established, attempts to promote the supremacy of

electroacoustic music in terms of its ability to explore indicative relationships.

According to Smalley, nine indicative elds exist: gesture, utterance,

behavior, energy, motion, object/substance, environment, vision, and space.  For

Smalley, these elds by denition cannot include compositional models based on

“scientic, mathematical, statistical or other theories, regardless of any universal

validity…because these models cannot be ‘understood’ without explanation” (p.

522).  Nevermind that a mathematically based compositional object may, through

its details, indicate a general and easily-perceived morphological property such

as growth, division, multiplicity, or stasis; examples of this abound in the

electroacoustic literature, in distinction to Smalley’s contention.  Smalley

apparently maintains that a comprehension of the compositional model in all

detail is necessary for it to be part of an indicative eld.

Smalley notes that electroacoustic music, unlike instrumental music,

exhibits various degrees of surrogacy.  A rst order surrogate consists of a

sample of an instrument in which the sound source is identiable, while a second

order surrogate includes sampled sound spectrally altered in such a way that

“vestiges of human gestural activity…are surmised from the sound” (p. 524) but

are not easily explained physically.  The nal stage of abstraction, remote
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surrogacy, consists of “a state where neither gesture-type nor source can be

surmised” (p. 524).

Utterance constitutes an important reexive element in electroacoustic

music, as the human voice “makes utterance intimate and emotionally charged”

(p. 525).  In Smalley’s indicative eld theory, utterance always announces a

human presence and focuses attention on the musical object that contains the

utterance.

Behaviour encompasses the function of sounds in a musical context and is

concerned with three dynamics: dominance/subordination, conict/coexistence,

and causality.  Causality is of particular importance in electroacoustic music, for

causal relationships are not often immediately apparent:

This type of causality is surmised rather than known: visual or

experiential knowledge cannot verify the relationship or test it by

recreating the temporal sequence. (p. 527)

Causality, when linked to the “elds of gesture, energy, motion, and

object/substance…tends to add impetus to the forward motion of musical

structure” (p. 527) and may be perceived as an independent indicative musical

eld when appropriately employed in the context of these other related elds.

Energy and motion elds may be created by various means, including

spatialization, diffusion, and spectromorphology.  Smalley notes that this eld is

in constant ux between “compaction and dispersal” (p. 528), and its existence is

necessary to create sonic trajectories and spectral textures.
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The substance/object eld relates to the perception of a sound object as a

discrete thing, which may be suggested by any of three means.  Substance may

be created by reference in some way (directly or indirectly) to other objects that

have substance, such as physically perceivable gesture sources (for example,

bowing, hitting, or scraping).  It may also be created by “types of motion that

suggest analogies with the motion of objects”, or from any substance for that

matter, as long as a “semblance of a plausible gestural origin” (p. 529) is

maintained.

The environment eld consists of the incorporation of environmental

sounds into music and is closely related to the space eld. The space eld may be

discussed in terms of (1) articulation of structure, (2) articulation of composed

spatial content via live diffusion, and (3) the listener’s experience.  In all three

areas, ideas regarding composed versus listening space are implied, and the

composer must be aware of them.

Smalley’s notion of the visual eld, perhaps the least well-dened

indicative network in his theory, implies a sense of synæsthesia on the part of the

listener.  He proposes that “music, and electroacoustic music in particular, is not

a purely auditory art but more integrated, audio-visual art, albeit that the visual

aspect is frequently invisible” (p. 530).

Many musical stalwarts have traditionally objected to concerts of tape

music because a performer is not visible.  We like to see music being made right

before our eyes, because the establishment of indicative elds on the part of the

composer and their perception on the part of the listener is not as necessary, or at

least not as difcult.  When I hear an utterance in a concert of acoustic music, I

may witness its physical production, and thus a more self-evident sense of
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causality exists.  The establishment of virtual correlates of physical entities is not

necessary in acoustic music, for they exist by virtue of their means of production.

Not to say that musical metaphor is impossible, but that the notion of surrogacy

does not exist.

In light of these nine musical elds, Smalley (1992) frequently asserts that

electroacoustic music is in fact particularly well suited to the establishment of

indicative elds:

Electroacoustic music, through its extensive sounding repertory

drawn from the entire sound-eld, reveals the richness and depth of

indicative relationships more clearly and comprehensively than is

possible with other musics. (p. 521)

And later:

The widest possible repertory of motions is possible in

electroacoustic music because of the spectro-morphological freedom of

the medium which allows both an extensive variety of attitudes

towards (dis)continuity and conjunct/disjunct motion, and an

unrivaled elasticity of temporal ux. (p. 528)

In outlining his theories of listening and indicative elds, Smalley at

several points indicates his own musical value system and thoughts on the role

of technology  in music.  In order to create a theory of electroacoustic music
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based on indicative musical elds, we must redene the relationship between

ourselves and our musical implements and proceed with open minds:

In the most interesting and original electroacoustic music, the

traditional notion of the instrument, so fundamentally linked to causal

identity and so intimately tied to human agency via gestural activity,

no longer provides such a dominating and fundamental indicative

link.  It is often not so much a case of stretching (or contracting) the

notion of ‘instrument’ but of discarding it altogether. (p. 540)

He also notes that

The history of contemporary instrumental music (and I would not

like to say where that history starts) is bound up with the blurring of

the distinctions between harmony and timbre and between pitch and

“noise”, and the consequent potential for the creation of the continua

between pitch and noise, and between pitch and timbre.  Once

composers started to explore more fully the noise and timbral poles of

those continua, the transformation of instrumental

spectromorphologies (particularly the spectral aspect) could become a

central feature of musical discourse rather than a peripheral feature.

(Smalley 1993, pp. 291–292)
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In summary, Smalley astutely observes that “[r]egrettably there is too much

electroacoustic music that demonstrates a disdain for listeners’ indicative needs

and the spectro-morphological means of achieving them. (1992, p. 551).

!

Trevor Wishart’s theories of music concern the sonic continuum, the sonic

landscape, utterance and extended vocal technique, and the potential of

technology to transform musical ideology. His musical manifesto On Sonic Art

(1985) denes much of this theory.  Wishart charts this history of music from the

perspective of the “lattice”—the organizational framework upon which its

primary elements (pitch, rhythm, and timbre) unfold and are quantized into

discrete values.  The keyboard, so central to Western musical thought,

“represents the ultimate rationalization of a lattice-based view of music”

(Wishart 1985, p. 17).  Only gesture, which is “essentially an articulation of the

continuum” (p. 12), can save us: “[In] music which attempts to deal with the

continuum (rather than the lattice), gestural structure becomes the primary focus

of organisational effort.” (p. 13)

Throughout the course of the book, Wishart attempts to establish “criteria

for composing music with non-lattice materials which ‘work’ in some

experientially veriable sense that is not merely circular” (p. 25).  Wishart, like

Lerdahl (1997, p. 118–120), seems to be ardently concerned with nding the

Elysian fountain of musical youth: an objective phenomonology of what

constitutes “good” music.
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Wishart discusses timbre and sound objects at length and attempts to

establish a fundamental vocabulary.  Because timbre eludes a physical metric

and is multidimensional in nature, subjective descriptions must generally sufce

for musical purposes.  But we may create a music whose structure is derived

from timbral organization by using methods analogous to traditional

instrumental music:

Modulation (in the sense of clear progression from one eld of

sound-objects to another eld) can be clearly demonstrated and

utilized in timbre-space.  Modulation between different timbral sets

could clearly be used as a basis for the large-scale architecture of a

work…. (p. 48)

Wishart denes a landscape as “the imagined source of the perceived

sounds.”  We may compose with landscape by creating metaphorical

relationships between sound objects and transforming those relationships during

the course of the composition.  For the remainder of On Sonic Art, Wishart

presents a catalogue of virtually every possible spatial motion of a sound with

respect to a listener, followed by a catalogue of many extended vocal techniques

(which is also summarized in Wishart 1990, pp. 313–314).  Curiously, the

catalogue omits vocal techniques of musics from Eastern cultures that many

would classify as “extended” in various ways, such as Tibetan chant and Tuvan

throat singing.

Elsewhere, Wishart (1992) outlines the potential of technology to affect our

music-making.  He notes rst the impact of recordings:
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At the most obvious level, the advent of musical recording has

made more kinds of music available to more people than was ever

before possible.  The ability to hear (and re-hear) any specic piece of

music at any time has immense repercussions in the eld of music

learning. (p. 566)

He later points out the pedagogical implications, particularly in ear training

and computer-assisted instruction:

Accessible technology also has much to offer in the more

conventional areas of music education.  Simple aural training, which

can be a drudge for both students and teachers alike, can be

transformed using interactive computer programs, in the manner of

computer games, which the student can adjust to his or her

level/needs, leaving the teacher free to deal with higher level concerns.

(p. 566)

Furthermore, the use of synthesizers with timbres that approximate that of

the instruments we are employing in our composition would allow us “to adopt

a heuristic approach to building musically effective structures” so that we could

“[b]uild, test by listening, rebuild” (p. 568).

The remainder of Wishart’s commentary addresses the impact of

computers on self-publication of musical scores, musical instruments, and new

performance paradigms.  One statement deserves particular attention:
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We should not, however, be xated by the goal of real-time

operation.  Certainly, for most music-performance operations, a

system that operates in real time is essential.  But musical composition

has never been a real-time occupation, and we should not be surprised

if producing a complex sound or sound-sequence, through synthesis or

analysis and spectral shaping, takes a certain time!  Computers can

certainly take some of the drudgery out of the compositional process.

But the development of new ideas always takes time. (Wishart 1992,

p. 574)

Fortunately, many other composers and software designers do not share this

view; recent advances in real-time computer-music environments have

engendered the development of new forms of expression, from improvisation to

interactive video art. Wishart’s statement here seems to contradict a notion he

expressed earlier: the “[b]uild, test by listening, rebuild” approach (1985, p. 568).

I am not implying that real-time execution provides necessary and sufcient

conditions for the creation of a work, but it certainly does not hinder the

composer.  And thanks to the ever-increasing speed at which microprocessors

operate and new real-time software synthesis programs, the difculty of real

time is rapidly becoming a moot issue for most musical situations.

Wishart concludes his discussion on the impact of technology on music in

another article, “From Architecture to Chemistry” (1993), in which he begins, “In

the late twentieth century out principal metaphor for musical composition must

change from one or [sic] architecture to one of chemistry.” (p. 301)
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A staunch modernist, Wishart observes that because “the possibilities of

conventional instruments have been explored to their limit” (p. 301), we must

summon the aid of the computer to provide us with new sounds and help us

“take apart what were once the raw materials of music, reconstitute them, or

transform them into new and undreamt of musical materials” (p. 302).  Thus, the

very nature of music and composition is transformed:

In this context, sound materials become like clay in the hands of a

potter, and music becomes a plastic art, where sonic objects of any

origin can be moulded to the particular shape required by the

composer.… Again the computer provides the means to produce

arbitrary transformations of the material, and compositional skill lies

in both an understanding of musical acoustics–giving an insight into

what kind of transformations will lead to what type of results—and

aural judgement of those results. (1993, p. 575)

His basic view of the impact of the computer on composition may be

summarized thus:

The computer opens up areas of compositional exploration that

were previously inaccessible. The precision with which sound

materials can be specied implies two things: (1) Given an

understanding of acoustics, sounds can be transferred directly from

the composer’s imagination to the performance situation; (2) Areas of

sonic organization previously inaccessible to composers through the
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existing media of notation can be explored, opening up a new world of

dreamed of, but unsung possibilities. (Wishart 1988, p. 27)

In his other book and accompanying CD-ROM, Audible Design (1994),

Wishart furthers his metaphor of the composer as chemist by providing a slightly

more technical framework on manipulation and creation of sonic materials and

how best to use them in composition.

Finally, the musical theories of Trevor Wishart include apocalyptic

discussions of “Populism” and “Scholasticism” in music.  Scholasticism refers to

the evolution of musical language is controlled by an elite few, while Populism

“assumes that not only must the language of music be recognisable to a large

public, but that the discourse of music must be popular with a large group”

(Wishart 1983, p. 106).  Wishart argues that Scholasticism has dominated

twentieth century musical discourse, and continuing “in this direction it can

become only the handmaiden of an autocratic and elitist culture” (p. 106).

Fortunately, he once again offers an ontological catalogue of factors that

contribute to good music—“possible socio-musical ‘givens’ that might be

acceptable as the basic roots of any musical language”:

(1) Rhythm in the sense of felt, danced, human movement, speech

rhythm, but not the psychologically arbitrary arrangement of

“duration-structures.”
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(2) Melody in the commonly accepted sense of recognisable tune-

like gestalts (I have yet to hear someone whistle Schoenberg’s tunes as

he predicted).

(3) Language, and all human utterances, and all extensions of

these, and the articulations and timbral patterns arising from them.

(4) Landscape, in the sense of recognisable real-world sounds and

sound-environments and sound-constructs deriving from these in

various ways.

(5) Music-Theatre… combination of musical-organization with

theatrical gesture and situation, visual props and effects… preferably

pointing outside the conned world of professional musical

performance itself, and its idiosyncracies [sic]. (p. 106 et seq.)

Followed by: “I am not suggesting that all of these are necessary features of

an accessible musical language.  But perhaps at least ONE of them is.” (p. 107)

These “givens” remind one of Lerdahl’s two aesthetic claims that the “best

music utilizes the full potential of our cognitive resources” (Lerdahl 1997, p. 118)

and the “best music arises from an alliance of a compositional grammar with the

listening grammar” (p. 119).

It is of course an onerous and perhaps impossible task to attempt to outline

the basis for a music which is universally acceptable, and certainly futile to make

aesthetic claims as Lerdahl does which are nothing more than value judgments
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regarding the constitution of “good music,” but Wishart’s call for an end to

unmusical, intellectual “Scholasticism” is perhaps both timely and laudable.

!

The theories of Schaeffer, Schafer, Smalley, and Wishart posses a common

focus:  providing new perspectives on the acts of composition, performance, and

listening.  With the exception of Schaeffer, who did not consider his output

music, they all note that, in order for music to utilize a non-lattice-based

construction and organization, our ears must be open to appreciating sounds at

all levels, both in our environment and in the concert hall.  Non-lattice-based

music may be composed using techniques analogous to lattice-based notated

music, but it must be based on archetypal notions of gesture, utterance, behavior,

and their morphologies in order to provide a sense of structural coherence.

All four similarly object to the application of serial principles to non-

lattice-based composition.  Wishart gives one reason why when discussing his

use of extended vocal techniques in Vox-1:

Each of the second order morphologies may be associated with the

rst-order morphologies which exhibit change.  This gives us twenty-

two perceptible different morphologies and each of these may be

associated with the three magnitudes, giving a total of sixty-six

gestural archetypes.  If we now remember that these articulations may

be applied to both the frequency width and the rate of iteration of the
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vibrato, we now have 3,756 ways of articulating vibrato!  We may

now apply the same gestural criteria to the overall dynamic envelope of

the note and the tremolo characteristics.  We can describe 14,106,536

possible articulations for a standard musical note.  If we now enter the

eld of the true continuum and consider portamento motions of the

pitch and timbral transformation of the pitch through time, we

discover 50,000,000,000 perceptibly distinguishable sound-objects.  At

this point, serial methodology loses its charm. (Wishart 1985, p. 67)

Simply put, now that we are composing at the level of sound itself rather than

the higher, abstracted level of musical notation, there are simply too many data

to serialize.

Wishart registers another critique of serialism applied specically to

loudness:

The formalistic assignment of a series of different dynamic levels to

musical objects, which was experimented with in the Total Serial

aesthetic leaves a sense of arbitrariness or agitation (neither of which is

usually intended) because it ignores the landscape basis of our

perception of loudness. (1985, p. 99)

The arbitrariness to which he refers in the context of his landscape theory of

music is that of causality.  The laws of causality rule the musical landscape, and,

simply put, the total serialist aesthetic forms the basis of a non-causal system.

Wishart, in addressing the “arbitrariness” of serialism and advocating the use of
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psychologically causal compositional grammars, joins Lerdahl (“serial (or 12-

tone) organizations are cognitively opaque”; see Lerdahl 1997, p. 97) and Reich:

John Cage has used processes and has certainly accepted their

results, but the processes he used were compositional ones that could

not be heard when the piece was performed.  The process of using the I

Ching or imperfections in a sheet of paper to determine musical

parameters can’t be heard when listening to music composed that way.

The compositional processes and the sounding music have no audible

connection.  Similarly in serial music, the series itself is seldom

audible. (1974, p. 10)

As mentioned previously, Schaeffer admitted the usefulness of serially

organizing sounds during the early years of musique concrète for exemplary

purposes, but such a system was ultimately unacceptable in his opinion as far as

concrète was concerned “insofar as it displays the rigidity of a method”

(Palombini 1993b, p. 19).

Wishart and Schafer both address aleatory either directly or indirectly.

Schafer frequently employs aleatory to involve the performers at a very direct

level in the realization of the composition, a notion which, as mentioned, is

fundamental to Schafer’s theory.  Scores such as the aforementioned Epitaph for

Moonlight (1968) feature approximate timelines and instructions such as “A

medium high note ad lib.,” “Solo Sopranos and Altos ad lib.—free pitch and

rhythm,” and “All Instruments soft glissandi.”  Suggestive pitch contours are

frequently hand-drawn in works such as the First String Quartet (1973).
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Wishart, on the other hand, tends to employ maximally descriptive non-

standard notation and more rigidly dened instructions to the performers in

compositions such as Vox-I and Anticredos.

Wishart and Schafer both discuss the role that technology should play in

music education.  As mentioned earlier, Wishart advocates the use of computers

and game-like software for ear-training.  Schafer, who founded the electronic

music studio at Simon Fraser University in 1965 (Truax 1990), is also “notable for

its emphasis on electronic music for schools and colleges,” as Manning notes

(1993, p. 186).  In addition, Schafer’s many books emphasize an experimental,

hands-on, low-tech method of music education in which students make music

with ordinary objects.  Wishart, too, has employed similar pedagogical

techniques in group games such as “pass the sound.”

A nal and very fundamental distinction may be drawn among theories

in this group regarding the “musicality” of sound objects.  Palombini discusses

Schaeffer’s view:

The Étude aux chemins de fer posed the problem of musically

organizing sounds produced by six locomotives at the Batignolles

station.  Schaeffer recorded the stokers’ improvisation.  Rhythmic

leitmotives were then isolated.  Montage (mixing) attempts led to both

dramatic and musical sequences.  Dramatic sequences, referring the

listener back to events (departure, stopping, etc.), were considered

unmusical by Schaeffer.…Dramatic sequences were not eliminated,

but the discerning listener was expected to prefer the musical ones.

(1993b, p. 15)
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In fact, the very focus of the Solfége de  l’Objet Sonore is the quest for “musical”

sound objects.  Wishart voices the Cagean opposition in the introduction to On

Sonic Art:

Also, one further important point, in contradistinction to what is

implied in the “Solfege de l’Objet Sonore”.  This book assumes that

there is no such thing as an unmusical sound-object. (Wishart 1985,

p. 6)

Schaeffer, Schafer, Smalley, and Wishart have all clearly provided major

contributions to the development of a theory of non-lattice-based composition at

the level of sound itself.  Perhaps, as a result, Schaeffer’s dream of a “baroque

music for the 21st century” (Hodgkinson 1987) will come to fruition as the lack of

proliferation of a dominant language continues to roam the musical landscape.

5.4 Implicit Characteristics of Sound Objects

It is clear from historical experiments with dissonance perception of intervals

that various factors contribute to the perception of auditory dissonance; in

previous chapters, concepts such as fusion, harmonicity, beating, and roughness

were mentioned. The same factors, and arguably more, must be at play when a

listener consciously analyzes the perceptual dissonance of an isolated sound

object, for these reasons.  First, a classical dissonance listening test could easily be
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constructed in which intervals are played from a recording through

loudspeakers instead of by using two tuning forks, for example. The recording of

such a sound in isolation is itself a sound object as I have dened it, and thus the

listening test that used actual tuning forks must itself have been testing listeners’

judgment of a subset of possible sound objects (in this case, pure-tone dyads).

Because a recorded tuning-fork dyad and an actual tuning-fork dyad can be

perceptually indistinguishable given the proper sound-reproduction equipment,

the actual method of presentation of the sound object is irrelevant. And so,

because we know of particular acoustical and psychoacoustical factors that

contribute to listeners’ perception of dissonance of pitch-based phenomena, the

same factors must be at play in the perception of dissonance of sound objects in

general, for pitch-centric sounds form a subset of all possible sound objects.

Second, more factors must be considered when analyzing sound-object

dissonance than those used when examining interval alone. This is true because

sound objects occupy an entire spectrum of “mass,” to use Schaeffer’s

terminology. Many sound objects invoke no sensation of pitch perception, and

therefore other factors besides the historically examined elements of smoothness,

purity, and so on, must contribute to dissonance perception. For example, I

hypothesize that most listeners would classify a short, loud burst of white noise

as more dissonant than a longer, soft, low-pass ltered noise with a gentle attack

and decay envelope. None of the spectral components of either sound tend to

fuse (other than temporally, in terms of the common fate of their amplitude

envelopes); they certainly are not “smooth” or “pure,” either.

While it is impossible to accurately guess all specic factors that contribute to

one’s perception of sound-object dissonance, I hypothesize the primacy of factors
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that fall naturally into ve categories: spectral features of the sound object,

temporal features, spatial features, other acoustical features, and perceptual

(psychoacoustic) features. I will briey outline each of these below. Each of these

groups is discussed in terms of its potential to affect a listener’s judgment of

auditory dissonance. After actual listening tests have been conducted, their

respective contributions will be evaluated, as much as feasible, and compared to

the experimental results.

Spectral Features

The rst group of hypothesized contributors to dissonance of the musical

sound object involves the spectrum of sound in terms of its static (global, or

averaged) features. The properties that are most suggestive perhaps from

previous dissonance studies include harmonicity, spectral overlap, spectral centroid,

spectral atness, and spectral uxoid. Of course, a sound object’s time-varying

spectral properties are relevant as well, and so each of the following primary

features should be examined for temporal properties as well.

Harmonicity

The harmonicity of an audio segment is directly related to its periodicity.

Fourier theory tells us that periodic sounds are by nature harmonic, and non-

periodic sounds are inharmonic. To the extent that a sound is periodic and

therefore harmonic, the frequencies of its spectral lines exhibit simple harmonic

number ratios. At its simplest form, this relates to Schaeffer’s notion of “mass,”

for the more harmonic a sound, the greater our sense of “pitchedness” upon
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hearing it. Various mechanisms for quantifying harmonicity have been proposed

(most notably the harmonic product spectrum and harmonic sum spectrum; see

Noll 1969), and these have found use in pitch-determination algorithms (Cuadra,

Master , and Sapp 2001).

Extensions of simple harmonicity calculations have been more recently

applied to the perceptual coding of audio signals. One of the primary stages in

such systems is the computation of the “tonal” and “noise” components of an

audio signal (e.g., Johnston 1998); because tonal components tend to possess

different auditory masking properties than do noisy components (e.g., noise

masks tones in general much better than vice versa), the tonality index of each

bin (or bandwidth in a cochlear lter model) can be used to determine the

psychacoustic salience of that component in context.

Other methods for measuring the periodicity or noisiness of a signal are

available, including time-domain methods such as linear prediction, as well as

other frequency-domain methods, such as spectral compactness and sharpness

(von Bismarck 1974a, 1974b) and spectral atness.

Spectral Centroid

The spectral centroid, a metric applied to audio signals by Beauchamp

(1982) and many others since, is simply a weighted average of the spectrum’s

frequency components. Casually, it is said that the centroid indicates the relative

“brightness” or “darkness” of the sound by computing the spectral center of

gravity. Its computation has been used for many years in a variety of signal-

processing contexts.
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Spectral Flatness

Spectral atness is related to the concept of harmonicity, in that atness is

generally often used to compute the tonality index of a sound in perceptual

coding systems. It is dened the ratio of the geometric mean frequency to

arithmetic mean frequency of the power spectral density (PSD) exhibited within

each critical bandwidth. This metric has found recent use in the automatic

segmenting of audio streams by noting the high correlation between changes in

spectral atness and desired segmentation tasks (Izmirli 2000). It would make

sense that rapid changes in the spectral atness measure (SFM) of a sound

indicates a transient, constantly changing sound object, which should clearly in

turn have a bearing on listeners’ judgments of dissonance of that sound object.

Spectral Smoothness and Spectral Fluxoid

The spectral smoothness measure, proposed by McAdams (1999) indicates

the envelope of a sound’s spectrum for a given frame by quantifying the

difference in amplitude between adjacent bins. Spectral smoothness has found

applications in several areas, including fundamental frequency-estimation

algorithms (Klapuri 2003). Similarly, the spectral uxoid (or spectral ux)

attempts to quantify spectral changes over time by computing a difference

function between the spectra of adjacent audio frames. In a sense, it quanties

the temporal stability or “constancy” of the spectrum.

Signal Quality and Data-Reduction Artifacts
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At the risk of stating the obvious, audio signal quality must play a role in the

perception of consonance and dissonance of sound objects. Inasmuch as modern

electroacoustic music is created, stored, and played back from digital audio

samples, the precise method used to create, store, and playback those bits of data

can impact a listener’s perception of the intended sound objects.

But rst, an important philosophical point must be reiterated regarding the

distinction between the idealized sound object and real sound object. We noted

earlier that an abstract sound object exists only in the mind’s eye, and that its

existence in acoustical reality is tied not only to its pitch-oriented, timbral, and

temporal features, but in particular its physical existence as an acoustic

phenomenon in space. In the case of sound objects that are recorded or

synthesized and then stored digitally, however, the signal quality of the storage-

playback system must be added as a requirement for its “realness.”  We now

have three categories of sound object as a result: the abstract or idealized sound

object (a theoretical construction), the real sound object (an acoustical product), and

the stored sound object (a digitally encoded representation of the real sound

object).

Analysis of the dissonance of abstract sound objects, while interesting, is a

more esoteric task of perhaps limited use, because we all remember things

differently. Asking subjects to assess the dissonance of abstract sound objects

described on paper (e.g., “waterfall” or “car engine”), as Schafer (1977) does, may

provide useful information from an acoustic-ecology point of view, but it fails to

provide any kind of meaningful acoustic or psychoacoustic insights. Similarly,

measuring “real” sound objects (those that acoustically exist but are not

recorded; e.g., asking listeners to assess the dissonance of hearing an actual hand
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clap) introduces an unwelcome variable into the test, namely, repeatability. The

most logical choice, then, which mitigates these problems, is to assess dissonance

of sound objects using sound objects that are digitally stored and equivalently

reproduced for a variety of subjects. The primary layer of complexity in the

progression from “real” sound object to stored object lies in the realm of the

digital codec used to store and reproduce the sound object.

We can subdivide quantiable dissonance contributors of this type into three

broad categories: raw audio signal quality, hardware encoder/decoder (codec)

distortion, and software codec distortion. The precise means by which the

“signal quality” of a sound stored digitally should be described is of course open

to interpretation, but several obvious features of signals lend themselves to such

a global description. For example, the MPEG-7 standard includes an audio signal

quality descriptor (AudioSignalQualityDS) that reports features such as

digital clips, clicks, cross-channel correlation of multichannel sound les, signal

bandwidth, background noise level, DC offset level, and other measures.

Hardware interfaces can potentially audibly distort audio during recording

or playback, particularly if basic tenets of digital signal processing are not

observed (for example, the Nyquist theorem). Quantization noise and other

artifacts can result if too few bits are used to store digital audio samples,

particularly when recording sounds at relatively low sound pressure levels.

Furthermore, timing jitter, or even simple lack of a stable word clock reference,

can easily lead to audible artifacts that can be readily quantied and measured,

particularly when recording a known signal. The analog world should not be

discounted here either: microphone self-noise as well as amplier harmonic
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distortion and other factors should be classied into this category as well, as in a

sense they are the analog form of digital codecs (i.e., transducers).

The contributions of software codecs to audio signal quality—and to human

assessment of signal quality—are perhaps even more prevalent, particularly now

in an ever-expanding age of low-bit-rate audio coding. Despite their best

intentions, modern data-reduction codecs, such as Apple Computer’s Advanced

Audio Coding (AAC), Dolby Laboratory’s AC3 multichannel codec, Microsoft’s

WMA codec, and the ubiquitous MP3 specication, lead to measurable loss of

signal quality by denition. Even though codecs that attempt to incorporate

models of human auditory perception in order to eliminate psychoacoustically

redundant data can lead to signicant data reduction, their artifacts of course are

easily quantiable. They are thus worth noting, if only briey, in the context of

outlining measurable characteristics of recorded sound objects.

Aside from bit rate and data reduction rate, other signal quality parameters

can be precisely measured.  These include simple measures such as the codec

residual (the difference between original and encoded les, found simply by

piecewise subtracting the samples of the encoded le from the original,

unencoded le), as well as traditional measures like the signal-to-noise

ratio/dynamic range of the codec. However, no widely adopted and systematic

method of precisely assessing and comparing audio codecs currently exists. Most

often, perceptual success of audio codecs is generally measured via listening tests

in which individuals blindly select their preferred codec. Furthermore, as

Pohlmann (2005) notes, traditional quantitative measures generally fail to

provide any meaningful insight, adding that the specic commercial pedigree of
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the codec, taken in conjunction with bit rate, represent perhaps the two most

important determinants of signal quality.

(Note that signal quality can be measured in terms of spectral, temporal, or

combined spectro-temporal measures. For example, while most studies

concentrate on spectral distortion introduced by codecs, temporal

artifacts—particularly smearing of transients and pre-masking—are manifest as

well. However, signal quality is discussed here alongside spectral features of

sound objects for convenience.)

Other Spectral Measures

Research into timbre analysis and the sound segregation problem has yielded

many other measures of the spectral features of a sound. (See Park 2004 for an

overview.) These include the log spectrum spread, spectral cutoff (or rolloff),

spectral shimmer, spectral jitter, harmonic slope (Pollard and Jansson 1982),

cepstral analysis measures such as MFCCs (Davis and Mermelstein 1980), and

features derived via wavelet analysis (e.g., Tzanetakis, Essl, and Cook 2001).

Temporal Features

Clearly, the shape of a sound object’s amplitude evolution over time affects

dissonance judgments. It is a reasonable assumption that loud sounds with fast

attack times could tend to be perceived as “threatening” by many listeners,

thereby hastening the classication of “dissonant” by listeners according to the

extent that biology, auditory masking, and evolution contribute to our sense of

dissonance.
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Aside from extracting the amplitude envelope of a sound object in terms of

attack, sustain, release, and decay times—which can be quite difcult for

unknown audio signals—more general measures can be extracted for the sound

object as a whole. These include the amplitude peak, root-mean-square (RMS)

amplitude, and temporal centroid.

Spatial Features

Aside from spectral and temporal features of a sound, the spatial properties

of a sound object may contribute to dissonance judgments. Examinations of

spatial feature vectors seem to have been neglected in favor of spectral and

temporal features, partially owing to the exclusive considerations of monaural

sound les in the literature and the increased number of testing variables that

spatial considerations suggest. However, with the increasing availability and

even ubiquity of surround audio recording and playback systems, spatial feature

vectors may indeed prove an important area of future investigation.

Reverberation

It has often been casually remarked that applying reverberation to an audio

signal is akin to sprinkling food with sugar…it makes anything taste (or sound)

pleasing. (John Chowning reportedly said that reverberation is the “ketchup” of

computer music.) To my knowledge, no studies have conclusively measured the

relationship between dissonance perception and reverberation, but anecdotal

evidence seems to point toward a highly correlative relationship.
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Spatial Location in a Surround Field

Few metrics attempt to quantify the average spatial location of sound

(relative to the listener), spatial smoothness, spatial uxoid, or any kind of

similar measure, apart from a few “fuzzy” auditory displays of spatial location

(e.g., Digidesign’s SurroundScope, shown in Figure 5–3) and quantitative

measurements of individual head-related transfer functions (HRTFs). It would

indeed be useful to quantify spatial features of a sound eld to be able to say, for

example, that a multichannel sound object is “75% front-center” and “25% rear-

left.” Such metrics may prove useful in investigating dissonance perception in

surround audio elds.

Figure 5–3. Digidesign’s SurroundScope surround-audio monitoring plug-in.

Headphones

Listening to music over headphones creates a far different spatial effect than

does listening to the same music over loudspeakers at a distance. With the
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exception of binaural recordings, most recorded music was not mixed and

mastered for headphone presentation, and as such, certain spatial cues may be

exaggerated or even incorrect over headphones, which can certainly affect

perceptual dissonance of the sound. For example, headphones tend to exaggerate

the interaural intensity difference (IID) cue, which could result in a false spatial

image and an increased perception of acoustic threat. Furthermore, even

inexpensive headphones are also capable of producing extremely high sound

pressure levels, even at high frequencies, because they are almost directly

coupled to the ear canal. Such high levels, even if caused by an accidental turn of

the volume knob on an MP3 player, could certainly induce annoyance and

threat, thereby affecting judgments of relative perceptual dissonance.

Other Acoustic Features

It is easy to hypothesize other important contributors to dissonance

perception of sound objects. For instance, we may consider the autocorrelation or

self-similarity of a sound, the fractal dimensionality, or the signal quality itself,

examined from a communications engineering perspective. For example, we may

consider the signal-to-noise ratio, noise-oor level, bit rate, or data compression

or codec artifacts, as potential contributors to dissonance.

Many of these and the measures discussed above are conveniently available

when working with sound within the MPEG-7 framework as descriptors,

simplifying their computation.  Some features, however, are not possible
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currently to compute directly. For example, the blind computation of absolute

attack time and reverberation level is still an active area of research.

 Perceptual Qualities

The features above deal exclusively with physical, quantiable, acoustical

properties of sounds. The computation of their psychoacoustic correlates is much

more difcult and is an active area of research as well, thanks largely to ongoing

psychoacoustic and neurological studies. Regarding perceptual correlates of the

acoustical features listed above, perhaps the easiest to directly compute, at least

to an approximation, are (1) the correlate of the fundamental frequency (whether

actual or virtual), which we generally call pitch or “viritual pitch” (Terhardt

1972); (2) the correlate of spectral atness and harmonicity taken together, which

we might call “pitchedness”; and (3) the correlate of amplitude, which is

traditionally referred to as “loudness.” Furthermore, the rst and last of these

psychoacoustic correlates has a well-dened and experimentally supported

measurement scale: pitch can be measured and quanitied to some extent in

units of mels (Stevens, Volkmann, and Newmann 1937), while loudness can be

measured and quantied in units of phones or sones (Stevens 1955).

Other perceptual features of sounds have not yet been fully examined. One of

these is the correlate of tempo, which can be confounded owing to tempo

“octave” errors; that is, one listener may tap internally to quarter notes in a

passage, which the other may tap to eighth notes. Various psychoacoustic

models of tempo perception have been proposed (e.g., Desain 1992; Parncutt

1994; McAuley 1995); however, no complete model that attempts to quantify the
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psychoacoustic correlate of tempo has yet been produced. Were such a model to

exist, though, it could certainly assist beat- and tempo-tracking algorithms by

incorporating tempo-related psychoacoustic phenomena that have not yet been

fully incorporated into any existing model.

Several perceptually important features of sounds, however, do not lend

themselves to quantization on a scale or are somewhat more ineffable in nature.

Moreover, because they are psychoacoustic features, their perception can vary

greatly among listeners. Features of this type include (1) the “recognizability” of

a sound; (2) perceptual correlates of spatial dissonance; (3) causal dissonance; (4)

context and “acoustic cognitive dissonance”; (5) the perception of auditory threat

or danger; and (6) potential interplay affected by visual cues accompanying the

sound. The rst of these, recognizability, goes to Schaeffer’s idea of reduced

listening—that is, the listening of a sound for its properties exclusively as a

sound, not for ancillary properties such as physical causation or recognition of

the sound. Anecdotally, I can assert that the degree to which a sound object is

recognized by a listener can greatly impact that listener’s perception of its

dissonance level owing to memory, cultural factors, and prior experiences with

that sound (or other sounds related in some way). Lack of recognizability, or

“unidentiability,” on the other hand, naturally encourages Schaeffer’s écoute

réduite by operating on an auditory “blank canvas” within the listener’s mind.

The next kind of dissonance in this category involves the perceptual

correlates that accompany acoustical spatial dissonance. An example of

acoustical spatial dissonance might be a multichannel sound object in which,

owing to the spatial mixing technique used in the sound’s production, certain

frequency components simply mask each other. (For example, consider a
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multichannel object in which all of the sound is mixed into the front-center

loudspeaker, and some of the components within each individual channel are

masked as a result.) Their acoustical spatial dissonance could perhaps be

lessened by widening the surround image, thereby potentially minimizing the

destructive interference and phase cancellations and limiting the masking that

would otherwise occur. Psychoacoustic spatial dissonance, then, is simply the

perceptual correlate of this type of phenomenon. If we dene acoustical spatial

dissonance as the degree to which auditory masking and phase cancellations are

exhibited in a mix, then the correspondence between the quantiable reduction

in masking and the perception of such a reduction denes the notion of

psychoacoustic spatial dissonance.

But the denition of spatial dissonance need not be limited to auditory

masking caused by spatial location; other scenarios may promote spatial

dissonance. It could consist of, for example, spatial orientations of sound objects

that defy convention in some way, or perhaps contradict previous experience

with that particular sound. A simple example of this might be reversing the left

and right channels of a stereo sound le containing a stereo recording of a piano;

the listener may expect to hear the lowest pitches of the piano on the left channel,

with the pitches increasing toward the right channel. This is of course our spatial

experience when playing a piano. Flipping the channels of the recording such

that the lowest pitch is on the right might cause spatial dissonance to be

perceived, albeit perhaps only for trained listeners.

As another example, I recall from conversations with composer Paul Lansky

the spatial dissonance he experienced while recording samples of passing cars

for his composition Night Trafc. He had apparently swapped stereo channels
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when plugging a stereo microphone into a portable digital audio recorder while

standing in front of a highway; the experience of seeing a car passing from right

to left while hearing it pass from left to right must surely have been

disconcerting, if not spatially dissonant. This scenario alludes to simulacra of

visual and auditory dissonance in general. In this particular example of a passing

car, whether the experience is spatially dissonant or visually dissonant depends

on one’s frame of reference and acceptance of reality. That is, are the ears correct,

or are the eyes correct?

The third kind of this perceptual dissonance could be termed causal

dissonance, whereby a listener’s psychological expectations of cause and effect are

thwarted in some way. While abstract sound objects may or may not lend

themselves to a natural spectromorphology, or “ideal” spectral continuation—an

idea that has is debated in Wishart (1985) and elsewhere—recognizable sounds

exhibiting an experientially familiar cause-and-effect relationship are especially

subject to causal dissonance. An example of a pair of sound objects that exhibit a

high degree of causal consonance is the sound of a chainsaw ripping through a

tree trunk, immediately followed by the sound of the tree’s fall and crashing into

the ground. As another example, consider popping the cork on a bottle of

champagne, followed by the overow of bubbles outside the bottle—a cause-

and-effect relationship of actions that is also accompanied by characteristic

sounds.

A related category is found in sound objects that do not necessarily exhibit a

cause-and-effect relationship, but nevertheless tend to follow a consistent order

in our previous experience. Think here of the sound of cracking an egg followed

by the sizzle of the egg cooking in a pan, or the sound of someone whistling a
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continuously descending tone followed by a vocalized “explosion” sound. An

even better example is found in backward reverberation, a common effect in

much popular music, in which a reverberant wash of sound precedes early

reections, which in turn precede direct sound.

A fourth variety of sonic-perceptual dissonance could be termed contextual

dissonance. In this case, a listener’s expectation of one or more elements of a

spectromorphology or sonic continuation are usurped.  This usurpation can be

accomplished in one of two ways: usurpation primarily via repetition, stability,

pattern, or good continuation; and usurpation of expectation primarily  based on

a listener’s prior experience. For example, a sound object that exhibits a steady

rhythmic pulse for a time (perhaps the sound of a woodpecker) and then

suddenly discontinues the established, expected pattern, exhibits contextual

dissonance owing to usurpation of repetition. On the other hand, a sound object

that begins with the sound of a child’s singing “Row, Row, Row, Your Boat,” in

which the word “Boat” were replaced by the sound of an explosion, creates

contextual dissonance based on prior experience. A musical example of this is

found in Pierre Schaeffer’s late tape work Bilude (1979), in which notes from the

rst prelude of Book I of J. S. Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier are replaced by out-of-

context short recordings. To the extent that a listener’s prior experience coincides

with physical causality, then both contextual dissonance and causal dissonance

of the sound object are invoked.

Dissonance of sound objects is also created when a listener consciously or

subconsciously perceives threat, danger, annoyance, or disgust from a sound

object. This notion has been explored elsewhere (e.g., Huron 1997), and the

general idea is that sounds that tend to invoke “ght-or-ight” responses (e.g.,
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gunre, screaming, and other sounds of violence and destruction) tend to be

considered negatively by listeners. To the extent that consonance is in general

considered a positive trait and dissonance a negative trait (at least

psychologically speaking), then negative-emotion-inducing sounds should be

considered as relatively dissonant vis-à-vis positive-emotion-inducing sounds.

Lastly, a sixth variety of perceptual dissonance can also be created from

codecs (both hardware and software). We noted earlier some of the quantiable

measures used to rate signal quality, and the impact of codecs on the potential

perceptual dissonance of sound objects must not be discounted, either. Most

studies that address psychoacoustic assessment of codecs tend to report simple

binary measures (i.e., “Which codec sounds ‘better’?”) after conducting a variety

of listening tests (e.g., ITU Recommendation BS. 1116–1, “Methods for the

Subjective Assessment of Small Impairments in Audio Systems Including

Multichannel Sound Systems”). More specic listening tests, perhaps containing

more pointed questions of the participants (e.g., “Which codec makes the sound

le sound ‘brighter’?” or “Which codec makes the sound le sound more

‘present’?”), will lead to more specic answers regarding the impact of codecs on

dissonance ratings of sound objects by listeners.

5.5 A Prototype Dissonance Theory of Sound Objects

With the forgoing concepts in mind, then, I propose the following six

fundamental components of a theory regarding the acoustical and auditory
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dissonance of sound objects. Again, I only refer here to sound objects considered

in isolation, apart from their environmental and/or musical contexts.

1. All else being equal, sound objects that mask desired auditory

information (i.e., information the listener desires to hear) will tend to be

classied by listeners as more dissonant than those that exhibit no such

masking.

This contention is supported by recent research (Huron 1997; Fishman et al.

2001; Bolger and Grifth 2003). A sound object that contains two or more

simultaneous streams of musical data (for example, the sound of a loud waterfall

and the sound of a human voice speaking) will be more dissonant because one

stream may mask another. In this example, to the extent that the sound of the

waterfall masks the human speech (assuming the listener desires to hear and

understand the speech), the combined sound object is more dissonant than, say,

the sound of the same human speech without the waterfall. Furthermore, the

degree to which desired sonic information is masked must relate proportionately

to what we might call auditory frustration. This rst assertion is a natural

extension to generalized sound objects of Plomp’s and Levelt’s (1965) classic

theory of music consonance as it relates to critical bandwidth.
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2. All else being equal, sounds that evoke negative-valence sensations of

annoyance, dislike, fear, disgust, threat, anger, boredom, or hate will

tend to be classied by listeners as dissonant.

Historically, consonance per se has been treated as a musical positive, and

dissonance as a musical negative. The claim that they correspond respectively to

high preference and low preference is supported in a variety of studies,

including studies that indicate infants’ preference for consonance over

dissonance (Zentner and Kagan 1998) and even animals’ preference for

consonance (Borchgrevink 1975; Hulse, Bernard, and Braaten 1995). Although

extrapolating the listening preferences of albino rats (Borchgrevink 1975) and

European Starlings (Hulse, Bernard, and Braaten 1995) to human audition may

be problematic, humans do seem to possess some kind of biological auditory pre-

programming. But the case of infants’ preference is indeed clear; Zentner and

Kagan (1998) write that

Infants looked signicantly longer at the source of sound and were

less motorically active to consonant compared with dissonant versions

of each melody. Further, fretting and turning away from the music

source occurred more frequently during the dissonant than the

consonant versions. The results suggest that infants are biologically

prepared to treat consonance as perceptually more pleasing than

dissonance.
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However, it is fair to say that far more studies have been conducted on

listening preferences of “consonant” and “dissonant” versions of intervals and

melodies than of sound itself. The latter is the subject of listening tests discussed

in the next chapter of this thesis. At the time of this writing, I am aware of several

recent studies (Marquis-Favre, Premat, Aubrée, and Vallet 2005; Marquis-Favre,

Premat, and Aubrée 2005; Lee et al. 2005) that address the latter by measuring

listeners’ annoyance with various sounds.

The concept of sound inducing a sensation of threat or danger makes sense

from a biological standpoint, in that certain “real-life” sounds can of course cause

panic or fear. But how can recordings of sounds do the same?  From my own

experience, highly reverberated sound objects tend to sound more consonant

than dry sounds; it is often remarked that adding reverberation to a sound not

only masks technical and musical deciencies in the recording, but that just the

right amount of reverberation makes the sound sound better. (I recall a teacher of

mine at one point who had just given an organ recital in Westminster Cathedral

remarked that “even a train wreck would sound good in that place because of all

the reverb!”) I submit that this phenomenon may relate in some way to the

biologically innate perception of threat and danger from sound. Sounds objects

that exhibit an higher ratio of reverberant to dry sound will tend to be classied

as more consonant than those with a lower ratio of reverberant to dry sound, and

one of the reasons for this is that highly reverberant sounds seem to pose no

danger because the sound source is so far away from us. Following this line of

reasoning, the more smooth a sound object’s amplitude envelope and the more

low-pass-ltered it sounds, the more likely it will be to perceived as consonant
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because of its interpreted physical distance will generally be greater than

transient, bright, “in-your-face” sound obDects.
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Even though our subconscious does not enumerate the ratios of musical

intervals that we hear (as IeibniJ and others of the 18th century thought),

centuries of writings about the dissonance of intervals has shown that we tend to

nd “simpler” interval ratios more consonant. This is due at least partly, as

HelmholtJ (and of course Pythagoras and most people in between) thought, to

the regularity and certainty with which the periods of the intervals constituent

frequencies align. (The combined waveform for a 3P2 perfect fth, for example,

repeats after every two periods of the lower frequency and three periods of the

higher frequencyiii. On the other hand, the pattern for a 16P1) minor second

repeats much less frequentlySin fact, ,0 times less frequently per unit time.)

                                                  

iii More precisely, the air molecules themselves that are directly in front of

two ideal tuning forks tuned 3P2 reach equilibrium and repeat following this

pattern.
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referred to as “warmth” 9or collo<uially as “phatness”B in a sound object,

although 9again anecdotallyB this seems to apply almost eGclusively to pitched

sound objects.  9The terms are often used as descriptors of a musical instrument’s

tone rather than of sounds in general.B This is of course a valid criticism of claim

3, along with the claim by many musicians that e<ual temperament sounds

“better” than just-intoned scales for this very reason; the same is often said for

the preference of vibrato in solo instruments and the singing voice.  However,

some may argue that cultural factors are more responsible for these phenomena

than simple rst-response reactions to sound objects played in isolation.

!" #ll el'e (e)n+ e,-al/ 'o-nd' o(2ect' t5at ex5)()t +ood cont)n-at)on of

'pat)al tra2ector:/ ampl)t-de en<elope/ and fre,-enc: content =)ll tend

to (e cla'')ed a' more con'onant t5an t5o'e t5at ex5)()t lo=er de+ree'

of +ood cont)n-at)on of t5e 'ame propert)e'"

Bregman 91PPQB notes our preference for good continuation of sound

contours, and that we tend to use the gestalt principle of good continuation as a

primary means of grouping sounds. In this conteGt of the present essay, sounds

that are grouped together in the gestalt sense over a relatively short time span

are referred to as a sound object. It is therefore a small jump to assert that sound

objects that by denition eGhibit high degrees of “gestaltness” or auditory unity

do so potentially in part due to the high degree of good continuation of their

constituent parameters 9i.e., rhythmic, harmonic, timbral, and spatial.
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%-is asser3ion raises 3-e i6ea 3-a3 some soun6 o9:ec3s are inna3ely >9e33er? a3

9ein@ soun6 o9:ec3s 3-an o3-er soun6 o9:ec3s. BSai6 ano3-er DayE 3-is means

some Fo3en3ially some soun6 o9:ec3s eG-i9i3 -i@-er 6e@rees of >soun6I

o9:ec3ness? 3-an 6o o3-er soun6 o9:ec3s.J %-is asser3ion carries oKer from 9asic

Les3al3 Fsyc-olo@yE D-ic- a6mi3s 3-a3 FerceF3ion of >@es3al3ness? Karies amon@

su9:ec3s.

!" #$$ &$'& (&)*+ &,-.$/ 0)+)1.$ .-0)2 ')+*.$ ,-.$)13 4)$$ &56)()1 . '172*+

8277&$.1)2* 12 $)'1&*&7'9 :&78&:1)2* 2; 16& 0)''2*.*8& 2; '2-*0 2(<&81'"

%-is conceF3 is also rela3e6 3o con3en3ion 1E inasmuc- as si@nal Nuali3y can

lea6 3o un6esira9le masOin@ effec3s an6 3-erefore imFe6e 9iolo@ically imFor3an3

au6i3ory sensa3ions suc- as reco@niPa9ili3yE familiari3yE in3elli@i9ili3yE memoryE

an6 so on. %o 3-e eG3en3 3-a3 B1J consonance is linOe6 3o >au6i3ory Freference?

an6 6issonance is linOe6 3o >au6i3ory 6isliOe? an6 B2J au6i3ory 6eli3y is KieDe6

as a Freferre6 Nuali3y in 3-e elec3ronic reFro6uc3ion of soun6 o9:ec3sE i3 folloDs

3-a3 si@nal Nuali3y Dill 6irec3ly rela3e 3o lis3enersQ FerceF3ion of soun6Io9:ec3

6issonance.

!

Rn closin@E 3-e consonanceI6issonance con3inuum occuFie6 9y soun6 o9:ec3s

reFresen3s a fun6amen3al Farame3er in comFosin@E lis3enin@ 3oE an6 analyPin@

elec3roacous3ic music. SurFrisin@ly li33le -as 9een Dri33en a9ou3 3-e rela3ions-iF
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! "#$%&'#'()%&$%$

To test listeners’ sub7ective responses to various sound ob7ects in terms of

perceptual dissonance, a battery of listening tests was constructed. As noted,

dissonance-oriented listening tests in the past have historically asked listeners to

rate the “dissonance”Ior more often a speci!c and supposedly contributing

factor, like “fusion,” “roughness,” or “purity”Iof intervals played on one or

more particular musical instruments in isolation (i.e., outside of a larger musical

context). Based on statistical analysis of listeners’ 7udgments, inductive

conclusions were then typically drawn regarding the relationship between a

speci!c contributing factor and the larger issue of musical dissonance.

Comprehensive tests of a similar nature have not yet been conducted for

recordings of sound ob7ects in general, at least to my knowledge. The closest

related test of which I am aware was reported by composer and acoustic

ecologist R. Ourray Schafer in his book The %oundscape (1977, reprinted 199S), in

which the author asked sub7ects in various world cities to respond by mailed

questionnaire regarding their like or dislike of particular sounds. The results of

the questionnaire are summarized in Appendix II of his book, and they are

shown here in Table 6-1.
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!"#$% '()* Results from R. Murray Schafer’s International Sound

Preference Survey (1977/1994).
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Similar results were reported more recently by Yang and Kang (2005), in which

urban-residing respondents typically indicated preference for “natural sounds”

(i.e., sounds emanating from nature exclusively) over “urban sounds” (i.e.,

sounds emanating from typical urban soundscapes).

Problems naturally arise in any attempt to measure perceptually salient

features of recorded sound objects. The most obvious lies in the mechanism for

selecting and ordering sounds for the test. Many taxonomies of sound objects

exist, as noted in Chapter 5. For the listening tests conducted here, the spirit of

Schafer’s taxonomy was chosen as a rough basis, with several recorded sounds

chosen from each broad category to cover a diverse range of sound objects.

Because it is only possible to measure listeners’ subjective responses to a !nite

number of sounds, any taxonomy of sounds should ideally suf!ce; that of

Schafer’s was chosen in particular because it is not concerned overtly with

musical composition or analysis, and as such, offers a distinctly blank canvas

from which to work.

!"# $%&'()*+),-.,/.0%&+&

To test listeners’ judgments of sound-object dissonance, a protocol for

listening tests was designed with the following goals in mind:
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(1)! The subjects should represent a consistent background in terms of

musical training to eliminate a potentially prominent testing

dimension;

(2)! Eubjects should be given identical time frames within which to

complete the listening test, to eliminate another testing dimension;

and

(3)! The subject pool should be large enough to yield acceptable

statistical con!dence measures so that appropriate generalizations

can be drawn.

A fundamental deviation from other protocols here is that the term

“dissonance” was not de!ned ! #$%&$% for test subjects; instead, subjects were free

to assert whatever meaning(s) they deemed appropriate based on their musical

experiences. This decision was based on the hypothesis that auditory processing

and classi!cation mechanisms might be different (perhaps signi!cantly) for

different categories of sound objects.  For example, when listening to a simple

major triad played on a piano, we know from the literature that the classical

factors of tonal fusion, purity, roughness, and so forth must be involved. When

unpitched, highly transient, unfamiliar, or unclassi!able sounds are played, it

makes sense that listeners may either adjust their internal de!nition of

“dissonance” and “consonance,” or perhaps recognize the existence of a broader

spectrum of these perceptions than previously assumed. As such, the results of

the test should ideally point to an underlying semantic meaning of the term
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-

.Sound 42a6 — .4 sec silence6 — .Sound 42b6 —  .4 sec silence6

.Sound 42a6 — .4 sec silence6 — .Sound 42b6

Table 6-2! Structure of the listening test protocol.

At the completion of the listening tests, the subjective data were gathered and

entered into a table. At the same time, each sound object was analyLed with a

feature-extraction algorithm in the MATOAB environment with the goal of

extracting objective qualities of each sound. Each sound le was then rated in

terms of its peak amplitude in decibels, root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude in

decibels, spectral centroid in HL, spectral rolloff in HL, hamonicity as a

percentage, temporal centroid in sec, and temporal centroid as a percentage.

The rst two of these objective measures attempts to provide a rough

estimate of perceptual loudness.  Of course, the measures used here are quite

simplistic given the more advanced and accurate computational loudness models

available, yet for the test here, they were thought to provide adequate resolution

and accuracy. The spectral centroid, or spectral “center of gravity,” is a widely

accepted measure of perceptual brightness. Spectral rolloff is a measure of the

frequency below which 85Z of the spectral energy occurs[ as such, it provides an

additional computational measure of brightness and noisiness. The harmonicity

measure used here approximates the extent to which a sound is perceived as

harmonic by taking the second peak of the normaliLed autocorrelation (Arb,

\eiler, and ]^lLer 2002). `inally, temporal centroid in sec and temporal centroid

as a percentage dene the transient nature of the sound object.  Objects with
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relatively low values of these measures suggest a sound with a sharp attack,

while low values suggest a subtler or relatively imperceptible attack.

Ence subjective and objective data were tabulated, conclusions could be

drawn regarding their respective relevance to ratings of sound-object dissonance.

Hext, the results of the listening test are presented.

!"# $%&'()&

Raw results for each set of sound-object listening tests are reported in Tables

)-3, )-K, )-,, and )-). Hote that each table demarcates subjective human

responses to each questionnaire (“Oubject Responses”) from objectively

computed features (“Reatures Extracted from Corresponding Oound Rile”).
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Table 6-3. ,u./0ct r0spo7s0s a79 :0atur0s :or 0ach sou79 l0, pairs ?@AB
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Table '(). ,ubject responses and features for each sound le, pairs ?@1).
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!"#$%&'()* Su/0ect responses and features for each sound !le, pairs @+A*BC
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dissonance curve then by de!nition is always greater than one-half the total

number of respondents). Next, the corresponding raw ratings for each question

were plotted overlaid on the dissonance curve. In the legend of Figure 6-1,

“Frust” refers to the question “Mhich sound is more frustrating to hearN”, “Oiff”

refers to the question “Mhich sound is more dif!cult to understandN”, and

“Intell” corresponds to the question “Mhich sound is more intelligibleN”.
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!i#ure ()*+ NormaliPed subjective ratings of sound pairs 1–+.

Figure 6-2 shows the same results with a cubic-spline interpolation of the

subjectively reported data. Comparing af!rmative answers to a variety of

questions is of course akin to comparing psychological apples and oranges, so to

speak, and thus perhaps moreso than any precise statistical comparisons, it was

judged that qualitative, graphical comparison of subjective-response curves
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might pro4ide as much or more insight into the problem of sound?ob@ect

dissonance assessment and its psychological contributors than direct statistical

computations on the reported data.
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Poly. (Diff)

Poly. (Intell)

Poly. (Diss)

!"#$%&'()*+ Cubic?spline interpolation of data from Figure 6?1.

Epon eFamining Figure 6?2, one could argue that the intelligibility cur4e

most closely models the dissonance?rating cur4e. Hnce again, comparing these

essentially unit?less cur4es in a meaningful manner is dif!cultI howe4er, we can

eFamine the global trend of each cur4e to sub@ecti4ely point to relati4e

similaritiesKcorrespondences.

Figure 6?L reports responses to the neFt sequence of sound?ob@ect pairs,

labeled N–16. The raw data reported here correspond to the questions “Which

sound is more threatening?” (“Threat”) and “Which sound is more annoying?”.
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Figure 6–3. -ub0ect ratings of sound pairs >?@).

Bigure )CD shows a cubicCspline interpolation of the data in Bigure )C,,

indicating a relatively strong general trend, particularly if the K%hreatL score for

sound ob0ect @,M is omitted.
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>igure )1B illustrates su.Ce0t ratings o; soun< o.Ce0ts DEF*,G in HIi0I

relativelK little 0orres3on<en0e among 0urves 0an .e o.serve<A %Ie legen< re;ers

to raH ratings ;or tIe Luestions MNIi0I soun< is more easilK re0ogniOa.lePQ

(M'e0ogQSG MNIi0I soun< is more 3re<i0ta.lePQ (M$re<i0tQSG an< MNIi0I soun< is

more 0onsistentPQ (M!onstntQSA
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Figure (–(. !,-ic0s23ine inter2o3ation of data from =i>,re )0?@

AeBtC =i>,re )0D i33,strates s,-Eect res2onses for the !na3 >ro,2 of so,nd

o-EectsC 2airs *?GH*@ %he 3e>end refers to the I,estions JKhich so,nd is more

2itchedLM NJ$itchedMOC JKhich so,nd is smootherLM NJPmootherMOC and JKhich

so,nd is more re>,3arLM NJ'e>,3arMO@
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Figure (–7. P,-Eect ratin>s of so,nd 2airs *?GH*@

=i>,re )0+ shoQs the data of =i>,re )0D Qith oRer3aid c,-ic0s23ine

inter2o3ations@ %he c,rRes shoQ a someQhat s,r2risin> 3acS of corres2ondenceC

eBce2t in the midd3e re>ionC for Qhich the s3o2e of the dissonance c,rRe seems

Qe33 matched to the s3o2e of the J$itchedM and J'e>,3arM c,rRes@
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Figure 6–8. !u.ic1spline interpolation of data from >i?ure )1,@

,-.ecti1e 2ata

An the second phase of results1?atherin? and preliminary data analysisD the

?oal Eas to determine correspondences amon? o.FectiGely computed Galues for

the sound !le in each pair Fud?ed as Hmore dissonantI to su.FectiGe ratin?s of

sound1o.Fect dissonance@ # simple function called e"tractFeatures Eas

Eritten in M#TK#L to compute and return Galues of the peaM sample GalueD

root1mean1sNuare O'MPQ sample leGelD spectral centroidD spectral rolloffD

harmonicityD Rero1crossin? rateD temporal centroid in HRD and temporal centroid

as a percenta?e of the sound1o.Fect duration@ The results are shoEn in Ta.le )1+@
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!"#$%&'()* ,eature evaluation of sounds judged as the =most dissonant?

from each pair.
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H-./0/12 3 41-56/7 3189/9 :4-; /<378;3=8-; -> =?/ @3=3 8; T356/ )AB2

;37/6C2 =?3= =?/ >/3=:1/ 036:/9 ?30/ @8>>/1/;= :;8=92 /6878;3=8;D =?/ 036:/ ->

@81/E= ;:7/18E36 E-743189-;F T?:92 =?/ @899-;3;E/ 13=8;D9 3;@ >/3=:1/ 036:/9

./1/ ;-17368G/@ =- :;8=C2 >3E868=3=8;D =?/ E-743189-; -> >/3=:1/9 .8=? :;68H/

:;8=9F T?/ 1/9:6=9 -> =?89 ;-17368G3=8-; 31/ 9?-.; 8; T356/ )A+F

I8;366C2 =- 41/431/ =?/ @3=3 >-1 =?/ E:10/AE-743189-; =/E?;8J:/ 41/08-:96C

:9/@ >-1 =?/ 9:5K/E=80/ 4-1=8-; -> =?/ @3=32 =?/ @3=3 ./1/ 9-1=/@ 3EE-1@8;D =-

8;E1/398;D @899-;3;E/ 13=8;D -> /3E? 9-:;@ -5K/E=F T?/ 1/9:6=9 -> =?89

;-17368G3=8-; 3;@ 9-1=8;D -4/13=8-; 31/ 9?-.; 8; T356/ )A,F
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!"#$%&'()* -eature evaluation of sounds ;udged as the >most dissonant@

from each pair. Dissonance ratings and computed features are

here normaliEed to a maximum of unity to facilitate

comparison across units.
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!igure ()* ,-o/, a 12ot o4 nor7a2i9ed di,,onan<e ,<ore, and nor7a2i9ed

1ea= ,a712e >a2ue 4or t-e ,ound @udAed a, 7o,t di,,onant 4ro7 ea<- 1air in t-e

entire data ,et.  T-e data are 1re,ented ,orted a<<ordinA to in<rea,inA di,,onan<e

ratinA. A2,o ,-o/n in t-e !Aure are <uCi<D,12ine inter1o2ation, o4 t-e data. Eor

<2aritFG not a22 ,oundDoC@e<t 2aCe2, are ,-o/n on t-e ! aHi,G Cut on2F e>erF ot-er

one. T-e <o712ete data ,et i, ,-o/n in t-e 1re>iou, t/o taC2e,.)
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!igure ()*. Jor7a2i9ed di,,onan<e ,<ore and nor7a2i9ed 1ea= ,a712e

>a2ue 4or t-e ,ound oC@e<t rated a, 7o,t di,,onant 4ro7 ea<-

1airG ,orted CF in<rea,inA di,,onan<e ratinA.
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!igure ()1+. Normalized dissonance score and normalized root-mean-

square (RMS) sample value for the sound object rated as most

dissonant from each pair, sorted by increasing dissonance

rating.
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!"#$%&'()*+, -ormali4ed dissonance score and normali4ed temporal

centroid for the sound ob@ect rated as most dissonant from each

pair, sorted by increasing dissonance rating.
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!"#$%&'()*(, -ormali4ed dissonance score and normali4ed temporal

centroid Eas a percentage of the soundFob@ect durationG for the

sound ob@ect rated as most dissonant from each pair, sorted by

increasing dissonance rating.

-ow that results and preliminary observations on the collected sub@ective

data and computed ob@ective data have been presented, the neJt section presents

analysis of the test results.
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6.# Analysis and -iscussion

#,(-.//(01(21345,6786129(6:1(71,;/6,(<876.8//=(>4573(6:1(8,,176.45,(4?

!:8<617(@A("4-1B179(6:1=(8/,4(?8./(64(<74B.21(,;<<476(?47(,1B178/(4?(6:1

8,,176.45,9(8,(-1(-.//(,11A

#58/=,.,(4?(6:1(61,6(2868(-8,(2.B.212(.564(6-4(<876,C(DEF(858/=,.,(4?(6:1

,;0G1>6.B1(2868(D/.,61517(786.5H,F(?743(6:1(/.,615.5H(61,69(852(D*F(858/=,.,(4?(6:1

>43<;612(?186;71(2868(45(6:1(,4;52(40G1>6,(;,12(.5(6:1(/.,615.5H(61,6A(#58/=,.,(4?

18>:(6=<1(4?(2868(.,(54-(<71,15612(.5(6:1(?4//4-.5H(,1>6.45,A

1ub3ective -ata

I;0G1>6.B1(1B8/;86.45(4?(6:1(>;0.>J,</.51(>;7B1,(<71,15612(804B1(71B18/,(:.56,

4?(>4771,<45215>1,(8345H(/.,61517(786.5H,(64(6:1.7(786.5H(4?(2.,,4585>1(/1B1/,(4?

6:1(,4;52(40G1>6,A(#,(8(3185,(4?(K;856.?=.5H(6:1,1(71/86.45,:.<,(?;76:179(6:1

>4771/86.45(>41?>.156(D.A1A9($187,45(3431569(47(r(B8/;1F(-8,(>43<;612(016-115

54738/.L12(78-(2.,,4585>1(786.5H,(852(54738/.L12(71,<45,1,(64(18>:(4?(6:1

/.,615.5HJ61,6(K;1,6.45,A(%:1(71,;/6,(4?(6:1,1(>8/>;/86.45,(871(,:4-5(.5(Table 6810A

Correlation

Frust-Diss 0.5630

Diff-Diss –0.3522

Intell-Diss 0.4881

Threat-Diss 0.4368

Annoy-Diss 0.6047

Recog-Diss –0.6697

Predict-Diss –0.4084
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Constnt&Diss ).+,--

Pitched&Diss 3).4,)4

Smoother&Diss 3).4+,8

9egular&Diss ).++>+

!a#le '()*. Correlation coef!cients for the normali9ed listening-test

results.

?ote that frustration-dissonance, intelligibility-dissonance, threat-dissonance,

annoyance-dissonance, consistent-dissonance, and regular-dissonance eChibit

positive correlation coef!cients, indicating some degree of relationship. In

particular, frustration and annoyance correlate strongly (!"H 0.I), as does

perception of threat (! K 0.436M)  to dissonance rating, as proposed in Chapter I,

supporting assertion N2. Suprisingly, the positive correlation among

intelligibility, consistency, and regularity per se to dissonance contradict

somewhat assertion N3R however, the correlation coef!cients involving

consistency and regularity were at least small (! S 0.3).

On the other hand, negative correlation coef!cients are displayed by dif!cult-

dissonance, recogni9able-dissonance, predictable-dissonance, pitched-

dissonance, and smoother-dissonance. The strong negative correlation (!"S –0.I)

of recogni9able-dissonance supports several of the assertions of Chapter I, as

does the negative correlation coef!cients of predictable-dissonance, pitched-

dissonance, and smoother-dissonance, supporting assertion N3. The results for

dif!cult-dissonance, however, are somewhat surprising, indicating that subjects

tended to rate sounds that were more dif!cult to understand as less dissonant.
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!bjective *ata

-ext, features computed for each sound ob?ect were compared, and the

corresponding correlation coef!cient between each feature and the normaliDed

dissonance rating was computed. The results are presented as a correlation

matrix in Table 6-11.

Table 6-11. Correlation matrix of ob?ective data.

Gith the exception of normaliDed peak sample value, all other computed

features correlate positively to normaliDed dissonance rating, albeit most of them

weakly. The strongest correlation to dissonance involves spectral centroid (r K

+.2819O), spectral rolloff (r K +.2446+), harmonicity (r # +.3+994), and DeroR

crossing rate (r K +.2+S18). Tt can be argued that the positive correlations

involving spectral centroid, spectral rolloff, and DeroRcrossing rate support the

spirit of assertions U1–3, inasmuch that we assume that bright, broadband, and

noisy sounds would tend to be lessRliked (and therefore potentially evoke a

negativeRvalence emotion andWor indicate low levels of predictability and

regularity owing to its noisiness).

Ghile analysis of both sub?ective and ob?ective data generally supports at

least portions of the theory proposed in Chapter O, several contradictions exist.
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-or e1ample, 7h9 do sounds that e1hi@it Areater harmonicit9 tend to @e

classi!ed as more dissonant @9 listenersC  #lso, 7h9 does 'ME sample level not

correlate stronAl9 either positivel9 or neAativel9 to rated dissonanceC The onl9

e1planation is that speci!c com@inations oG these and Huite liIel9 other su@Jective

and o@Jective Geatures oG each sound o@Jects must com@ine someho7 to

encouraAe listeners to consider the musical dissonance oG sound o@Jects. -or

e1ample, a sound o@Ject 7ith a hiAh 'ME sample level ma9 lead to a lo7

dissonance ratinA, provided the harmonicit9 level is hiAh LMTurn it up to elevenN

the louder, the @etterOPQ, 7hile a hiAh 'ME sample level ma9 lead to a hiAh

dissonance ratinA 7hen the harmonicit9 value is lo7 LMTurn oGG that loud

racIetOPQ.

!luster )nal,sis and /isuali0ation of 34jective 8ata

To e1plore this, the multidimensional data must @e reduced or clustered in

some 7a9 to attempt to provide an insiAht. Man9 such alAorithms are Ino7nN Gor

suita@ilit9 to this speci!c tasI, the IRmeans clusterinA alAorithm LMacSueen

TU)VQ 7as chosen to Aroup the data set into meaninAGul clusters. This alAorithm is

a classic unsupervised learninA alAorithm that assumes data e1hi@it the potential

to @e meaninAGull9 AroupedWor clusteredWin some 7a9.  The num@er oG Aroups

! to !nd is Aiven as an input to the alAorithm, and unGortunatel9, no Aeneral

method oG computinA the optimum !"Gor a Aiven data set is availa@le. The

alAorithm 7orIs @9 !ndinA clusters throuAh iterativel9 minimiXinA the meanR

sHuared error #"@et7een data points and each proposed cluster center. The error #

is Aiven @9
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! ! xn !" j

2

n

"
j!1

k

"

where !
n
 represents the !th point of data vector ", ! !  is the geometric centroid of

the data points in the entire data collection, and # represents the number of

clusters to be found.

To group the subjective and objective data, clustering of siCes

! ! !"#"$"%"&"'! "was attempted. The results of the kEmeans clustering are shown

in Table '(12 (#$G 2), Table '(13 (#$G *), Table '(1, (#$G J), Table '(1- (#$G 5),

Table '(1' (#$G 6), and Table '(1. (#$G L).
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:;?@BD :;DAC< :;:A@? B;:::: :;>>AA :;C@=A B;:::: :;<B:: :;A::C B

:;D=>D :;D>?> :;B=C= :;=<DD :;DC>A :;>AD@ :;:DB? :;:>>< :;?ABA B

:;@BD? B;:::: B;:::: :;=<BC :;@=?< :;:>:@ :;:D=@ :;<:<C :;?@BD B

:;A@C< :;:::: :;:?BB :;BCC@ :;<D=< :;CAD> :;B=DC :;@>>? :;?DC? B

:;>?@< :;A==A :;:D:< :;?B:B :;@C@@ :;B=DC :;=:A< :;=A?B :;D<C@ B

:;C<=B :;A:DA :;BACA :;==BA :;?D>B :;<D<B :;<C>C :;@B?? :;?D>? B

:;C<=B B;:::: :;BDC= :;?>:C :;@=D@ :;A=D= :;DB<@ :;<?:< :;?ACD B

:;C<=B :;@?C@ :;B:C@ :;<CB@ :;?D<C B;:::: :;=?DD :;B<@= :;?=C: B

B;:::: :;CCCC :;:?AA :;D>@@ :;A::> :;???B :;<:@D :;DA=D B;:::: B

:;:::: :;=@<D :;:BAA :;=B:@ :;D=:C :;:::: :;B:>@ :;:::: :;:<C= <

:;:::: :;D?BD :;:BAB :;:@=> :;B:@C :;B==> :;:<A: :;D>>? :;D=D= <

:;:::: :;@CBB :;:C:: :;BB>? :;B<>= :;:C=< :;:?CC :;:@@> :;<?=< <

:;:::: :;C=CC :;B>:@ :;:::: :;:::: :;=D@> :;:::: :;@D>> :;?>@D <

:;:A@C :;?>BC :;:@<< :;B:CA :;B<@: :;B><> :;B::C :;?C>: :;?=>@ <

:;:A@C :;C=CC :;:?DB :;:DBC :;:ACA :;B<?@ :;:??? :;B@@= :;<BA: <

:;BD=> :;C=C> :;B<B? :;BD>> :;=D:D :;:==D :;:@>: :;@<AD :;=A?@ <

:;BD=> :;:=<> :;::=< :;B:CD :;B><: :;:=:= :;:@CA :;:BC> :;:::: <

:;<=:> :;BBBD :;:?@: :;B@>@ :;<CA@ :;::<D :;B<<> :;<=@@ :;?DC< <

:;=:AA :;><>D :;:A>C :;:A@C :;BB:> :;<AC? :;:DA> :;?B:B :;?=:A <

:;=:AA :;@CDB :;B:@? :;:AD< :;BA>A :;::>> :;:<>B :;D?@< :;?B>< <

:;=>?@ :;A>=> :;:DDB :;BC?D :;=>>B :;:<>: :;:A@C B;:::: :;DA@> <

:;?@BD :;:B:< :;:::: :;B@DD :;B>AC :;B>>D :;BB:@ :;<=:> :;:>B= <

:;D=>D :;BCDA :;:=<A :;B>=A :;=<>@ :;:?@C :;B=:C :;DAA> :;DB<= <

:;@BD? :;B?=? :;:?@: :;BA:? :;<CD> :;::=: :;B<A: :;?@@< :;?@BA <

:;A@C< :;C=@= :;:=A? :;BB?A :;B><B :;:DD= :;:??> :;<@=B :;<==D <

:;A@C< :;:D@< :;:>DD :;:D>> :;B:AB :;=>?B :;::CA :;?CCA :;BA:A <

:;>?@< :;?<B: :;B:<B :;:??A :;:ABA :;=@BC :;:<<D :;>CBB :;?=>< <

:;>?@< :;C=CC :;:=>C :;:DD? :;BB:C :;:D:C :;:=?C :;@=?: :;?:== <

:;C<=B :;BD=< :;::?B :;<@AD :;?:D< :;B?D> :;B<>? :;=?=< :;<C?@ <

:;C<=B :;:<DC :;:BD= :;B:<@ :;B=>A :;B>A< :;:C=? :;?::D :;=ADC <

:;C<=B :;<:?C :;::<< :;<>AA :;?BAA :;<:?D :;BBDD :;<:=B :;:@=< <

!able '()*. -./0123 456370892: ;< ;=>0479?0 @171A !"B CD
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Diss $ea' (M* *pec-entroid *pec(olloff 5armonicity 8ero-ross(ate 9emp-entroid 9emp-entroid: -luster

!"!!!! !"#$%& !"!'(( !"#'!$ !"&#!) !"!!!! !"'!*$ !"!!!! !"!%)# '

!"'&#* !"!#%* !"!!#% !"'!)& !"'*%! !"!#!# !"!$)( !"!')* !"!!!! '

!"%#!* !"'''& !"!+$! !"'$*$ !"%)($ !"!!%& !"'%%* !"%#$$ !"+&)% '

!"+$'& !"!'!% !"!!!! !"'$&& !"'*() !"'**& !"''!$ !"%#!* !"!*'# '

!"&#*& !"')&( !"!#%( !"'*#( !"#%*$ !"!+$) !"'#!) !"&((* !"&'%# '

!"$'&+ !"'+#+ !"!+$! !"'(!+ !"%)&* !"!!#! !"'%(! !"+$$% !"+$'( '

!"($)% !"!!!! !"!+'' !"'))$ !"%&#% !")(&* !"'#&) !"$**+ !"+&)+ '

!"($)% !"!&$% !"!*&& !"!&** !"'!(' !"#*+' !"!!)( !"+))( !"'(!( '

!")%#' !"'&#% !"!!+' !"%$(& !"+!&% !"'+&* !"'%*+ !"#+#% !"%)+$ '

!")%#' !"!%&) !"!'&# !"'!%$ !"'#*( !"'*(% !"!)#+ !"+!!& !"#(&) '

!")%#' !"%!+) !"!!%% !"%*(( !"+'(( !"%!+& !"''&& !"%!#' !"!$#% '

!"!!!! !"&+'& !"!'(' !"!$#* !"'!$) !"'##* !"!%(! !"&**+ !"&#&# %

!"!!!! !"$)'' !"!)!! !"''*+ !"'%*# !"!)#% !"!+)) !"!$$* !"%+#% %

!"!!!! !")#)) !"'*!$ !"!!!! !"!!!! !"#&$* !"!!!! !"$&** !"+*$& %

!"!($) !"+*') !"!$%% !"'!)( !"'%$! !"'*%* !"'!!) !"+)*! !"+#*$ %

!"!($) !")#)) !"!+&' !"!&') !"!()( !"'%+$ !"!+++ !"'$$# !"%'(! %

!"'&#* !")#)* !"'%'+ !"'&** !"#&!& !"!##& !"!$*! !"$%(& !"#(+$ %

!"#!(( !"*%*& !"!(*) !"!($) !"''!* !"%()+ !"!&(* !"+'!' !"+#!( %

!"#!(( !"$)&' !"'!$+ !"!(&% !"'(*( !"!!** !"!%*' !"&+$% !"+'*% %

!"#*+$ !"(*#* !"!&&' !"')+& !"#**' !"!%*! !"!($) '"!!!! !"&($* %

!"($)% !")#$# !"!#(+ !"''+( !"'*%' !"!&&# !"!++* !"%$#' !"%##& %

!"*+$% !"+%'! !"'!%' !"!++( !"!('( !"#$') !"!%%& !"*)'' !"+#*% %

!"*+$% !")#)) !"!#*) !"!&&+ !"''!) !"!&!) !"!#+) !"$#+! !"+!## %

!"%#!* !"+#$# !"!#(# !"+'() '"!!!! !"$!+% !"+%#! !"$++* !"$)%+ #

!"+$'& !"&()% !"!($+ '"!!!! !"**(( !")$#( '"!!!! !"%'!! !"(!!) #

!"&#*& !"&*+* !"'#)# !"#%&& !"&)*( !"*(&$ !"!&'+ !"!**% !"+('( #

!"$'&+ '"!!!! '"!!!! !"#%') !"$#+% !"!*!$ !"!&#$ !"%!%) !"+$'& #

!"*+$% !"(##( !"!&!% !"+'!' !"$)$$ !"'#&) !"#!(% !"#(+' !"&%)$ #

!")%#' !"(!&( !"'()( !"##'( !"+&*' !"%&%' !"%)*) !"$'++ !"+&*+ #

!")%#' '"!!!! !"'&)# !"+*!) !"$#&$ !"(#&# !"&'%$ !"%+!% !"+()& #

!")%#' !"$+)$ !"'!)$ !"%)'$ !"+&%) '"!!!! !"#+&& !"'%$# !"+#)! #

'"!!!! !")))) !"!+(( !"&*$$ !"(!!* !"+++' !"%!$& !"&(#& '"!!!! #

Table '-1*. --means clustering of objective data, ! B 3.
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!"## $%&' ()* *+%,-%./01"2 *+%,(133144 5&061.","/7 8%01-01##(&/% 9%6+-%./01"2 TempCentroid, -3:#/%0

!"!!!! !"#$%& !"!'(( !"#'!$ !"&#!) !"!!!! !"'!*$ !"!!!! !"!%)# '

!"'&#* !"!#%* !"!!#% !"'!)& !"'*%! !"!#!# !"!$)( !"!')* !"!!!! '

!"%#!* !"'''& !"!+$! !"'$*$ !"%)($ !"!!%& !"'%%* !"%#$$ !"+&)% '

!"+$'& !"!'!% !"!!!! !"'$&& !"'*() !"'**& !"''!$ !"%#!* !"!*'# '

!"&#*& !"')&( !"!#%( !"'*#( !"#%*$ !"!+$) !"'#!) !"&((* !"&'%# %

!"$'&+ !"'+#+ !"!+$! !"'(!+ !"%)&* !"!!#! !"'%(! !"+$$% !"+$'( %

!"($)% !"!!!! !"!+'' !"'))$ !"%&#% !")(&* !"'#&) !"$**+ !"+&)+ %

!"($)% !"!&$% !"!*&& !"!&** !"'!(' !"#*+' !"!!)( !"+))( !"'(!( %

!"*+$% !"+%'! !"'!%' !"!++( !"!('( !"#$') !"!%%& !"*)'' !"+#*% %

!")%#' !"'&#% !"!!+' !"%$(& !"+!&% !"'+&* !"'%*+ !"#+#% !"%)+$ %

!")%#' !"!%&) !"!'&# !"'!%$ !"'#*( !"'*(% !"!)#+ !"+!!& !"#(&) %

!")%#' !"%!+) !"!!%% !"%*(( !"+'(( !"%!+& !"''&& !"%!#' !"!$#% %

!"%#!* !"+#$# !"!#(# !"+'() '"!!!! !"$!+% !"+%#! !"$++* !"$)%+ #

!"+$'& !"&()% !"!($+ '"!!!! !"**(( !")$#( '"!!!! !"%'!! !"(!!) #

!"&#*& !"&*+* !"'#)# !"#%&& !"&)*( !"*(&$ !"!&'+ !"!**% !"+('( #

!"$'&+ '"!!!! '"!!!! !"#%') !"$#+% !"!*!$ !"!&#$ !"%!%) !"+$'& #

!"*+$% !"(##( !"!&!% !"+'!' !"$)$$ !"'#&) !"#!(% !"#(+' !"&%)$ #

!")%#' !"(!&( !"'()( !"##'( !"+&*' !"%&%' !"%)*) !"$'++ !"+&*+ #

!")%#' '"!!!! !"'&)# !"+*!) !"$#&$ !"(#&# !"&'%$ !"%+!% !"+()& #

!")%#' !"$+)$ !"'!)$ !"%)'$ !"+&%) '"!!!! !"#+&& !"'%$# !"+#)! #

'"!!!! !")))) !"!+(( !"&*$$ !"(!!* !"+++' !"%!$& !"&(#& '"!!!! #

!"!!!! !"&+'& !"!'(' !"!$#* !"'!$) !"'##* !"!%(! !"&**+ !"&#&# +

!"!!!! !"$)'' !"!)!! !"''*+ !"'%*# !"!)#% !"!+)) !"!$$* !"%+#% +

!"!!!! !")#)) !"'*!$ !"!!!! !"!!!! !"#&$* !"!!!! !"$&** !"+*$& +

!"!($) !"+*') !"!$%% !"'!)( !"'%$! !"'*%* !"'!!) !"+)*! !"+#*$ +

!"!($) !")#)) !"!+&' !"!&') !"!()( !"'%+$ !"!+++ !"'$$# !"%'(! +

!"'&#* !")#)* !"'%'+ !"'&** !"#&!& !"!##& !"!$*! !"$%(& !"#(+$ +

!"#!(( !"*%*& !"!(*) !"!($) !"''!* !"%()+ !"!&(* !"+'!' !"+#!( +

!"#!(( !"$)&' !"'!$+ !"!(&% !"'(*( !"!!** !"!%*' !"&+$% !"+'*% +

!"#*+$ !"(*#* !"!&&' !"')+& !"#**' !"!%*! !"!($) '"!!!! !"&($* +

!"($)% !")#$# !"!#(+ !"''+( !"'*%' !"!&&# !"!++* !"%$#' !"%##& +

!"*+$% !")#)) !"!#*) !"!&&+ !"''!) !"!&!) !"!#+) !"$#+! !"+!## +

Ta#le '()4. ,-./012(34526/7819(:;(:<=/368>/(?060@(!(A(BC
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Diss $eak (M* *pec-en/roid *pec(olloff 5armonici/y 8ero-ross(a/e Temp-en/roid Temp-en/roid: -lus/er

<=<<<< <=>?@A <=<BCC <=>B<? <=A><D <=<<<< <=B<E? <=<<<< <=<@D> B

<=BA>E <=<>@E <=<<>@ <=B<DA <=BE@< <=<><> <=<?DC <=<BDE <=<<<< B

<=@><E <=BBBA <=<F?< <=B?E? <=@DC? <=<<@A <=B@@E <=@>?? <=FAD@ B

<=F?BA <=<B<@ <=<<<< <=B?AA <=BECD <=BEEA <=BB<? <=@><E <=<EB> B

<=?BAF <=BF>F <=<F?< <=BC<F <=@DAE <=<<>< <=B@C< <=F??@ <=F?BC B

<=C?D@ <=<A?@ <=<EAA <=<AEE <=B<CB <=>EFB <=<<DC <=FDDC <=BC<C B

<=D@>B <=BA>@ <=<<FB <=@?CA <=F<A@ <=BFAE <=B@EF <=>F>@ <=@DF? B

<=D@>B <=<@AD <=<BA> <=B<@? <=B>EC <=BEC@ <=<D>F <=F<<A <=>CAD B

<=D@>B <=@<FD <=<<@@ <=@ECC <=FBCC <=@<FA <=BBAA <=@<>B <=<?>@ B

<=<<<< <=AFBA <=<BCB <=<?>E <=B<?D <=B>>E <=<@C< <=AEEF <=A>A> @

<=<C?D <=FEBD <=<?@@ <=B<DC <=B@?< <=BE@E <=B<<D <=FDE< <=F>E? @

<=><CC <=?DAB <=B<?F <=<CA@ <=BCEC <=<<EE <=<@EB <=AF?@ <=FBE@ @

<=>EF? <=CE>E <=<AAB <=BDFA <=>EEB <=<@E< <=<C?D B=<<<< <=AC?E @

<=A>EA <=BDAC <=<>@C <=BE>C <=>@E? <=<F?D <=B><D <=ACCE <=AB@> @

<=EF?@ <=F@B< <=B<@B <=<FFC <=<CBC <=>?BD <=<@@A <=EDBB <=F>E@ @

<=<<<< <=?DBB <=<D<< <=BBEF <=B@E> <=<D>@ <=<FDD <=<??E <=@F>@ >

<=<C?D <=D>DD <=<FAB <=<ABD <=<CDC <=B@F? <=<FFF <=B??> <=@BC< >

<=?BAF B=<<<< B=<<<< <=>@BD <=?>F@ <=<E<? <=<A>? <=@<@D <=F?BA >

<=C?D@ <=D>?> <=<>CF <=BBFC <=BE@B <=<AA> <=<FFE <=@?>B <=@>>A >

<=<<<< <=D>DD <=BE<? <=<<<< <=<<<< <=>A?E <=<<<< <=?AEE <=FE?A F

<=BA>E <=D>DE <=B@BF <=BAEE <=>A<A <=<>>A <=<?E< <=?@CA <=>CF? F

<=><CC <=E@EA <=<CED <=<C?D <=BB<E <=@CDF <=<ACE <=FB<B <=F><C F

<=EF?@ <=D>DD <=<>ED <=<AAF <=BB<D <=<A<D <=<>FD <=?>F< <=F<>> F

<=@><E <=F>?> <=<>C> <=FBCD B=<<<< <=?<F@ <=F@>< <=?FFE <=?D@F A

<=F?BA <=ACD@ <=<C?F B=<<<< <=EECC <=D?>C B=<<<< <=@B<< <=C<<D A

<=A>EA <=AEFE <=B>D> <=>@AA <=ADEC <=ECA? <=<ABF <=<EE@ <=FCBC A

<=C?D@ <=<<<< <=<FBB <=BDD? <=@A>@ <=DCAE <=B>AD <=?EEF <=FADF A

<=EF?@ <=C>>C <=<A<@ <=FB<B <=?D?? <=B>AD <=><C@ <=>CFB <=A@D? A

<=D@>B <=C<AC <=BCDC <=>>BC <=FAEB <=@A@B <=@DED <=?BFF <=FAEF A

<=D@>B B=<<<< <=BAD> <=FE<D <=?>A? <=C>A> <=AB@? <=@F<@ <=FCDA A

<=D@>B <=?FD? <=B<D? <=@DB? <=FA@D B=<<<< <=>FAA <=B@?> <=F>D< A

B=<<<< <=DDDD <=<FCC <=AE?? <=C<<E <=FFFB <=@<?A <=AC>A B=<<<< A

!"#$%&'()*+& K./0ans(456s7089n:(o<(o=>0479?0(@a7aA(k(B(CD
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!iss $eak ()* *pec-entroid *pec(olloff 5armonicity 8ero-ross(ate Temp-entroid Temp-entroid:-luster

<.>?@A <.<@BA <.<<@B <.><C? <.>AB< <.<@<@ <.<DCE <.<>CA <.<<<< >

<.B@<A <.>>>? <.<FD< <.>DAD <.BCED <.<<B? <.>BBA <.B@DD <.F?CB >

<.FD>? <.<><B <.<<<< <.>D?? <.>AEC <.>AA? <.>><D <.B@<A <.<A>@ >

<.?@A? <.>C?E <.<@BE <.>A@E <.@BAD <.<FDC <.>@<C <.?EEA <.?>B@ >

<.D>?F <.>F@F <.<FD< <.>E<F <.BC?A <.<<@< <.>BE< <.FDDB <.FD>E >

<.EDCB <.<?DB <.<A?? <.<?AA <.><E> <.@AF> <.<<CE <.FCCE <.>E<E >

<.CB@> <.>?@B <.<<F> <.BDE? <.F<?B <.>F?A <.>BAF <.@F@B <.BCFD >

<.CB@> <.<B?C <.<>?@ <.><BD <.>@AE <.>AEB <.<C@F <.F<<? <.@E?C >

<.CB@> <.B<FC <.<<BB <.BAEE <.F>EE <.B<F? <.>>?? <.B<@> <.<D@B >

<.<<<< <.?F>? <.<>E> <.<D@A <.><DC <.>@@A <.<BE< <.?AAF <.?@?@ B

<.<EDC <.FA>C <.<DBB <.><CE <.>BD< <.>ABA <.><<C <.FCA< <.F@AD B

<.@<EE <.DC?> <.><DF <.<E?B <.>EAE <.<<AA <.<BA> <.?FDB <.F>AB B

<.@AFD <.EA@A <.<??> <.>CF? <.@AA> <.<BA< <.<EDC >.<<<< <.?EDA B

<.AFDB <.FB>< <.><B> <.<FFE <.<E>E <.@D>C <.<BB? <.AC>> <.F@AB B

<.<<<< <.@DB? <.<>EE <.@><D <.?@<C <.<<<< <.><AD <.<<<< <.<BC@ @

<.<<<< <.DC>> <.<C<< <.>>AF <.>BA@ <.<C@B <.<FCC <.<DDA <.BF@B @

<.<EDC <.C@CC <.<F?> <.<?>C <.<ECE <.>BFD <.<FFF <.>DD@ <.B>E< @

<.<<<< <.C@CC <.>A<D <.<<<< <.<<<< <.@?DA <.<<<< <.D?AA <.FAD? F

<.>?@A <.C@CA <.>B>F <.>?AA <.@?<? <.<@@? <.<DA< <.DBE? <.@EFD F

<.@<EE <.ABA? <.<EAC <.<EDC <.>><A <.BECF <.<?EA <.F><> <.F@<E F

<.B@<A <.F@D@ <.<@E@ <.F>EC >.<<<< <.D<FB <.FB@< <.DFFA <.DCBF ?

<.FD>? <.?ECB <.<EDF >.<<<< <.AAEE <.CD@E >.<<<< <.B><< <.E<<C ?

<.?@A? <.?AFA <.>@C@ <.@B?? <.?CAE <.AE?D <.<?>F <.<AAB <.FE>E ?

<.EDCB <.<<<< <.<F>> <.>CCD <.B?@B <.CE?A <.>@?C <.DAAF <.F?CF ?

<.CB@> <.DFCD <.><CD <.BC>D <.F?BC >.<<<< <.@F?? <.>BD@ <.F@C< ?

<.D>?F >.<<<< >.<<<< <.@B>C <.D@FB <.<A<D <.<?@D <.B<BC <.FD>? D

<.EDCB <.C@D@ <.<@EF <.>>FE <.>AB> <.<??@ <.<FFA <.BD@> <.B@@? D

<.AFDB <.E@@E <.<?<B <.F><> <.DCDD <.>@?C <.@<EB <.@EF> <.?BCD D

<.AFDB <.C@CC <.<@AC <.<??F <.>><C <.<?<C <.<@FC <.D@F< <.F<@@ D

<.CB@> <.E<?E <.>ECE <.@@>E <.F?A> <.B?B> <.BCAC <.D>FF <.F?AF D

<.CB@> >.<<<< <.>?C@ <.FA<C <.D@?D <.E@?@ <.?>BD <.BF<B <.FEC? D

>.<<<< <.CCCC <.<FEE <.?ADD <.E<<A <.FFF> <.B<D? <.?E@? >.<<<< D

Table 6-16. -./0123(456370892:(;<(;=>0479?0(@171A(!(B()C
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Diss Peak RMS SpecCentroid SpecRolloff Harmonicity 8eroCrossRate TempCentroid TempCentroid:Cluster

0.0000 0.362A 0.0177 0.3106 0.A309 0.0000 0.1086 0.0000 0.0293 1

0.1A38 0.0328 0.0032 0.109A 0.1820 0.0303 0.0697 0.0198 0.0000 1

0.2308 0.111A 0.0F60 0.1686 0.2976 0.002A 0.1228 0.2366 0.FA92 1

0.F61A 0.0102 0.0000 0.16AA 0.1879 0.188A 0.1106 0.2308 0.0813 1

0.0000 0.AF1A 0.0171 0.0638 0.1069 0.1338 0.0270 0.A88F 0.A3A3 2

0.0769 0.F819 0.0622 0.1097 0.1260 0.1828 0.1009 0.F980 0.F386 2

0.3077 0.69A1 0.106F 0.07A2 0.1787 0.0088 0.0281 0.AF62 0.F182 2

0.0000 0.6911 0.0900 0.118F 0.1283 0.0932 0.0F99 0.0668 0.2F32 3

0.0769 0.9399 0.0FA1 0.0A19 0.0797 0.12F6 0.0FFF 0.1663 0.2170 3

0.0000 0.9399 0.1806 0.0000 0.0000 0.3A68 0.0000 0.6A88 0.F86A F

0.1A38 0.9398 0.121F 0.1A88 0.3A0A 0.033A 0.0680 0.627A 0.37F6 F

0.38F6 0.7838 0.0AA1 0.19FA 0.3881 0.0280 0.0769 1.0000 0.A768 F

0.A38A 0.19A7 0.0327 0.1837 0.3286 0.0F69 0.1309 0.A778 0.A123 A

0.61AF 0.1F3F 0.0F60 0.170F 0.29A8 0.0030 0.1270 0.F662 0.F617 A

0.7692 0.0000 0.0F11 0.1996 0.2A32 0.97A8 0.13A9 0.688F 0.FA9F A

0.7692 0.0A62 0.08AA 0.0A88 0.1071 0.38F1 0.0097 0.F997 0.1707 A

0.8F62 0.F210 0.1021 0.0FF7 0.0717 0.3619 0.022A 0.8911 0.F382 A

0.9231 0.1A32 0.00F1 0.267A 0.F0A2 0.1FA8 0.128F 0.3F32 0.29F6 A

0.9231 0.02A9 0.01A3 0.1026 0.1387 0.1872 0.093F 0.F00A 0.37A9 A

0.9231 0.20F9 0.0022 0.2877 0.F177 0.20FA 0.11AA 0.2031 0.0632 A

0.3077 0.828A 0.0789 0.0769 0.1108 0.279F 0.0A78 0.F101 0.F307 6

0.7692 0.9363 0.037F 0.11F7 0.1821 0.0AA3 0.0FF8 0.2631 0.233A 6

0.8F62 0.9399 0.0389 0.0AAF 0.1109 0.0A09 0.03F9 0.63F0 0.F033 6

0.2308 0.F363 0.0373 0.F179 1.0000 0.60F2 0.F230 0.6FF8 0.692F 7

0.F61A 0.A792 0.076F 1.0000 0.8877 0.9637 1.0000 0.2100 0.7009 7

0.A38A 0.A8F8 0.1393 0.32AA 0.A987 0.87A6 0.0A1F 0.0882 0.F717 7

0.61AF 1.0000 1.0000 0.3219 0.63F2 0.0806 0.0A36 0.2029 0.F61A 7

0.8F62 0.7337 0.0A02 0.F101 0.6966 0.13A9 0.3072 0.37F1 0.A296 7

0.9231 0.70A7 0.1797 0.3317 0.FA81 0.2A21 0.2989 0.61FF 0.FA8F 7

0.9231 1.0000 0.1A93 0.F809 0.63A6 0.73A3 0.A126 0.2F02 0.F79A 7

0.9231 0.6F96 0.1096 0.2916 0.FA29 1.0000 0.3FAA 0.1263 0.F390 7

1.0000 0.9999 0.0F77 0.A866 0.7008 0.FFF1 0.206A 0.A73A 1.0000 7

!"#$%&'()*+& K./eans(cl6ster9ng(of(o=>ect9ve(dataA(!(B(CD
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-e/t, the data sets were interactively visuali?ed in the @#A& machineC

learning and dataCmining environment (Gierswa et al. I,,)). Owing to the

relatively small number of test trials (*I) by dataCmining standards, as well as the

desire to minimi?e the difculty of achieving meaningful and easily readable

visuali?ations, the case of binary clustering (i.e., ! N I) was interactively e/plored

and probed for meaning. Purthermore, binary clustering was chosen to e/amine

the e/tent to which one cluster would represent the Qmore consonantR sound

obSects and the other the Qmore dissonantR sound obSects. -ote that in the binary

case, cluster T+ e/hibits a higher mean dissonance rating.

Pirst, the validity of the clustering was tested using a selfCorgani?ing map

(UOG; Kohonen +XYY, +XXZ), which attempts to map largeCdimensional data sets

into fewer dimensions (akin to the purpose of classical multidimensional

scaling), allowing for visuali?ation.  \imensionality reduction is achieved here

primarily by iteratively training a neural network on the input data to produce

graphical QislandsR and QshoresR onto which data points can be drawn. # ],C

pi/el by *,Cpi/el, twoCdimensional UOG of the binaryCclustered data is shown in

Pigure )^+Z.  "ere, I_ neuralCnetwork training rounds were used with an

adaptation radius of +_ pi/els.
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!"#$%&'()*+, ,-. for binary-clustered sound-ob?ect feature data. The dark

circles indicate cluster C1, and the white circles indicate cluster

C2.

Examination of Iigure 6–17 clearly indicates the success of the binary-

clustering operation previously performed. The !rst cluster of data points

(shown on the map as dark circles) tend to form around the outside boundary of

the map, and with only one exception, that cluster appears only on the “shore”,

or light-colored area of the map.  -n the other hand, the second cluster of data

points (shown on the map in white circles) tend to form directly in the

“ocean”—in the middle of the map.

Iurther support of the binary clustering is provided by examination of an

Andrews Curve (Andrews 1972) of the data set. In this visualiVation,

multidimensional data sets are mapped to Iourier coef!cients to produce

continuous curves. Data vectors of high correspondence will tend to be

displayed as synchroniVed curves, while vectors of low correspondence will
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!igure 6)*+. #ndre0s Cur3e of binary:clustered feature data>

 ?e@tA attemCts to discern the relati3e contributions of each feature to the

normaliEed dissonance ratinF and cluster FrouCinF 0ere made> Ge3eral
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Additional insights are gained upon examination of a >uartile-matrix

visualiAation of the binary-clustered normaliAed features. Such a visualiAation is

depicted in !igure ()*+.

!igure ()*+. Quartile-matrix visualiAation of !"#"$ clustered data. Cluster H1

is shaded dark-gray, and cluster H2 is shaded light-gray.

Lote that the >uartile-matrix visualiAation indicates the strongest groupings

along the dimensions of normaliAed dissonance rating (as we would expect),

peak sample value, spectral centroid and rolloff, harmonicity, Aero-crossing rate,
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and temporal centroid as a percentage of the sound=object duration.  The most

pronounced groupings were apparently related to spectral centroid and spectral

rolloff. Weak clustering was apparently evoked along the dimensions of RMS

sample level and temporal centroid.

Hurther evidence for these claims is supported by the visualization of Higure

6J21, a so=called Parallel Plot, which indicates that spectral centroid, spectral

rolloff, harmonicity, and zero=crossing rate provide potentially informative

criteria along which data can be clustered into two groups as to relative

dissonance.  A Histogram Color Matrix representation of the multidimensional

data set, shown in Higure 6=22, also supports the assertion that the data cluster

fairly well according to spectral rolloff, spectral centroid, and temporal centroid

as a percentage of sound=object duration. Clearly, other features such as peak

sample value and RMS sample value provide relatively little information

regarding partitioning and classication of the data set according to dissonance.
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-igure )34+. $arallel-plot visuali>ation of each binary cluster.
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Figure 6–22. Histogram color matrix of the nine computed features of sound

object.
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&ach of these visuali9ations of the multivariate data set provides a glimpse

into the perceptual and physical factors that contribute to listener perception of

soundBobCect dissonance!"!asually speaDing#"brightness (as denoted by spectral

centroid), brightnessHnoisiness (as denoted by spectral rolloff), and to a lesser

eItent harmonicity and 9eroBcrossing rate, seem to correspond most striDingly to

the classi!cation of a sound obCect as relatively dissonant by trained listeners. Kn

other Lords, brighter and noisier sounds tend to be classi!ed as more dissonant.

The results also contradict the claim of !hapter M that perceptually louder

sounds (as approIimately rated here by peaD and 'MO sample level) Lill be

rated as more dissonant. Kt can be eItrapolated that a favorable (PconsonantQ)

sound that is played louder Lill, up to a degree, be deemed as more consonant

than its Ruieter counterpart.

These conclusions are supported by analytical eIamination of numerical data

(e.g., via $ values and DBmeans clustering), as Lell as through a variety of

visuali9ation schemes aimed at understanding multivariate data sets.

Surthermore, these results support the maCority of assertions from !hapter M.

6.#! Future *or,

To continue this LorD on soundBobCect dissonance analysis and classi!cation,

several avenues of eIploration must be pursued. These can be divided into tLo

broad areasT (1) enhanced testing methodologies based on lessons learned from

this eIercise, and (U) the employ of more robust analysis techniRues of such tests.

Voth areas of improvement Lill lead to a better technicalWand more

importantly, musicalWunderstanding of Lhat is meant by soundBobCect
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corresponds to correct prediction of sound9o:;ect dissonance should :e explored.

An additionB C:estD weighting of features :efore clustering (i.e.B a preprocessing

stage) should :e explored. Ieveral machine9learning techniLues for such an

exploration currently exist and might prove useful for more ro:ust analysis.

NextB analysis of the testing results could :e improved :y employing additional

multidimensional data visualiOation algorithms.  Pne particular area of interest

to me is to explore !hernoff faces (!hernoff 19R*)B which display multiple

dimensions of data as features such as smileSfrown and eye:row height on a

synthetically generated representation of the human face. At would :e interesting

to explore such a visualiOation as a means of meaningfully representing the

multivariate data set gathered from the form of dissonance9rating listening test

proposed in this thesisB particularly in such a way that the resulting !hernoff

faces accurately model typical human facial response upon hearing sound

o:;ects.
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7 POSTLUDE: BRIEF REMARKS ON DISSONANCE AND

ELECTROACOUSTIC MUSIC

The results of the listening test presented in this thesis illustrate but a small

portion of the role that psychological and physical assessment of sound-object

features play in the broader realm of musical dissonance. The relatively recent

acceptance (and return to) in the Western “art music” tradition of non-notated

music—after a hiatus of over a millennium—in the form of improvisation, new

media, musical interactivity, and music intended for playback solely over

loudspeakers, necessitates new ways of considering musical dissonance and

consonance, of tension and release. Music that exists as instructions on a page to

a performer engenders a certain facility of analysis in this realm; for example, the

minor second in this measure will sound more dissonant on the piano than the

perfect fifth in the subsequent measure.  That is, notation provides a starting

point for discussion and analysis of musical architecture. Of course, much more

is at play in the analysis of musical tension and release in notated music, as the

isolated intervals present from moment to moment in a composition reflect but

one dimension of musical experience. But at least the notation provides a fertile

ground for discussion, and to some extent, understanding.
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Electroacoustic music currently knows no such analytical starting point, for

better or worse. We hear moments of harmonicity and inharmonicity, of

brightness and darkness, of density or sparseness, of spatial trajectories that are

fluid or disjunct—and we are left with but our ears and memories to interpret

and analyze the experience. That being said, electroacoustic music, as with all

music, is ultimately interesting and successful to the extent that it engages its

listeners in some meaningful way, apart from any analytical framework. With

remarkably few exceptions, fruitful analysis and dissection does not lead to a set

of rules that enable the successful building of new works; it seems only the

combination of intuition and creativity can do that.

But perhaps a subjective and objective analysis of sound objects, which form

the basis of the composition of much electroacoustic music, such as that

presented here will inform an enhanced understanding and acceptance of such

music. Clearly, sound-object dissonance will provide only a small part of such an

understanding, together with theories of gesture, texture, and space, but it may

serve as a stepping-stone in some small way.
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APPENDIX A: LISTENING TEST PROTOCOL
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Musical Dissonance Ratings of Sound Objects

by Trained Listeners

OFFICE USE ONLY Subject ID: 

Thank you for participating in this listening study.  Before we begin, please complete the
informational questionnaire below.

Today’s Date:
Month Day Year


University of Miami Major (if applicable)

Age:  Sex: M     F Years of Musical Training: 

Primary Musical Instrument: 

Please briefly describe any documented hearing problems:
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You will now hear a series of audio sound samples of approximately 10 sec duration each,
played one at a time.  There are 32 pairs of sounds in the entire study; these pairs of sounds
are not necessarily related in any way. The study takes approximately 60 minutes to
complete.

Several times during the study, I will announce a one-minute break in which a
randomly chosen musical passage is played to “clean” your ears.

The sounds will be presented as follows:

[Sound 1a] — [click + 2 sec silence] — [Sound 1b] — [click + 2 sec silence]
[Sound 1a] — [click + 2 sec silence] — [Sound 1b] — [triple-click + 15 sec silence]

[Sound 2a] — [click + 2 sec silence] — [Sound 2b] — [click + 2 sec silence]
[Sound 2a] — [click + 2 sec silence] — [Sound 2b] — [triple-click + 15 sec silence]

•
•
•

[Sound 32a] — [click + 2 sec silence] — [Sound 32b] — [click + 2 sec silence]
[Sound 32a] — [click + 2 sec silence] — [Sound 32b] —

For each pair of sounds, please quickly write a word in the spaces provided to describe your
response to each of the sounds in that pair. Please also circle your response to each
question.  There are no correct or incorrect answers.

You are free to define the questions on your own terms.  For example, you are free to
consider sounds as “consonant” or “dissonant” however you wish, provided you attempt to
be consistent.

Please make every attempt to separate the context in which you hear each sound
from your assessment of it.  In other words, please consider each sound on its own terms,
irrespective of neighboring sound pairs.

Example                                                                                                                                               

Sound 0a:___________________ Sound 0b: ___________________

Which sound is more frustrating to hear? Sound 0a Sound 0b
Which sound is more difficult to understand? Sound 0a Sound 0b
Which sound is more intelligible? Sound 0a Sound 0b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 0a Sound 0b
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Sound Pairs 1–8                                                                                                                                   

Sound 1a:___________________ Sound 1b: ___________________

Which sound is more frustrating to hear? Sound 1a Sound 1b
Which sound is more difficult to understand? Sound 1a Sound 1b
Which sound is more intelligible? Sound 1a Sound 1b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 1a Sound 1b

Sound 2a:___________________ Sound 2b: ___________________

Which sound is more frustrating to hear? Sound 2a Sound 2b
Which sound is more difficult to understand? Sound 2a Sound 2b
Which sound is more intelligible? Sound 2a Sound 2b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 2a Sound 2b

Sound 3a:___________________ Sound 3b: ___________________

Which sound is more frustrating to hear? Sound 3a Sound 3b
Which sound is more difficult to understand? Sound 3a Sound 3b
Which sound is more intelligible? Sound 3a Sound 3b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 3a Sound 3b

Sound 4a:___________________ Sound 4b: ___________________

Which sound is more frustrating to hear? Sound 4a Sound 4b
Which sound is more difficult to understand? Sound 4a Sound 4b
Which sound is more intelligible? Sound 4a Sound 4b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 4a Sound 4b

Sound 5a:___________________ Sound 5b: ___________________

Which sound is more frustrating to hear? Sound 5a Sound 5b
Which sound is more difficult to understand? Sound 5a Sound 5b
Which sound is more intelligible? Sound 5a Sound 5b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 5a Sound 5b

Sound 6a:___________________ Sound 6b: ___________________

Which sound is more frustrating to hear? Sound 6a Sound 6b
Which sound is more difficult to understand? Sound 6a Sound 6b
Which sound is more intelligible? Sound 6a Sound 6b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 6a Sound 6b
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Sound 7a:___________________ Sound 7b: ___________________

Which sound is more frustrating to hear? Sound 7a Sound 7b
Which sound is more difficult to understand? Sound 7a Sound 7b
Which sound is more intelligible? Sound 7a Sound 7b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 7a Sound 7b

Sound 8a:___________________ Sound 8b: ___________________

Which sound is more frustrating to hear? Sound 8a Sound 8b
Which sound is more difficult to understand? Sound 8a Sound 8b
Which sound is more intelligible? Sound 8a Sound 8b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 8a Sound 8b

[A short musical passage will now be played to clean your ears.]

Sound Pairs 9–16                                                                                                                                 

Sound 9a:___________________ Sound 9b: ___________________

Which sound is more threatening? Sound 9a Sound 9b
Which sound is more annoying? Sound 9a Sound 9b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 9a Sound 9b

Sound 10a:___________________ Sound 10b: ___________________

Which sound is more threatening? Sound 10a Sound 10b
Which sound is more annoying? Sound 10a Sound 10b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 10a Sound 10b

Sound 11a:___________________ Sound 11b: ___________________

Which sound is more threatening? Sound 11a Sound 11b
Which sound is more annoying? Sound 11a Sound 11b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 11a Sound 11b

Sound 12a:___________________ Sound 12b: ___________________

Which sound is more threatening? Sound 12a Sound 12b
Which sound is more annoying? Sound 12a Sound 12b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 12a Sound 12b
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Sound 13a:___________________ Sound 13b: ___________________

Which sound is more threatening? Sound 13a Sound 13b
Which sound is more annoying? Sound 13a Sound 13b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 13a Sound 13b

Sound 14a:___________________ Sound 14b: ___________________

Which sound is more threatening? Sound 14a Sound 14b
Which sound is more annoying? Sound 14a Sound 14b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 14a Sound 14b

Sound 15a:___________________ Sound 15b: ___________________

Which sound is more threatening? Sound 15a Sound 15b
Which sound is more annoying? Sound 15a Sound 15b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 15a Sound 15b

Sound 16a:___________________ Sound 16b: ___________________

Which sound is more threatening? Sound 16a Sound 16b
Which sound is more annoying? Sound 16a Sound 16b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 16a Sound 16b

[A short musical passage will now be played to clean your ears.]

Sound Pairs 17–24                                                                                                                               

Sound 17a:___________________ Sound 17b: ___________________

Which sound is more easily recognizable? Sound 17a Sound 17b
Which sound is more predictable? Sound 17a Sound 17b
Which sound is more consistent? Sound 17a Sound 17b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 17a Sound 17b
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Sound 18a:___________________ Sound 18b: ___________________

Which sound is more easily recognizable? Sound 18a Sound 18b
Which sound is more predictable? Sound 18a Sound 18b
Which sound is more consistent? Sound 18a Sound 18b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 18a Sound 18b

Sound 19a:___________________ Sound 19b: ___________________

Which sound is more easily recognizable? Sound 19a Sound 19b
Which sound is more predictable? Sound 19a Sound 19b
Which sound is more consistent? Sound 19a Sound 19b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 19a Sound 19b

Sound 20a:___________________ Sound 20b: ___________________

Which sound is more easily recognizable? Sound 20a Sound 20b
Which sound is more predictable? Sound 20a Sound 20b
Which sound is more consistent? Sound 20a Sound 20b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 20a Sound 20b

Sound 21a:___________________ Sound 21b: ___________________

Which sound is more easily recognizable? Sound 21a Sound 21b
Which sound is more predictable? Sound 21a Sound 21b
Which sound is more consistent? Sound 21a Sound 21b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 21a Sound 21b

Sound 22a:___________________ Sound 22b: ___________________

Which sound is more easily recognizable? Sound 22a Sound 22b
Which sound is more predictable? Sound 22a Sound 22b
Which sound is more consistent? Sound 22a Sound 22b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 22a Sound 22b

Sound 23a:___________________ Sound 23b: ___________________

Which sound is more easily recognizable? Sound 23a Sound 23b
Which sound is more predictable? Sound 23a Sound 23b
Which sound is more consistent? Sound 23a Sound 23b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 23a Sound 23b
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Sound 24a:___________________ Sound 24b: ___________________

Which sound is more easily recognizable? Sound 24a Sound 24b
Which sound is more predictable? Sound 24a Sound 24b
Which sound is more consistent? Sound 24a Sound 24b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 24a Sound 24b

[A short musical passage will now be played to clean your ears.]

Sound Pairs 25       –32                                                                                                                               

Sound 25a:___________________ Sound 25b: ___________________

Which sound is more pitched? Sound 25a Sound 25b
Which sound is smoother? Sound 25a Sound 25b
Which sound is more regular? Sound 25a Sound 25b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 25a Sound 25b

Sound 26a:___________________ Sound 26b: ___________________

Which sound is more pitched? Sound 26a Sound 26b
Which sound is smoother? Sound 26a Sound 26b
Which sound is more regular? Sound 26a Sound 26b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 26a Sound 26b

Sound 27a:___________________ Sound 27b: ___________________

Which sound is more pitched? Sound 27a Sound 27b
Which sound is smoother? Sound 27a Sound 27b
Which sound is more regular? Sound 27a Sound 27b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 27a Sound 27b

Sound 28a:___________________ Sound 28b: ___________________

Which sound is more pitched? Sound 28a Sound 28b
Which sound is smoother? Sound 28a Sound 28b
Which sound is more regular? Sound 28a Sound 28b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 28a Sound 28b
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Sound 29a:___________________ Sound 29b: ___________________

Which sound is more pitched? Sound 29a Sound 29b
Which sound is smoother? Sound 29a Sound 29b
Which sound is more regular? Sound 29a Sound 29b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 29a Sound 29b

Sound 30a:___________________ Sound 30b: ___________________

Which sound is more pitched? Sound 30a Sound 30b
Which sound is smoother? Sound 30a Sound 30b
Which sound is more regular? Sound 30a Sound 30b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 30a Sound 30b

Sound 31a:___________________ Sound 31b: ___________________

Which sound is more pitched? Sound 31a Sound 31b
Which sound is smoother? Sound 31a Sound 31b
Which sound is more regular? Sound 31a Sound 31b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 31a Sound 31b

Sound 32a:___________________ Sound 32b: ___________________

Which sound is more pitched? Sound 32a Sound 32b
Which sound is smoother? Sound 32a Sound 32b
Which sound is more regular? Sound 32a Sound 32b
Which sound is more dissonant? Sound 32a Sound 32b

Thank you for participating in the listening test!
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